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Despite O'Neill's Pleas

Democrats Ready To
Agree GOP On Budget
By CLIFFRAAS
preis youar...

have to walk along with a crutch the .aent with a surplus next,year of $7.8
44,iiirvItiptt.
life.''
.
assaschusetts Democrat ,

WASHINGTON (AP) - House
Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill Jr., faced
with almost certain defeat in efforts to
cut off an administration-backed
budget blueprint, is pleading with
divided Democrats not to "run into
the woods" simply because they fear
President Reagan's popularity.
Reagan, taking no chances on a
last-minute slip in support, was putting his popularity to work right up to
the vote, now expected Thursday.
Fifty-one House members have been
brought to the White House for faceto-face chats with the president, with
another dozen due today.
An Associated Press survey late
last week and private counts by both
parties showed dozens of Democrats
ready to join minority Republicans
and give Reagan a budget plan
tailored to his deep cuts in social programs and a three-year, 30 percent
tax reduction.
Nevertheless, Reagan said Tuesday,"You know me. I run scared all
the time."
While the White House was practicing a soft sell, O'Neill used an impassioned speech to step up pressure on
Democrats to resist the Reagan tide.
"L,istea, you have got to haNie
courage along the line and courage is
thinking of Americans first," O'Neill
told Democrats during a private
caucus Tuesday. His office released a
transcript of his remarks.
O'Neill described himself as a lifelong liberal and pleaded with his colleagues to reject Reagan's budget,
which he said would cut "off the services for health, education and senior
services," and support a less austere
Democratic plan.
The Democrats' alternative isn't
ideal, O'Neill acknowledged. But he
said "it cuts you off at the knees so
you will use a prosthesis, rather than
cutting you off at the hip where you

cited gains made in combating poverty.from the worst days of the Great
Depression and said: "You don't
think that happened by accident, do
you? That happeneckky,AP?"'-...and by
legislation of the Democratic party
through the years....
"Are we running into the woods
because we are frightened, because a
man, the president of the United
States,is as popular as he is?"
"The man on the street" doesn't
know what is in the Reagan plan -and
he is influenced by a president with
charisma and class and is a national
hero because of events that have
taken place," O'Neill continued. "But
a year from now he will be saying,
'You shouldn't have voted that way."
O'Neill has said his count shows 175
of the 241 Democrats in the House
standing firm, 41 votes short of what
is needed.
Rep. Phil Gramm, D-Texas, coauthor of the substitute budget plan
endorsed by Reagan, predicts 40 to 50
Democrats will vote with the president.
O'Neill told the party caucus that
"we had 26 Republicans that were
wavering" but now "there is only one,
I guess, left out there" who will not
support the president's recommendations. O'Neill identified the stray
Republican as Rep, James M. Jeffords, R-Vt.
When the House resumed work this
afternoon,it was considering a budget
proposal by Rep. Walter Fauntroy, DD.C., chairman of the Congressional
Black Caucus, calling for $29.4 billion
less for defense spending than Reagan
wants and $37.5 billion more in social
programs.
The Fauntroy formula would reject
the administration's taxeut proposal
in favor of a different plan.providing
more relief to low-and middle-income
workers and would leave the govern-

Anolher-pending budget plan due
for consideration today was drafted
by liberals - sponsored by Rep.
David Obey, D-Wis. - and would
balance the budget by deferring any
income tax cut until 1983.
It calls for spending $900 million
more on defense and $27.3 billion
more on social programs and energy
development than the administration
wants.
Both plans were expected to be
defeated.
The blueprint backed by Reagan
would instruct individual committees
to slash $,36.6 billion from the budget
for fiscal 1982, beginning Oct. 1. It
would put total spending at $688.8
billion,4eaving an anticipated deficit
of $31 billion next year but projecting
a balanced budget in 1984.

Murray State Commencement Set Saturday

846 Students File Degree Applications

A total of 846 students in the spring
class have filed applications for
degrees to be awarded in the 58th annual spring commencement exercises
at Murray State University on Saturday, May 9.
Among that number are. 645 for
bachelor's degrees, 163 for master's
degrees,2for specialist's degrees and
36 for associate degrees.
Speakers for the 10 a.m. ceremony
in the university fieldhouse will be
Randall A. Hutchens of Murray, the
outstanding senior man on campus,
and Diana L. Johnson of Lincoln, Ill.,
•
the oustanding senior woman.
Along with the spring graduates,388
mid-year graduates will also participate in the cap - and gown
ceremony since no formal commencement program is held following the
fall semester.
Wilson Gantt, dean of admissions
and registrar, said the exact number
of spring graduates will be determined when school officials have completed a check of each candidate's
credentials to certify that graduation
requirements have been met.
Candidates for degrees in the spring
class represent 25 states and -five
He said the Personnel Department foreign countries. Among the canreceived documents seeking didates are these: from Calloway
Claycomb's dismissal last Friday and
sent its response to the Agriculture
Department the same day.
The decision was made after
department counsel Gene Taylor and
classification analyst Harold Newton
brought the statute to his attention,
Robinson added.
By BETTY ANNE WILLIAMS
Barkley's office announced TuesAssociated Press Writer
day that he is on annual leave until
WASHINGTON (AP) - Women
May 18 and he could not be reached
find it harder to quit smoking than
for comment.
In a statement released on Friday, men, but for the first time in 15 years,
Barkley said he dismissed Claycomb less than 30 percent of the nation's
because of philosophical differences. adult women are reaching for cigaret"I must have people...with whom I tes, new government statistics show.
can communicate openly and factualOf the 8 million men and 8 million
ly and people who cooperate fully in a women who tried to give up cigarettes
united effort," the statement said.
last year, 24 percent of the men sucClaycomb, meanwhile, has been left ceeded compared to 18 percent of the
in an employment limbo.
women,according to data compiled in
According to Robinson, he is still on the 1980 National Health Interview
the state payroll and will not lose any Survey. Officials at the Department of
benefits.
Health and Human Services could ofBut Claycomb "is no longer with" fer no reason for the disparity.
the commission, according to the perThe interview survey estimated
son who answers the phone there.
that 3.5 million persons succeeded in
Claycomb said Tuesday it would be quitting smoking in 1980. A total of
"most uncomfortable for me to report 16.3 million tried to give up the habit.
back (to the commission)if he doesn't
The National Center for Health
want me there."
Statistics, which conducted the
survey, said the total number of adult

Action Puts Ag Head
At Odds With State
Personnel Board
By DIANA TAYLOR
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - State
Agriculture Commissioner Alben
Barkley II has tried to fire the ex-eeutive--seeretary--of the- MilkMarketing and Antimonopoly Commission. But the action has put him
again at odds with the Department of
Personnel.
Barkley fired,-or at least tried to
fire, Jim Claycomb during a commission meeting last Thursday.
But a Personnel Department official said Tuesday that state law does
not permit Barkley to take such an action.
Under the statute which established
the commission, only the commission
may appoint or dismiss employees,
said Deputy Personnel Conunissioner
Mike Robinson.
Any action of the commission,
Robinson said, requires the approval
of at least four of the six members.
"Before we would honor any document dismissing Mr. Claycomb, we
would ask that the commission send
us an order saying they're dismissing
him, and the minutes of that meeting
which would reflect the action taken,"
Robinson added.

inside today
today's index

PARK OPENING PERFORMANCE - The Community Chorus ryas the feature of Tuesday night's celebration
of the summer opening of the Murray-Calloway County Park held on the deck of the old freight depot. The
chorus, directed by Dr. Irma Collins, was accompanied by Suzanne Johnson on piano, Elmo Reed on bass and
Chuck Simons on drums. Featured vocalists were Kay Bates, Hank Bannon, Amy Jarmon and Nathan Middleton. Bettye Baker, parks board chairman, welcomed the approximately 125 persons in attendance. Sid
Easley, parks board
6::-.411glirmikry of the present parks system and presided during the prize
drawings.

County:
Bachelor's Degrees
Leitha Ann Adlich, Patricia Jo Bag-gettTSharon E. Barrett, Barbara Jean
Blivin, Deborah Ann Campbell, Danny Earl Carroll, Edward W. Carroll,
Karen Hussung Case, Terry Lynn
Clark, Lynn Wilson Crattie, Sherry
Lee Snyder Crittendon, Sandy Jane
Culp, Eric Evan Edwards, Kathleen
Decker Emerson, Sandra Ellen
Emerson, Terry Lynn Erwin, Larry
G. Evans, Vanessa Stone Fike, Terri
Morris Futrell, Roberta Mohlin Gar-,
field, Howard -C. Giles, Myra Summerville Gradisher, Phillip M.
Hamra, Stephen Lucien Hancock.
Heidi D. Haserni, Kenneth L. Heintzelman, Cordelia Ann- Hiter, John
Robert Holloway, Margaret Allyson
Holt, Delores Kay Honchul, Beth R.
Hurter, Randall A. Hutchens. Lins
Adam Kodnian, Richard W. Lanpher
Jr., Cereta 'Lawrence, Phillip Steven
Livers, Amelia Kay Lovett, Regina
Joy I,ovett, Loucia Mavrokordatus,
Charles Randall May, Billy Joe
McDougal, Donna McMullin McNelly,
Patricia Lynn Melvin, Penny Jo
Moody, Russell Warren Moore,
Charles Brent Moss, Sherry Nall,
Teresa Carol Rice, Tammy J. Feltner
Rogers, Janice Kay Rose,Emily Byrn

Scarborough, William Tyler Seale,
Douglas Lamont Shelton, Sarah
Elizabeth Sills, Barbara Gail
Smotherman, Marvin Robert Sy:mpson, Ricky Jay Taylor, Beverly Renee
Tobey, Lori Jo Vaughn, Mark Cullen
Vinson and Lisa Anti Winters.
Master's Degrees
Wilma Stark Beatty, Deborah J.
Bell, Donald Denty Brown, Kathee T.
Caines, Kevin P. Caines, Anita Carol
Chaney, Richard Edward Cherry III,
Karen Ann Covington. Jewel Anne
Haves, Vicki Dee Hughes, Carl 1,oye

Lackey, Mark Bradley Lyies, Sheryl
Lynn Mansour, Sysan Lynn McPherson, Martha Watts Moore. Deborah
Huges Newell, Bonnie Norris Nute.
Roger Dale Pierce, Mark Preuss
Robinson, Franklin Raymoi,d Saul,
Johnnie Glenn Stockdafe. Judy Han- non Tucker, Nancy Sue Vance.
Michael Goerge Wahlig and Peggy
Adams Willoughby.
Associate Degrees
Patty Lou Garrett and Rick W.
Kelleher.

Two To Be Sworn In At MSU
Board Of Regents Meeting
The oath of office will be administered to Dr. Ed Settle and Mark
McClure at the Saturday, Way 9,
meeting of the Murray State University Board of Regents set for 1:30 p.m.
in the board room of Wells Hall. .
Settle was recently reappointed by
Gov. John Y. Brown.„1r. for a six-year
term on the board, while McClure was
elected as the Student Government's
representative to the board.
Other items on the agenda include:
merger of the department of in.

struction and leariiiiig and the Division f Educational Administration
and Supervision and Hi her Education; report of the dei.:1 q admissions
and registrar: housing and dining
system rates adjustments. academic
program elimination; re‘ iew of the
salary and tenure policies and the
academic committee structure:
discussion of the summer employment policy financial report a lid he
report of the budget committccs
an executive session for a personnel
matter.

Although Less Than 30 Percent Smoke

Find It Harder o

rain

A chance of little light rain or
drizzle this morning, otherwise
Two Sections-28Pages
cloudy today with highs in the
3-A ,mid 60s to around 70. Clearing
Aces
9-B,10-B, 11-B tonight with lows in the mid to upClassifieds
9-B per 40s. Partly sunny Thursday
Comics
9-B with highs in the low 70s.
Crossword
2-A
Dear Abby
Kentucky Extended Forecast
16-A
Deaths & Funerals
Friday through Sunday:
2-A Chance of showers beginning in
Dr. Lamb
3-A west Friday and spreading
Horoscope
2-A,3-A,4-A across the state by Sunday. OverLocal Scene
5-A night lows mostly in the 50s and
Opinion Page
10-A,11-A daytime highs in the 70s.
Sports
Lake Levels
Lake Barkley
358.90
Kentucky Lake
358.70

Americans who smoke dropped from
33.7 percent of the population in 1978
to 32.6 percept in 1980.
Less than 29 percent of women over
16 now smoke cigarettes compared
with 30.4 percent in 1978, John Pinney,
director of the Office of Smoking and
Health,said Tuesday.
Smokers now make up 36.7 percent
of the adult male population compared with 34.7 percent in 1978.
There were 100,000 more smokers in
1980 than the 52.3 million in 1978, but
the adult population increased by 5.6
million people, to 160.8 million, during
the same period.
Dr. Joanne Luoto, the Office of
Smoking and Health's medical staff
director, said the figures show for the
first time since 1966 that the number
of women who smoke fell below 30
percent of the female population.
Nearly 53 percent of all men smoked and 24.5 percent of the women
smoked in 1955, she said. By 1966, the

e a

proportion of men had dropped to 50 parable to those of men
percent while that for women rose to
Lung cancer is projected .to outstrip
32.3 percent. The proportion of women
smokers has stayed in that range ever breast cancer as the leading cause of
cancer deaths -among women during
since.
the decade, according to the surgeon
Pinney said women generally general's 1980 smoking reportsmoke lower tar and nicotine cigaretFederal officials also have said
tes than men, but he questioned
whether they look on low-tar cigaret- women who smoke while they are
tes as "a step towards quitting or pregnant stand a greater chance of
miscarriage and having pre-term
possibly a substitute for quitting."
babies or low-birth weight babies.
The surgeon general's office has
_
The tobacco industry has maintainwarned that since women have begun
to smoke like men,they can expect to ed that questions about the effects of
begin to suffering lung cancer and cigarette smoking on health remora
other health problems at rates com- unanswered.
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Brown To Visit Murray
As Part Of Program
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - Gov.
John Y. Brown Jr. will hold public
forums this week in Murray,
Hopkinsville and Paducah as part of
his "Government to the People" program.
Brown is scheduled to attend a
public meeting at 10 a.m. Thursday at
the Hopkinsville courthouse. At noon
that day, he will speak to a group of
about 300 community hiders at the
Western,Kentucky Fairgrounds pnd
Convention Center.
On Friday, Brown will attend a

breakfast for farm leaders from 10
surrounding counties at Kenlake State
Park. Smith Broadbent, a western
Kentucky farmer, will host the
breakfast.
At 10 a.m. Friday,the governor is to
meet witti community leatlers from
Murray and Calloway County at the
Murray State University Center.
Then, from 1 p.m. to 2, he will meet
with students and administrators at
Paducah Middle School.
Brown will attend a town meeting at
Paducah City HO at 4 p.m. Friday.

JAYCEE AWARDS - Awards presented to the Murray-Calloway
County Jaycees are from left, Ted Delaney Jr., Key Man Award; Gary
Harper, Spoke Award; Jerry McCoy, Jaycee of the Year; Tony
Wallace,Spark Plug Award; and Timmy Alton, Director of the Year.
Photo Ily Joyce McCoy
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e?..Ju1y Wedding Is Planneda

Hospital Pattents Are Listed

Mr. and Mrs. Robert T.
Mrs. Martha L. Lemonds,
Adults 126
announce the engage4- 23-81
Hill
_
DIMUSSALS
- .Jamie M. Jenkins, Box ment and approaching marNursery 4
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS 309 Cedat,Paris,Tenn.
Mrs. Mary W. Farmer,808 733, Mayfield; Mrs. Sandra riage of their only daughter;
4,
-22-81
Cole, baby girl (Cara ) 212
Olive, Murray; Walter L. F. Moore and baby boy, Rt. Leah Jarie, to Terry Miller
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS College Courts, Murray.
Calhoon, baby boy BobEvans, baby boy I Rebec- Sawyers, Rt. 2; Buchanan, 1, Hardin; Mark A. Jackson, Lassiter,son of Mr. and Mrs.
bie Rt. 3:Box 1007, Murray. ca ) P. 0. Box 1035, Paris, Tenn.; Mrs. Maude Grogan, 1635 Miller Avenue, Murray; John H. Lassiter.
Rt. 1, Hazel: Mrs. Clara L. Mrs.- Pauline Brant14, Box' Miss Hill is the grandBrann, baby boy 4CaroL Ten
Rt. 2, Wingo.
Holder, Rt. 2, Buchanan, 469, Eddyville; Mrs. Judy K. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. H.
DISMISSALS
DISMISSALS
H. Brown of Murray Route 4
Mrs. Iva Lee Penney, 802 Tenn.; Roy Earl Etalentine, Prather, Rt. 5, Mayfield.
Mrs. Janis Bernadean South Fourth Street, Mur- Rt. 3, Murray; John P.
of Mrs. W. L. Hill and
and
James D. Rickman, Rt. 6,
Jones, 1607 Farmer, Mur- ray: Mrs.- Betty R. Smotherman, Rt. 1, Hazel.
Rev. W. L. Hill of
late
the
C.
Mildred
Mrs.
Mayfield;
ray; Jimmy M. Jones, Rt. 3, Carneyhan, Rt. 3, Cadiz;
Collie,526 South Sixth Street, Camden,Tenn.
Box 335, Murray; Mrs. Mrs. Charletter A. Ellis and Adults 117
The bride-elect is a 1979
Murray; Mrs. Christina
Shirley A. Tabers, 2214 baby girl, 2503 Cjayshire, Nursery 4
Adesanya,906 College Court, graduate of Murray High
Gatesboro, Murray; Amy B. Murray; Michael A. Poyner, 4-24--81
Murray; Jesse Lee Crass, School and attended Murray
Bouland, Rt. 5, Mayfield; Rt. 3, Fulton; Mrs. Jeri C.
NO NEWBORN ADMIS- Rt. 1, Kirksey; Mrs. Linda State University. She is
.Dana M. Young, Box 27, Requarth, Box 826, Murray; SIONS
G. Williams, Rt. 2, Benton; presently employed at
Lone Oak Village, Paris,
Joe H. Allbritten, Rt. 1, Mur- Fisher Price Toys.
Mrs.. Elretta
Tenn.;
Mr. Lassiter is the grandray.
Gallimore, Rt. 2, Box 266,
of Mr. and Mrs. James
son
Mrs. Frances E. Ezell, Rt.
and- of Mrs. HerDover, Tenn.
Miller
R.
Bucy,
D.
James
1, Murray;
Mark A. Williams,. Rt. 3,
625 South Fourth Street, man Lassiter and the late
-1444-tori ; Mrs. Doris I.
Murray; Mrs. Lurline Shaw, Mr. Lassiter.
14....
61/
iii#
The argomitt
-.Tharpe. 516 White, Paris._
'
•
Tenn.; Mrs. Jacqulene D.
a
1ff
.4
116431
.
Court, Murray,-#
44V-11("42r
Hill, Rt. 1, Alin°, Mrs. Ruth
English, 206 West 12th High School and is self
Ann Snyder, Rt. 1, Hardin;
Street, _Benton; Mrs. Pearl employed as a farmer. •
Mrs. Mary 0. Coursey, Rt. 1.
M. Dunn, Dexter; Mrs. Ids `The wedding will be solemAlmo:- James I. Armbruster. By Abigail Van
McKinney, 1208 Olive nized on Saturday, July 11,
E.
Buren
405 South 16th Street. Murat 6:30 p.m. at the South
Street, Murray.
ray.
Pleasant Grove United
Rt.
Shekell,
Treman Clint
Mrs. Sylnia A. Laws, Rt. 7,
5, Murray; Mrs. Vannie Methodist Church. A recepMayfield; Lester G. Nanny,
Steele, Rt. 1, Hardin; Mrs. tion will follow in the
Box 182, Murray; Mrs. Pearl
Freddie M. Todd, 1808 B. St., fllowship hall of the church.
Outland. Box 131. Hazel; DEAR ABBY: In your recent column concerning pre- Paducah; Mrs. Nancy J.
All friends and relatives
Clarence H. Ross, Rt. 2, marital contracts, I'm glad you agreed that they made Willie, Rt. 2, Wingo; Mrs. are invited to attend the wedWingo: Try L. Ray, 701 sense.
Lorene F. McCuan, Rt. 1, ding and the reception. Only
North 18th Street, Murray; I offer my own experience as a testimonial. I have been Mayfield; Mrs. Grace D. out of town invitations will
Mrs. Ruby L. Coleman, Rt. widowed twice, run a very successful business and at 32 am Jeffrey, Fern Terrace be sent.
now married to a wonderful man of 56. We have a pre- Lodge, Murray.
6. Mayfield.
Mrs. Ada Belle Kennedy, marital contract, and it's no problem at all. I gave my
ranch we live on and ar
Rt. 4, Mayfield; Mrs. Bama husband the beautiful 2,000-acre
So far it's been a perfect marriage. I work
life.
for
allowance
L. Byars, Kt 1, Hazel; Mrs.
at my business all day and come home to a chilled martini
Lavenia L.'Jones, 503 and -a- is.,______;:prafed by my husband, who's a
Richard.ion, Murray; Mrs. marvelous cook. While he jokes about being a "kept man," I
1, know he is delighted with this arrangement.
Mattie Burkeen,
Wayne He putters around the ranch and plays golf. He is a
Almo; Horace
Frances Brown presented secretary, read the minutes.
Refreshments of cake and
Gatewood, 303 Park, wonderful father to the children of my second marriage. On the program at the meeting
DEAR DR. LAMB - I saw
Dresden, Tenn.; Mrs. Dixie our first anniversary I gave him a paid-up country club of the Riissell's Chapel coffee weye served by the
buying
column about spastic.
your
members
17
the'
to
hostesses
Church
M. Poghie, 509 South Seventh membership for life and I find myself continuously
United Methodist
colon in our paper. I have
him presents to show my devotion. This is the best business
Street, Murray.
April 13, at and five visitors, the latter coped with a spastic colon for
Monday,
on
held
deal I ever made!
being Mary Hopson, Thelma years and am still searching
HAPPY IN SANTA YNEZ the lakeside home of Lois
Violet Speight, for a cure. My emotional state
Farley,
Hanchek,
Exceptional (:hildren
Helen
Sparks with
stable, but it appears to
Ginny ,Christine Collins, and Miss is
and
pretty
a
made
Hodges
husband
Helen
your
And
HAPPY:
DEAR
have a direct influence on my
Council Plans Meet good deal, too!
Brown.
Crihfield as cohostesses.
bowel condition .0
The next meeting will be
I tens; :.1.;41- constipation
Miss Brown, a retired
The Council for Excep•••
days and then when I
teacher of the Home held Monday, May 11, at 1:30 for three
tional Children will meet
have a movement it is loose. I
•
of
Linda
home
the
p.m.
at
at
Department
Economics
Thursday, May 7, at 7 p.m. in
am a college student with
DEAR ABBY: Concerning premarital agreements: Aren't
the Special Education you doomed to failure if..you begin a marriage by antici- Murray State University, Kelly with Marian Fox as academic pressures. I think
my colon trouble is a response
'showed slides and discussed cohostess.
Building at Murray State pating divorce?
to internal tension rather than
trip
recent
her
of
Universoity.
ANN ARBOR ATTORNEY each slide
.4ipha Mu Chapter To ms having nervous shaking.
to The-Holy Land.
All interested persons are
Could you send me your
Health Letter on the spastic
Roxie Jones, treasurer, in- Meet .4t Lucas Home
invited to attend, a council DEAR ATTORNEY: Not necessarily. In some cases
I know my horrendous
The Alpha Mu Chapter of colon?
spokesman said. The it's better to anticipate divorce than to be surprised troduced Miss Brown.
habits are the root of
eating
bankruptcy.
The devotion on "The Lord Epsilon Sigma Alpha Inter- the problem, and a concerted
building is located on North by
the
given
was
in
Is My Shepherd"
national will meet
16th Street.
effort to improve my bowel
•• *
by Alice Gould.
home of Sandy Lucas on training and habit is essential
in my situation.
The president, Mrs. Thursday, May 7,at 7 p.m.
DEAR ABBY: I know I must have many sympathizers on
DEAR READER - I am
to
opened
and
urged
presided
are
Sparks,
All members
glad you realize that tension
this one. I need some up-to-date advice on how to look
feminine and glamorous at the office without letting men the meeting with a prayer. attend, a chapter spokesman can be a part of the problem.
Many people who have a spasWilliams, said.
Gaynelle
think I am on the make.
tic colon do very well except
If I wear high-fashion clothes that flatter my figure and
during periods of stress. The
bring out the beat in me, all the old creeps (never the nice
eQlon is very sensitive to our
old
I
to
the
If
repel
dress
eligible men) make passes at me.
.. emotions. It blushes and pales
creeps,1 creep- further jilt nitignaidheied. I am 30,-Any
-and-is a better indicator-than-suggestions?
our faces of our true
CONFUSED
emotions.
You can train the colon
functions to a degree. Our
DEAR CONFUSED: "Nice, eligible men" never
bodies respond to training or
make passes at anyone. A guide to appropriate office
regular habits. That is one
attire includes a long list of don'ts:
reason we get hungry at speDon't strive for "glamour" in the office. Femicific times, not because we
tooor
ninity, yes. Glamour, no! Don't wear shorts,
need food just then. In the
same way the rhythmic conshort skirts. Don't wear plunging necklines or
tractions of the colon can be
anything skin tight. See-through blouses are a no-no.
trained. This is discussed
Leave the junk jewelry at home. Don't wear cocktail
more in The Health Letter
clothes to work. Pants are fine if they are wellnumber 16-4, Spastic Colon,
tailored and worn with a matching jacket. Lounging
Irregularity and Constipation,
pajamas, jumpsuita or jeans with T-shirts are inthat I am sending in response
appropriate.
to your request. Others who
If you follow the above suggestions, and the old
want this issue can send 75
cents with a long, stamped,
creeps still make passes at you, you'd better check the
self-addressed envelope for it
look in your eye.
to me, in care of this newspa•••
_ r, P.O. Box 1551, Radio City
Station, New York, NY 10019.
Many people don't realize
DEAR ABBY: While agreeing with your comment, "A
that a spastic colon can cAuse
say,
and
good way to handle a compliment is to smile
'Thank you,'" I am reminded of the following: "The
difference between Northern girls and Southern girls is,
when a Northern girl is complimented on her appearance,
she is likely to say,'Gee, thanks.' A Southern girl will say,
'How kind of you to notice.- This was pointed out to me by
a Southern gentleman who is also a writer of distinction.
D. CORUM
Ends Thur..

No Deferred Payments
In This Marriage Contract

Miss Leah Jane Hill
and Terry Miller Lassiter

Frances Brown Presents
Program At Sparks Home

/77/e7C,/e/

DEAR D.: He may be a writer of distinction, but
he's no gentleman.
(Problems? You'll feel better if you get them off
your chest. For a personal reply, write to Abby, 132
WINS AWARD - Debbie Stubblefield has been
Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Please
enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope.)
named a United States Cheerleader Award Winner for
1981. She was nominated by the Calloway County
High School cheerleader sponsor, Vanda Britian, for
this national award, and her picture and biography will
appear in the United States Achievement Academy official yearbook published nationally. Debbie is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Hal Hosford, and the granddaughter of Mrs. Flora Ford of Murray and Mrs. Rozelle
Stubblefield of Hazel.

"rIrra'l

RESTAURANT
"Serving American & Chinese Food Daily"
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
Breakfast 6-10:30 AM; Lunch 11-2 PM
Dinoer 4-10 PM
Mother's Day Lunch Special
Chinese/American Buffet
All You Can Eat
$525
Only

Italian
Spaghetti
Special

Hamburger
& Chopped Steak
Special!

$

.09

with garlic bread
salad 00'
e‘tra

7

fries

b9' Special For kids
[work dining fink

inside dming only

Free Refills on Drinks

WEDNESDAY
4-9 P.M.
You Can't Eat This Good
At Home For This Price

Lawrence E.Lamb,M.D.
was the custom in the village
loose movements, or what
they call diarrhea, as well as for the villagers to wait outside the bridal chamber until
hard, dry stools and constipaa bloody cloth was tossed
tion. Frequently people have
from the window to prove the
both. The spasm that shuts off
girl's virginity.
the colon and stops moveWhen bleeding occurs it is
ments is just another form of
because the hymen membrane
overactive muscular contractears. Sometimes this is
tions that can also cause diarunpleasant and a more
rhea.
Improving your eating hab- enlightened person might
wonder if this is pie best way
its may help a lot. Coffee and
colas that contain caffetne, or to begin one of life's more
tea, are hard on a sensitive important relationships. Sex,
colon. Caffeine makes ner- after all, should be a pleasurable experience for the
vous tension worse.
DEAR DR. LAMB - My female as well as the male.
Marty active girls rupture
hughand and I have been-happily married for several years the hymen early in life withbut we have one problem. He out any sexual experience.
fails to believe that I was a Others are born with a rudivirgin when he-married me mentary hymen. In view of all
because I didn't bleed when the interest in tampons and
we first had sex. Every time toxic shock syndrome, it
should also be mentioned that
we fight he brings this up.
Is it possible to have sex for tampons may relax the vagithe first time without bleed- na and result in less difficulty
at the beginning of sexual
ing?
DEAR READER - Yes. activity. And inserts always
Your husband's attitude rem- pose the opportunity to rupinds me of a tribal ritual. It ture the hymen.

Silk Flowers
Placemats
Napkins

/ Unk

2 Price
",th

Training your bowel

Bamboo
Vases

Onls

Free Refills on Drinks

Hwy.641 South, Holiday Inn
Murray, Ky.(502)753-4488
Owner and Chef, Johnny Ho
"We Welcome Take Out Orders"

Yiii111

HEALTH

Baskets

azikai Oka adkw
We are pleased to
announce that Anita
Chaney, bride-elect of
Graves Burkeen - has
selected her crystal and
accessories from our
bridal
complete
registry.
Anita and Graves will
be married June 12th.

The Shacase
7534541
it4W111 ilkArrAl

121 By-Pas
PW.,11 tip
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Wedding
-A4r

Mr. and Mrs. J. D.
Schroeder of Almo announce
the engagement and approaching marriage of their
youngest daughter. Khristy
-Darlene,- to David Rowley
Williams, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Louis Williams of Farmington.
The bride-elect attended
Calloway County High
School. She is the granddaughter of Mrs. Flara
Schroader of the Westview
Nursing Home and the late
N. F. Schroader of Almo,
and of the late Mr. and Mrs.
Lois T. Clark of Mayfield.
Mr. Williams is a graduate
of Murray High School and
attended Murray State
University. He is the grandson of the late Mr. and Mrs.
E. S. Rowley and of the late
Mr. and Mrs. Martin
Williams of Peoria, Ill.
Both the bride-elect and
the groom-elect are
employed at Don Faughn
Enterprises, Inc., Murray.
. The wedding vows will be
exchanged on Friday, May
29, at 7 p.m. at the Immanuel
Lutheran Church, Murray. A
reception will follow the
ceremony.
All relatives and close
friends are invited to attend
the wedding and the reception.

WYATT BOY
Mr. and Mrs. David Wyatt
of Almo Route 1 are the
parents of a baby boy, David
Austin, weighing nine
pounds three ounces,
measuring 21 inches, born on
Sunday, March 29, at the
Murray-Calioway County
Hospital. •
The mother, the former
Gwenith Crouse, is on leave
from the Ryan Milk Company. The father is
employed at the Northside
IGA.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. John Wyatt of Almo
Route 1 and Mr. and Mrs.

• Hilda Orr Opens
Home For South
Pleasant Meeting

Miss Khristy Darlene Schmader
and David Rowley Williams

Maria Thweatt Will Speak
\10 At Fellowship Meet Here

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake

FOR THURSDAY,MAY 7, HU
What kind of day will tomor- favorably at present.
row be? To find out what the CAPRICORN
stars say, read the forecast (Dec.22toJan.19) V6)
You'll have more fun in the
given for your birth Sign.
company of one person than in
a group. Friends aren't to be
ARIES
counted on. Evening favors
(Mar.21 to Apr.19)
Rely on your own judgment moderation.
for success in financial mat- AQUARIUS
ters. Others are too erratic to (Jan.20 to Feb.18) .
If things are hectic at the ofbe counted upon. A relative
fice, why not bring work home
may be discouraged.
with you? You'll be more effiTAURUS
? cient in peaceful surroun(Apr.20to May 20) tikEi
A job worry could get you dingsdown. Instead of moping, you PISCES
'
should act on your ideas. Com- (Feb.19 to Mar.-20
It's an up-and-down time
petitors may be stubborn and
with regard-- to communicaself-willed.
tions. Expect some
GEMINI
fi. misunderstandings or mix-ups
(May 21 to June 20) 114
Expect no support from a in appointments. Be adapfriend regarding an expen- table.
YOU BORN TODAY are
diture. Unexpected work
could upset your schedule. analytical and introspective
by nature. Your best success
Relax and be flexible.
comes when you get out of
CANCER
(June 21 toJuly 22) 041 yourself and find a way to
Don't let a family member communicate your ideas to
worry you. A date may have to others. You are attracted to
be canceled, but you'll find mental pursuits and would
others_who wouldlove to enjoy succeed as a lawyer,
educator, photographer, aryour company.
chitect or diplomat. You'll
LEO
have success in business,
(July 23to Aug.22)
Unfinished tasks may weigh though often you do not fare
on you. Instead of trying to do well in partnerships.
everything at,once, do one Somewhat intuitive, you're
thing at a time. Privacy abets also attracted to poetry, acting, music,films and art. Exaccomplishment.
press your thoughts and you'll
VIRGO
overcome a tendency to in(Aug.23 to Sept. 22)
A lack of funds need not cur- troversion. Birthdate of: Gary
tail your socializing. Join Cooper, actor; Johannes
friends at a cultural event. Brahms, composer; and
Someone's tactlessness could Robert Browning,poet.
offend.
LIBRA
(Sept.23to Oct. 22) —
A lack of self-confidence
could undermine your efforts.
Dare to think big. Initiative
Sarah Catherine Ross has
-will-be-advantageous-to-your
recently been elected as vice
career.
president of the law fraterniSCORPIO
(Oct.23to Nov.21) ineeltP ty at the Vanderbilt UniverDon't be abrupt in behavior, sity Law School at Nashville,
for others will be quick to find Tenn.
fault. Let a close tie's enMiss Ross, a graduate of
thusiasm rub off on you. Murray High School, is in
Watch expenditures.
at the law
iffilfr her first year
SAGITTARIUS
school. She attended Murray
(Nov.22 to Dec.21) it
Expect some turmoil at State University. Miss Ross
work. Do your job despite a is the daughter of Mason
tense atmosphere. Friends Ross and the late Lucille
and money do not mix ROSS of Murray.
•

1
.4
1

The Ladies Full Gospel
Fellowship of Murray and
Calloway County will meet
Saturday, May 9, at 8:30
a.m. at the Woodmen of the
World Hall, South Third and
Maple ;Streets, Murray. A
continental breakfast will be
served prior to the meeting.
Maria Thweatt, formerly
of Detroit, Mich., will share

her testimony of how Jesus
has helped her in her life at
the meeting. Mrs. Thweatt,
her husband, and three
children reside in Marshall
County and attend a
Cumberland Presbyterian
Church there.
All interested persons are
invited to attend, a
fellowship spokesman said.

Murray
Ledger & Times

Parents Chapter
Plans Activities
For Month Of May

44:g

pp%

Sarah Ross
Is Elected

The Greater Paducah
Chapter of Parents Without
Partners has the following
calendar of events planned:
May 8- Un-birthday party for all members with birthdaysthismonth-at-the Best
Western in Paducah at 8:30
p.m.
May 9 - Fish fry at
Ballard County Wildlife
Reserve at 6 p.m. with Keith
Giles as host.
May 10-"Go To Church
With Your Mother" Day.
May 12 - Eat out at the
Burger Queen, Paducah, at 6
p.m.
May 15- General meeting
at 8 p.m. at the American
Legion in Paducah. The program will be presented by
Jim Banther on the value of
aerobic exercises.
May 16 - potluck supper
at The-Bend of the River
with Annabelle Steinbeck as
hostess at 7 p.m.

•
4-25--81
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Peggp Elizabeth
Hall, Rt. 2, Benton; Jimmie
Lynn Filbeck, Rt. 5, Benton;
Mrs. Bobbie J. Calhoon and
baby boy, Rt. 3, Murray;
Mrs, Carol Lynn Brann and
baby boy, Rt. 2, Wingo.
Mrs. Christina F.
Adesanya, 906 College
Courts, Murray; Roger D.
Houk, Rt. 3, Murray; Mark
F. Herndon, Rt. 5, Murray;
Mrs. Mary M. Davis, New
Concord; Richard W.
Eldridge, 86 Riviera, Murray.
Mrs.Susan C. Bahre, Rt. 5,
Murray; Richie L. Morris,
D8 Fox Meadows, Murray;
Howard B. Arrierson, Rt. 3,
Murray; James P. Sykes,
1510 Clayshire, Murray;
Steve L. Wilder, 316"2 North
12th, Murray; Willie B. Collins, 226 North Second, Murray.
Mrs. Madie Thompson, 305
Irvan, Murray; Mrs. Sanova
B. Dodd, 809 North 16th
Street, Murray; Mrs. Mary
L. Parks, 305 North 10th
Street, Murray; Urishma
Smith, Box 235, Puryear,
Tenn.; Mrs. Nell E. Howard,
Rt. I, Sedalia; Milburn
Evans, Rt.6, Murray.

t=== C

EAST
•5 2
116 5 4
•K 9 2
48 6 5 3 2

A kibitzer wondered
silently about Ace Bob
Hamman's play of today's
Vulnerable Both Dealer
unusual slam. It wasn't until
the post mortem that he South The bidding
realized why Bob had South West North East
2,
played as he did.
Pass
240
Pass
Pass
3
,
1
Pass
Hamman won his club ace 3*
6V
Pass
Pass
Pass
and studied a moment
before drawing trumps.
Opening lead Club king
"What's he studying about?"
wondered the kibitzer. He
knew how he would play the
hand.
repeated diamond finesse
As most others, the kibitz- brought in the diamond suit
er would quickly draw
Was Hamman lucky to
trumps and play the high find such luck in diamonds^
spades. West's jack would You bet But he never would
fail to drop and now there have enjoyed that luck had
would be no more hope. The he not made the winning
defense would score two play in spades.
diamonds and the slam
would go one down. Those
Bid with Coro
kibitzers who were stated in
a' position to see West's
spade jack would naturally South holds 5-6-B
make the slam. They would
•J 7 6 4
take a second round spade
•9 3
finesse to assure their
*Q 5 4
"easy" slam.
4K Q 109
Hamman didn't see
West's cards but he went
North South
one better. After drawing 2,
his
trey
trumps, he played
of spades and put in
dummy's eight! (Had this ANSWER: Three clubs. A
lost to East's jack, Bob positive response is justified
would have had 12 tricks by and it's better to bid where
overtaking his own spade the high cards are
queen). When it held, Bob
took another precaution and Send bridge questions to The Aces
led a low diamond to his 10 P0 Boa 12353 Dallas Texas 75225
with self-addressed, stamped envelope
and West's queen. West exit- for
reply
ed with a spade to dummy's
spade
king
ace and when the
failed to drop the jack, a
In 1893, J. Frank Duryea
$-6-A
NORTH
drove the first gasoline
•A K 1098
•72
automobile in the United
•8 6 3
States at Springfield, Mass.
•J 74

Storewide

*Music Boxes
*Luggage & Totes
*Beach Towels
*Tea Sets
*Satin Sheets
*Brass Trimmed Chests
*Evening Bags
* Items in Brass

Sq. Ft.
of

f7u4
,

*Jewelry
*Decorative Fans
*Colognes
*Rocking Chair
* Vases &
Temple Jars
*Wallets
*Scented Soaps

Free-Gift Wrapping
Way
Dixieland Center Chestnut St.

•

WEST
•J 7 6 4'
•9 3
•Q 5 4
•KQ109

SOUTH
•Q 3
•ASQJ198
•A J 10 7
•A

0

MOTHER'S DAY
SUGGESTIONS

Jean Vietor

BECKY
WILSON

NOtPITAL NEWS

"He who can no longer
pause to wonder and stand
rapt in awe is as good as
dead his eyes are closed..."
- Albert Einstein.

Now
Over

the green door"Vid

0

vaiK

Hilda Orr opened her
home for the April eighth
meeting of the South Pleaslint Grove Homemakers
Club.
The guest speaker was
Paula West who showed a
film and discussed breast
cancer and the self-breast
examination for cancer.
Justine Story gave the
devotion on "Hope" based on
the fifth chapter of Romans.
The major lesson on "Life
Saving Techniques" was
presented by Imogene
Paschall. She gave some
ways one might be able to
help an accident victim until
professional help arrives.
Donna Jackson gave the
landscape notes. Imogene
Paschall showed a punch rug
she had made.
Refreshments were served
by Mrs. Orr. Other members
present were Viola
McReynolds, Delpha Taylor,
Clovis Jones, Ellen Orr, and
Freda Humphreys. Another
guest was Estelle Gooch who
became a new member.
The next meeting will be
held Wednesday, May 13, at
10 a.m. at the Triangle Inn.

Maurice Crouse of Murray
Route 2. Great grandparents
are Mrs. Eva Wyatt of Almo
Route I and -Mr. and Mrs.
Crawford McClure of Murray.

G. CORN, JR.

Watercolorist Jean Vietor calls herself a
nature painter, not a bird artist; she loves the
whole of nature and wants to paint a wide range
of natural subjects.
Since she began showing her work in 1969, she
has won over 50 awards including the Jury
Designated Purchase Award in the Watercolor
USA National Watercolor Competition in 1971
and 1974; the Museum Purchase Award in 1975;
and first place in watercolor at the "500" Exhibition in 1976.
Jean now does watercolor and gouache
demonstrations for art interest groups and
teaches watercolor. She received a distinct
honor when in 1977 her painting of the rufoussided towhee was -featured on the cover of Indiana Bell's telephone directories.
Jean lives in Indianpolis, Indiana, with her
husband Frank, who is a successful artist, and
their two children. Cathy and Dan.

OFF
Children's Fashions
Hrs:9-6 Mon.-Sat.
9-8 Fri.

7he step .eadder
Be/-Air Shopping Center
753-1795

"A Reluctant Farewell"..

Appearing At...

Blackford House Gallery
Dixieland Center, Murray, Ky.

Becky is our newest hair dresser
and specializes in skin care. We
invite you to come out and meet
and talk with Becky. This gives
our shop 5 full time professional
stylists to better serve you!

Thursday, May 7-5:30 p.m.-8:30 p.m.
To Introduce her latest release
from Frame House Gallery

"A Reluctant Farewell"
Thrush"

Also Selling"Wood

"Wood thrush"

Blackford House Gallery
Phone 753-8282
Murray, Ky.
1600 Dodson Ave.

Dixieland Center-Murray, Ky.

502-753-8301
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Mr. and Mrs. Purdom
Lovett of Murray Route 2 announce the engagement and
approaching marriage of
their daughter, Carma
to Larry Boren, son of Herrell Boren and the late Mrs.
Ruby Borne of Tupelo, Miss.
The bride-elect is a 1979
graduate of Murray High
School. She has attended
Itawamba Junior College of
Tupelo, Miss., and is
presently attending Murray
tate University._ She is the
granddaughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Clarence Horton and of
the late Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Lovett, all of Murray.
The groom-elect is a 1973
graduate of Mooreville High
School, Mooreville, Miss. He
is presently employed at
Blue Bell Wrangler Jean
Company in Tupelo, Miss.
The wedding vows will be
exchanged on Saturday,
June_ 27, at 2 p.m. at the
Goshen United Methodist
Church at Stella. A reception
will follow at the home of the
bride-elect's parents.
No invitations are being
sent, and all friends and
relatives are invited to attend the wedding and the
reception.

• 4-2?-81
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Alexander, baby girl (Aanette) P. 0. Box 2227,
Puryear,Tenn.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Nitaree Bouland,1508
Clayshire, Murray; Dawn L.
Redden, Box 724, Murray;
Ruby R. licking, 218 E.
Cleaveland, Mayfield; Mrs.
Wilma L. Wadkins, Rt: 1,
Kirksey; Larry F. Leslie,
Rt. 2, Murray; Keith A. Duncan,Rt. 6, Murray.
Mrs. Myrtle C. Dunn, 905
Poplar, Murray; Mrs. Offie
Dean Chadwick, 1613
Parklane, Murray; Thomas
H. Moore, Rt. 1, Almo; Mrs.
Lura S. Asberry, 212 South
11th Street, Murray; Mrs.
Lula A. Rogers, 209 North
12th Street, Murray; Mrs.
Ruth Ann Cooper, Rt. 1,
Hazel.
Mrs. Catherine Pall, Rt. 3,
Murray; Mrs. Virginia A.
Blackburn, 100 Hickory,
Murray; Mrs. Opal Graham,
1508 Glendale, Murray; Carl
L. Moody, Rt. 1, Almo; Mrs.
Mary Katherine Vaughan,
309 North Seventh Street,
Murray.

Ak,S .
Miss Carma Lisa Lovett and Larry Boren

Coming Community Events
Wednesday, May 6

Wednesday, May 6

Baptist Women, Baptist Goshen United Methodist
Young Women, and Acteens Church Women will meet at
of Cherry Corner Baptist 7 p.m. at the church.
Church are scheduled to
Salem Baptist Church
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
WMU is scheduled to meet at
church.
7 p.m.
Mission groups at Flint
Baptist Church are scheduled to meet at 7 p.m. at the
church.

Group A, Ladies
Tennis Will Play
Friday At Club

Thursday,May 7
Murray Women, of the
Moose will meet at 8 p.m. at
the lodge hall, North 16th
Street.
Legion of Mary will meet
at 10:40 a.m. at the St. Leo's
Catholic Church.

Knights of Cohimbus will
meet
at 7:30 p.m. at the St.
Group A of the Ladies Tennis of the Murray Country Leo's Catholic Church.
Club will play on Friday,
May 8, at 9:30 a.m. at the
01 interest Ito
'club.
The lineup is as follows:
Court One — Patsy
Oakley, Peggy Billington,
Andrea Hogancamp, and
Joni Billington.
Court Two -I- Rainey Apperson, Carol Boaz, Jeanetta
Williams,and Patsy Miller.
Court Three — Judy Carroll, Brenda Marquardt,
Sharron
Brown, and
A plant sale will be held at
Georgianna Moffitt.
Court Four — Emmy Ed- the Senior Citizens
wards, Frankie McNutt, Greenhouse, located on
Penny Cappock, and Janie Broach Street behind the St.
John's Episcopal Church,
Ryan.
1620 West Main Street, on
Saturday, May 9, from 8
a.m. to 4 p.m.
For Information
Kathie Gentry said a nice
Regarding
variety of vegetables and
green and flowering plants
are available from the
Senior Citizens. Regular
(Permanent
hours are Monday and TuesRemoval of Hair
day from 10 a.m. to 12 noon
Call
and Thursday from 1 to 3
p.m.
For information persons
may call Ms. Gentry at 7591991.

Senior
Citizens

Electrolysis

753-8856

HOSPITAL NEWS (

YARDS OF THE MONTH — The Garden Department of the Murray Woman's
Club has selected the Residential and Business Yards of the month. In top photo
is the yard and home of Mr. and Mrs. James 0. Lamb of 1502 Glendale Road,
Murray, selected for the residential honor. In the bottom photo is the University
Branch of the Bank of Murray, selected for the business honor. Fred Perry is the
gardener for the branch bank.

INDIANAPOLIS (AP) —
A high-school senior who
already had won a $30,000
college scholarship has
refused a $10,000 award so
someone else can go to college.
James D. Laughlin, 17,
became the first person in
the history of the
Eisenhower Memorial
Scholarship Foundation to
turn down an award. He had
already received $30,000
from a corporation, and said
he decided over the weekend
to avoid "gluttony."
The Brebeuf Preparatory
High School student will attend a summer seminar with
other Eisenhower winners,
but the money will go to someone else. The college he
plans to attend costs about
$7,100 a year.
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Give Mom A Fragrance With Love
Halston

JeRiviens

Adolfo

Interlude

Blue Grass

Hope

Cabriole

Fashion Fair #1

Ebone

Miss Gilbert
Is Honored

Council for ExceptionalChildren will meet at 7 p.m.
in the Special Education
Building, Murray State
Miss Marilyn Gilbert,
University. All interested
bride-elect of Billy Pritpersons are invited
chard, was --holiOW-d- with a Alpha Mu Chapter of Ep- household bridal shower on
silon Sigma Alpha Interna- Friday4„May 1, at 7 p.m. in
tional will meet in the home the home of of Mrs. Ophie
Lee Steele.
of Sandy Lucas at 7 p.m.
A period of fellowship and
favorite recipe exchanges
were held while the guest of
honor opened her many
gifts.
Refreshments of cake,
mints, nuts, and punch were
served by the hostesses,
Mrs. Steele and Miss Sharon
Steele.
Approximately 25 persons
were present.

COME BROWSE THROUGH OUR
SELECTION OF USED FURNITURE.
WE'RE SURE SOMETHING WILL
CATCH YOUR EYEI

USED MERCHANDISE MART

HOSPITAL NEWS
-4-26-81
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Darnell, baby boy (Tammy ) Rt. 3, Murray.
Hall, baby boy ( Peggy)
Rt. 2, Benton.
DISMISSALS
Adam Dwayne Houk, Dexter; Jeremy L. Kirksey, 8
Riviera, Murray; Rebecca
Jean Evans and baby boy,
Paris, Tenn.; Mrs. Cara F.
Cole and baby girl, 212 College Courts, Murray; Mark
L. Johnson, 103 Owens,
Paris, Tenn.; Mrs. Juanita
Pritchett, Rt. I, Dexter.
Vernon J. Stubblefield, 107
South Eighth Street, Murray; Mrs. Duma F. Rogers,
1635 W. Olive, Murray;
Willie T. Everett, 1315 Vine,
Murray; Landon H. Keese,
Rt. 4, Murray; Mrs. Opal R.
Hutson, Rt. 4, Murray; Mrs.
Eunice Garrison, 707
Sycamore Street, Murray.
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USED MERCHANDISE tIIJ
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Home Furnishings At
Prices You Can Afford
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Senior Refuses
Scholarship Of
Second Received

Friday, May 8
Wranglers Riding Club
will rite for points at the club
at 6:30 p.m.
Special Senior Citizens
Fun Day for the public,sponsored by the MurrayCalloway County Senior
Citizens, will be from 10 a.m.
to 5 p.m. The public is urged
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of to attend and participate.
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at
Hazel Lodge Freeand Ac7:30 p.m. at the Ellis Center. cepted Masons will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the lodge hall.
Registration for the 1981
Club Membership Social
Red Cross Learn to Swim
Program will continue at will be held at 5:30 p.m. at
8:30 a.m. on the first floor of the Murray Country Club.
the Calloway County CourTwilight Golf will be held
thouse.
at 5:30 p.m. at the Oaks
Country Clop.
Garden Department of
Registration for the 1981
Murray Woman's Club will Red Cross Learn to Swim
have a salad luncheon at 12 program will be at 8:30 a.m.
PEAR DESSERT
noon at the club house. A. on the first floor of the
Here's the diet version of a
garden tour, planned by Calloway County Court classic dessert. Place three
Jane Lane, will follow.
halved ripe pears in a
House.
Pour over a mixsteamer.
Field Day will be held at 1
Senior Citizens Centers
ture
of
one-half
cup hot
p.m. at Robertson School.
will be open as follows: Ellis
at both Robertson water, three tablespoons
Classes
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. with
and Carter Schools will be- brown sugar and one teaslunch at t2 noon;Hazel and
dismissed at 1 p.m. today. poon butter. Cover, bring to
Douglas from 10 a.m. to 2
lunches will be served a boil, then sin'imer 20
Sack
p.m. with lunch at Hazel at
minutes. While pears cool,
in the lunchrooms.
11:45 a.m. and at Douglas at
cream together in a pan
12 noon.
Mothers Morning Out will three tablespoons cocoa, two
tablespoons water and three
Mothers Day Out will be at be at 9 a.m. at the First tablespoons sugar.
Simmer
Christian
Church.
9 a.m. at the First Baptist
five minutes. Serve each
Church.
Harvesters Class of pear half over a scoop of
Memorial Baptist Church vanilla ice milk and top with
Calloway County Library will have a bowling party at hot chocolate sauce. Makes
Board of Trustees will meet 7 p.m. followed by an ice six serviings, 220 calories
each.
at 5 p.m. at the Calloway cream party.
Public Library.
Thursday, May 7
Tasting luncheon by the
Calloway
County
Homemakers Club will be
served from 11 a.m. to 1:30
p.m. at the social hall of the
First United Methodist Church. Door prizes will be given.
For tickets call 753-1452.

MIMI

I want to thank those actively involved in my campaign. I also want to thank
many of you I am contacting for your words of advice and encouragement.
For the record I believe my opponent has made a good jailer.
I believe I can make a good jailer. Mr. Jones has for the last three terms run
on his record.
Let's examine a part of the record. In 1965 he had this to say of the incumbent. I quote from the May 20th, 1965 edition of the Ledger and Times.
"Two terms as jailer should be enough for any man, the salary is $7,200 per
year or $57,600.00 for the eight year term. This should be enough. It is time
for a change." end quote
In 1980 the jailer's salary was $23,184.00 and at the end of this year our
present jailer will have served 16 years, making in excess of $220,000.00
dollars plus approximately $450.00 per month paid to his wife for meal
preparation and matron plus $500.00 per month paid to his son and daughter in
law as deputy and matron. They being the Permanent residents of the jail with
all utilities paid.
How much is enough for one family? Should not this many tax dollars benefit
more than one family? Indeed it is time for a change.
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Lo.oking Back
10 Years Ago
Tornado force winds whipped
through Calloway County last night
leaving a path of uprooted trees and
overturned buildings. The mobile
home residence of Mr. and Mrs. Donny Buchanan on the Irvin Cobb Road
was completely destroyed by the wind
and rain storm. The only injury to the
family was a cut on Buchanan's arm.
Deaths reported include Elizabeth
Jean Watts, 14, Otto Robertson, Mrs.
Edna Coleman Paige, Walter McCuiston,and Mrs. Evelyn Leach.
Anne Battle, daughter of Dr. and
Mrs. Guy Battle, is valedictorian, and
Nancy Hart, daughter of Dr. and Mrs.
James C. Hart, is salutatorian of the
Murray High School Senior Class of
1971. Third honor student is Mary
Winter, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
John C. Winter, and fourth honor student is Suzanne Jones, daughter of Dr.
and Mrs. Donald Jones.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. John R. Linn on May 3.
Calloway County business and civic
leaders have pledged or contributed
more than .$6,000 to finance the
county's portion of the Four Rivers
Council Boy Scouts of America program.

Editoral

Why Americans
Do Not Save
There is no mystery about
the failure of Americans to
save. The government,
through its tax and regulation
policies, has given Americans
every incentive to go into debt
and _little or no incentive to
save and invest.
In the last quarter of 1979,
the American savings rate as
measured against individual's
after-tax income dropped to
its lowest level in 30 years —
3.3 percent. It was the first
time it had been under four
percent in any quarter since
1951.

In West Germany, the rate
was 14 percent. There the
government adds a bonus to
special savings accounts that
are frozen for six or seven
years.
In Japan, the rate was 20
percent. The Japanese
government exempts from
taxes virtually all tmterest income earned by the average
Japanese citizen. ,
Part of the Reagan tax
reduction package should be a
generous exemption of interest income for American
taxpayers.

• Uncle Sam,
The Movie Mogul

copky
Washington Today

20 Years Ago

Reagan's Tax Cuts
An AP News Analysis
By EVANS WITT
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (API — As Congress tries to President Reagan's
budget plan, politicians glance worriedly over their shoulders at a public
seemingly demanding budget cuts,
tax cuts and changes in Washington.
The message from Reagan and
other Republicans .to doubting
Democrats is that Americans overwhelmingly support Reagan's
economic plan and that those who oppose- it will face the public's wrath in
1982.
"I believe that the people you and I
represent are ready to chart a new.
course," Reagan told Congress in his
April 28 speech to a joint session of the
House and the Senate.
While Reagan has the overall public
mood pegged well, that's not the
whole picture. Public opinion on
federal spending and taxes is laced

(Reprinted by permission of
-visuals and printed Mataudio
The St. Louis Globe- ter into the billions.
Democrat)
Officials also circumvent an
old law that prohibits the'exFederal agencies expend penditure of federal funds to
such massive sums making pay publicity experts by givfilms and assorted audio- ing such employees all sorts of
visual programs that nobody disguised titles. Consequently,
in government seems to know nobody knows how many tens
what it really costs.
of thousands of federal
Even the White House's own workers actually are public
Office of Management and relations personnel.
Budget could only make a stab
The present situation is
at the total. It vaguely hopeless and
is driving taxestimated the cost at con- payers toward
insolvency. It's
siderably more than $100 time for the federal
governmillion a year.
ment to take stock of itself and
Considerably, indeed. In its vast operations
and
1979 it was estimated that the then decide
what is vital and
price tag for making films and what isn't.
other audio-visual programs
Films have become too costruns as high as $600 million anly
a toy for bureaucrats to
nually. That figure helps explay
with. Some hard quesplain why Washington is gettions
have to be answered.
By CHET CURRIER
ting the reputation of being
Would
the federal government
AP Business Writer
"Hollywood on the Potomac."
NEW YORK (AP) — The economy
That description fits. In 1978 a topple if a year, a decade or a
and the moneysupply-h
't slowed.
Carter administration study century went by without a and some interest ratesaven
rocketed
upfound that the government- single movie being produced ward early this week tosecord highs.
For the first time ever, you could
owned filming facilities and by bureaucrats?
Of course it would survive— buy a long-term U.S. government
equipment valued at nearly $2
and be better for it, too. The bond and get more than 14 percent inbillion.
terest, guaranteed, for the next 30
The Reagan administration billions that would be saved years or so.
is blowing a whistle on this ex- could go a long way toward
But buyers were still reluctant to
travagance. It called a tem- providing funds for necessary, respond, amid expectations that even
porary moratorium on the bona fide government ser-' higtier rates might be available
before long.
production of new films and vices.
The administration of President
printed materials.
Many more spending cuts Reagan contends that its economic
There is abundant confusion will have to be made if budget- program, if enacted, will help bring
also with government printed balancing efforts are to suc- down inflation. And if inflation does
matter. In 1978 federal agen- ceed. The Reagan administra- indeed abate, interest rates .should
cies were billed $500 million by tion should start whacking logically come down too.
Any lender would presumably be
the government Printing office away immediately in the fer- willing
to do business at much lower
but the OMB uncovered an ad- tile field of government- interest rates if he could be assured
ditional $800 million in billings produced films and printed that most of the purchasing .power of
for federal printing, bringing matter and keep on swinging his money would be preserved by the
time he got it back.
the year's cost for films, non-stop.
But that kind of confidence right

with contradictory currents.
Americans do support Reagan's tax
and budget cuts — as a whole — by
substantial margins.
This is not surprising,since national
polls for the past several years have
found strong support for cutting
federal spending and reducing federal
taxes.
But Americans have many questions and doubts about Reagan's program and its specifics.
For example, the public supports
Reagan's budget cuts as a package,
but that mandate fails apart on
specific programs.
They support cuts in food stamps,
but they are generally opposed to cuts
in the school lunch program and
federally insured loans to college
students, a recent Associated PressNBC News poll said.
In philosophical terms as well, contradictions abound in the public's
perceptions of Reagan's plan.

Business Mirror
Rocketing Rates

The White House

Presidential Arm twisting
Won't Make Record Books
By JAMES GERSTENZANG
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — In the annals of presidential armtwisting,
Ronald Reagan's efforts to win House
votes for his budget blueprint will not
make any record books.
But the easy-going approach opened
a window on how Reagan lobbies Congress on key votes.
In the process, his technique won
the admiration of his chief adversary
this time around, House Speaker
Thomas P. O'Neill jr.
Beginning one week ago,Reagan invited dozens of House members to
visit him in the Oval Office in small
groups.
First, there were Republicans who
were balking at going along with his
budget plan because they considered
'it biased against their home turf in the
Northeast and Midwest.
Then there were Southern
Democrats, who liked Reagan's plan
for increased defense spending but
were skeptical about spelific programs. They raised questions about
the programs while trying to get commitments from Reagan that he would
help them out.
And then came the toughest group,
the Northern Democrats.
' There was quiet conversation, with
the president discussing just one more
time and in the broadest of terms his
economic policy goals.

There were, of course, jelly beans.
And when Rep.Dan Daniel,a Virginia
Democrat, dropped some of the candies, there was the president of the
United States on his hands and knees
retrieving them,according to one participant in the meeting.
It was all "very friendly, very informal,"said Rep. Charles Stenholm, DTexas, describing it as the type of an
atmosphere that is just right'if you
needto have questions answered."
"The president did a very sincere
job in answering questions," he said.
Rep. Doug Barnard Jr., D-Ga.,said
Reagan approached him "in a very
soft-sell way."
"He may not be a doctor, but he
knows how to make house calls. He
has a lot of style," said Rep. Gene
Atkinson,D-Pa.
One apparent convert from the
meetings,Rep.Charles E. Bennett,DFla., said, "I didn't come in the context of having my arm twisted and I
41dn'tleave" with a twisted arm.
What kind of hard sell was it?
"We probably talked about the
economy measures the least," said
Rep.Don Fuqua,D-Fla.
Max Friedersderf, the president's
liaison with Congress, has watched
Reagan since Jan. 20 as he seeks to
win over members of the House and
the Senate.
"He's a good listener,"
Friedersdorfsaid.

Army Pvt. Tommie D. Hill participated in Exercise Thunder Roll, a
nine days'joint Army-Air Force training exercise at Fort Hood, Texas,
which ended April 27. •
They say his proposals will hurt the
Marlene Jones, Louisville, Rotary
poor and they say federal benefits for
Fellowship student to India for one
poor people should not be cut,
year, was the featured speaker at the
whatever the nation's economic situaannual Rotary Ladies Night program
tion.
held by the Murray Rotary Club at the
The public says the.federal governKenlake Hotel.
ment has an obligation to provide
The First Baptist Church Choir and
medical and legal services to those
Baptist Student Union Choir of Murwho cannot afford them, the recent
ray State College, directed by W.
AP-NBC Newspoll said:
Rudolph Howard, minister of music at
Yet the public backs Reagan's spenthe church, will present a concert on
ding Cuts, which would eliminate the
Sunday at the church. Lillian Watters
Legal Services Corp.. cut Medicaid
will be organist -and Ralph
and make substantial reductions in
Hursbrunner is pianist.
other programs designed to help the
Mr. and Mrs. Fred A. Patton anpoor.
nounce the engagement and apIn fact, a substantial portion of the
proaching marriage of their
public — about two out of five — says
daughter, Elizabeth Faye, to Edward
Reagan's spending and tax cuts are
Calvin Willie, son of Mr. and Mrs.
too drastic. About half the public
Calvin Willie.
disagrees with that position.
Gerald Owen will speak at the
Even the central link in Reagan's
-Youth Day services on Sunday at the
plan, cutting government spending
Sinking Spring Baptist Church.
and federal taxes at the same time, is
not the choice of the public.
The public is so deeply worried
"Keep In Touch With Young People
about inflation that they make spenAnd You'll Never Grow Old say Mr.
ding cuts and a balanced federal
and Mrs. Peter Heppner" is the
budget the first priority, far ahead of
headline on a feature story' on the coutax cuts, according to the AP-NBC
ple, writteh by Freda Jones, which is
News poll.
published today.
The mandate from the public shatDeaths reported include Mrs. Bettie
ters when it comes to specifics on
McDonald Sellers, 82, and Chris Monwhich program to cut and by how
tgomery,46.
- 'much. Any politician looking to public
Seventy stores around the court
opinion for help on such decisions is
square have displays today of the
without much of a guide.
various homemakers clubs in the city
and county.
Miss Evelyn Franklin, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Franklin, and Pvt.
HMI MeNaught Sysa
James R. Story, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Festus Story, were married in a
ceremony at the West Fork Baptist
Church on April 26. "C. L. Sharbrough coming in
yesterday with his boat and fishing
poles on top of his station wagon,"
from the column, "See,n & Heard
Around Murray" by James C.
Williams.

now is obviously lacking. Edwin
Meese, one of Reagan's top advisers,
said this week that skepticism wasn't
hard to understand in the financial
community, since Wall Street has
been "misled so often by government" in the past.
Financial leaders are pleased that
the Federal Reserve has acted in the
last few days to clamp down on unexpected growth of the money supply,
which is widely regarded as the fuel
that feeds inflation. But they
acknowledge that this credittightening will mean more discomfort
for many participants in the economy.
For homebuilders and people who
want to sell or buy houses, it means
mortgage rates right now approaching 16 percent, on average.
For the federal government itself, it
means heavy costs as well. The

Treasury is in the process of borrowing $6.75 billion this week, and it is
having to pay the going rate.
Meanwhile, the maximum Tate on
six-month money-market certificates
at banks and savings institutions is up
to 15.35 percent this week, the highest
it has been since last December.
Because of their sudden sharp
jump,these certificates can boast for
the first time since last fall a yield advantage over the money-market
mutual funds. The average yield offered by money funds in the last week
of April was 14.2 percent, according to
Donoghue's Money Fund Report of
Holliston, Mass.
Money-fund yields can be expected
to catch up sooner or later with the recent rise in rates. But there is typically a lag, since the average security in
the funds' portfolio has about 30 days
to run before it matures.
The Federal Reserve's discount
rate is a record 14 percent. The bank
prime lending rate hit 19 percent Monday, and some say it may be headed
for a challenge of the peak of 21 12 percent it reached late last year.
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Bible Thought

EARTUNE 6

Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer questions and solve problems. If you have
a question ora problem not answered
in these columns, write to Heartline,
114 East Dayton St., West Alexandria,
Ohio 45381. You will receive a prompt
reply, but you must include a selfaddressed, stamped envelope. The
most useful replies will be printed in
this column.
HEARTLINE: I have been noticing
advertisements on t. v. lately for legal
a certain fee
Wintry Ledger & Times services, where you pay
each year and then your legal needs
I USPS 3011400
for that year will be met at no extra
Publisher
Walter L.
charge. This is a wonderful idea. Now.
Editor
R.Gene
The Murray Ledger & Times is
if we only had something like this to
every afternoon except Sundays, July 4.
help people meet medical expenses. .
Cluistmee Day, New Years Day and Thankaglv
lag by Murray Newspapers, Inc., 113 N. 4th St. .! M. W.
,Ky.43I11. Second Clam Postage Paid at
ANSWER: We do — although it is
rgi;,Ky. 0171.
SUBSCRIPTION RAT=: In areas served by
very limited at this time because
carriers, $3.25 per month, payable-in advance
there are only a few such services in
By mad la Calloway Comity and to Benton, Harthe U.S.
din, Mayfield. Sedalia and Farmingke,Ky.,and
Porte, Buchanan mid Puryear, Tn., ku.ss per
This type of service is called
year. By mid to other theetinations, $311.511 per
"health maintenance Organizations"
year.
Membw el Associated Preis, KlifitliCky Press or HMO's. Under this plan, you pay a
&Unclothes and Southern Newspaper Publisher, single fee each year and are covered
Association.
The Associated Press is exclusively entitled In for physical exams,emergency treatrapublieli local news origiaeled by The Murray
pent, health services and supplies
Ledger II Times as well as all other APpews.
and diagnostic investigation.• It has
TE1ZPHONE NUMBERS
been found that people belonging to an
Bentham Office
733-1111
Ossified Advertising
7$341111
HMO are more apt to see a doctor for
Rulail(Dhplay)Advertising
TWINS
a minor complaint, and thus are able
thredatiee
7113.111111
Newssad Spirts Dept
7$1•913 to catch minor problems before they
become major health risks.
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30 Years Ago

AVAILABLE

Today In History

By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, May 6, the
As you can guess, such a service is 126th day of 1981. There are 239 days
not cheap. You also must meet rather left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
high health requirements before you
On May 6, 1910, the Edwardian era
are accepted. •
To get the name and address of the came to an end with the death of BriHMO nearest you, write to Group tain's King Edward VIII.
On this date:
Health Association of America. Suite
In 1697, Trinity Church was founded
701, 1717 Massachusetts Ave. NW,
Washington DC 20036. If you request by British colonists in New York City.
In 1861, Arkansas withdrew from
it, they will send you a booklet exthe union.
plaining HMO's.in general.
HEARTI.INE: I am age 55 and my
In 1889, the Eiffel Tower was ofson is 15. My husband recently passed ficially opened in Paris.
away. I know that my son is eligible
In 1937, the German dirigible
for benefits from Social Security until "Hindenburg" exploded and burned
age 18, or age '22 if he remains in as it approached Lakehurst, N.J.
school full-time. Am I also eligible for Thirty-six passengers were killed.
Social Security'? H. P.
Ten years ago: The Food and Drug
ANSWER: Yes. You are eligible to Administration warned against eating
receive dependent mother's benefits swordfish because of high mercury
since you have a child under the age of content.
18 in your care. Or, if you are disabl- 4 Five years ago: An earthquake
ed, you could be eligible for disabled struck northeastern Italy, killing
widow's benefits. Check with your nearly 1,000 people.
One year ago: The charred bodies
nearest social security office to be
of the U.S. commandos killed during
•
sure.
HEARTI.INE: I am planning a trip The hostage rescue effort in Iran aroutside the U.S. this summer. Will rived at Dover Air Force Base in
Medicare cover me in any other coun- Delaware.
Today's
birthdays:
tries? R.V.
Retired
ANSWER: Medicare will cover you baseball star Ailly Mays is 50 years
in all 50 of the United States and the old. Actor-director Orson Welles is 66
'American territories. Those ter- .and author T.H. White is 66. '
ritories are Guam,the Virgin Islands, Thought for today: No man is rich
American Samoa, and Puerto Rico, enough to buy back his past — gnaw
Wilde,Irish-born writer (1854-1900).
and the territorial waters of each.
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The Spirit itself beareth
witness with our spirit, that we
are the children of God.
Romans 8:16.
We know we are right with
God when we are doing His will
and when we feel Him alive
within us.
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Employees May Control
11th Largest Airline
A key test was awaited toBy H..108Eir HERMIT •
day in Denver, where ConAssociated Press Writer
tinental's management,
WASHINGTON (AP) — which supports the
"Welcome to OUR airline," employees, was expected to
pilots at Continental Airlines beat back an attempt by
are saying these days as Texas International Airlines
they greet passengers. And to thwart the workers' move.
the emphasis is definitely on
Some industry leaders say
"our" because the
employees may soon control the employee purchase, if
successful, could become a
the company.
In the midst of a bitter cor- model for a rapidly changing
porate takeover battle that is airline industry trying to
threatening their jobs and trim lower labor costs.
security, about 10,400 pilots, "When they see us sucflight attendants, ticket ceed, when they see the proagents and mechanics are ductivity, when they see the
close to purchasing 51 per- savings to the company, this
cent of the country's llth industry, the entrenched
largest airline.
airlines are going to have to

g NINVALLIABL

ga for it," beamed Paul
Eckel, a 16-year veteran at
Continental, formerly its
chief pilot and leader of the
employee takeover move.
Several other air carriers
have stock purchase plans,
but at none do the employees
have a majority holding or —
as is expected to be the case
at Continental — members*, on the board of directors.
The Continental effort has
the full support of management, especially the company's president, Alfred L.
Feldman, who grabbed it as
a last hope of keeping Texas
International from taking
over Continental.
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NEW BUSINESS ALUMNI CHAPTER — Installed as members of the newlyestablished Eta Iota alumni chapter of Alpha Kappa Psi, a national professional
fraternity, at Murray State University have been, kneeling, from the left, Russell
Welsh, Dr. Howard Giles and John Bridges, and, standing, from the left, John
Hall, Theo Tuck and Tom Tuck. Hall is president of the new chapter. The first
business meeting of the group, which has some 300 potential members across
the U. S., will be held Saturday, Oct. 31, during the 1981 Murray State
Homecoming weekend.

KING OF VALUES

'Self-Discipline, Chastity'
Plan Speeds To Senate Vote
By MIRE SHANAHAN
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
proposal to spend federal
money to promote "selfdiscipline and chastity"
among teen-agers is
_speeding toward a vote in a
Senate committee.
"When young people
engage in intimate physical
relationships before they are
ready or willing to take on
the responsibilities of marriage or childrearing, they
jeopardize their own emotional or physical health,"
said Sen. Orrin Hatch, RUtah, chairman of the
Senate Committee on
Human Resources.
With Hatch's support, the
legislation drafted by Sen.
Jeremiah Denton, R-Ala., is
scheduled for a vote by the
full committee next Wednesday. Preliminary indications
are it will have broad supportAt a time of federal budget
austerity, the Denton bill
would provide $30 million for

continued operation of 27
centers whose functions
would be redirected to a
"pro-family emphasis," instead of helping pregnant
adolescents or young girls
seek information or birth
control devices.
Other centers could be added later
The Reagan administration is proposing to cut
specific federal funds for the
centers.
Specifically, Denton wants
to prohibit the centers from
referring pregnant teenagers to abortion clinics.
Teen-age girls also would
be required to get their
parents' permission before
being provided birth control
information or devices.
Local sponsors of the
centers would be encouraged
to find ways to spend money
to "promote self-discipline
and chastity and other
positive family-centered approaches" to reduce adolescent pregnancies, according
to the, language of the
legislation.

/MENTION LANDOWNERS
If you have ever considered subdividing your
land, give us a call. We can provide you with
complete design, layout and construction to
meet all local and state requirements.

CALL (502) 554-2615 FOR INFORMATION

M
PRICES

The bill would apply to all
teen-agers but with priority
given to those 17 years old
and younger.
The only major similarity
to the centers as they now
exist would be to provide information and advice to
pregnant teenagers on adoption agencies.
Denton,chairman of a subcommittee on aging, family
and human services, held no
hearings on the legislation
before sending it directly to
the full Human Resources
Committee for a vote.
But his views on morality
and sex have been developing since he returned from a
North Vietnamese prisoner
of war camp in 1973.
During his election campaign last fall, Denton said,
"No nation can survive long
unless it can teach its young
to withhold indulgence in
their sexual appetites until
marriage."
Denton was elected with
help from the fundamentalist Moral Majority
organization, and an aide
who worked on the legislation, Karl Moor, is a former
staff member for Moral Majority.
Denton,58, said he expects
heavy criticism for pushing
such legislation.
Nonetheless, Denton said
he is going ahead because
"the family is the basis of
our continuing as a country
and probably as a civilization." •
"It is the hothouse of our
survival," he said.
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WESTINGHOUSE
LIGHT BULBS
Inside Frost 60-75 or 100
watts.
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My family and I reside near tile center of the Fourth
District on Route 1, Kirksey.

From my work as teacher of agriculture in the Calloway
County young farmer, adult and high school programs, I am
s
t familiar with the roads of the district. I am well aware of
road conditions and their need for repairs and proper maintenance.
My experience in working with others in agri-business and
s/ youth related advisory and committee activities will be of
much as a member of the Fiscal Court.
I have experience as a state employee in Frankfort and
possess a basic understanding of how state and local governments operate.
I pledge my energy, best judgement and leadership to ims
/prove the delivery system of services to residents of the
Fourth District, Murray and Calloway County.

USE YOUR INFLUffiCE TO IMPROVE THE 4TH DISTRICT
VOTE FOR JAMIE POTTS — NUMBER 6 ON THE
BALLOT
Paid For By The Candidate

Your Choice
396
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Residents Doubt Former Killer's Identity
MYRTLE, Miss. (AP) —
Authorities say George
Hacker is really Charles
Everett Hughes, who was on
the FBI's mostwanted list
until his arrest last week.
But some residents of this
tiny Mississippi town say
Hacker is a "good friend,"
and they're raising money to
help Kan.
While some Myrtle
residents decry the effort,
boys are mowing lawns for
cash, a rummage sale is in
the works and waitresses are
donating their tips to a fund
for the man authorities
believe responsible for the
BETA MEMBERS — Other Calloway Junior Beta Club
members participating in the recent Cupid Couples
contest were, left to right, first row, Shaun Bucy,
Sherrie Gallimore, Jodi Price, Lori Roberts, second
row, Jody Lambert, Roger Tucker, Mark Bazzell, Scott
Nix, Chuck Adams, Mike Keeling, Stacy Tidwell, third
row, Beth Woodall, Emily Dunn, Tim Weatherford,
Scott Adams, Mikal Grimes, Mark Waldrop, Amy
Bryan, and Rebecca Jones.

slayings of four people in station owner, said he had not the citizens of Myrtle."
Florida.
not been approached about
FBI officials in Florida
"We've gotten about donating money to secure an and MiXsissliitii had no com$2,000, mostly in ones, fives attorney and "I hope I'm ment on the fund-raising efand tens," said Opal Hutson, not."
forts.
owner of a restaurapt and
- t—want —ear -pierr—in- Her, who had lived
one of the organizers of the "
fund-raising effort. "We're -upholding that sort of thing" here for about eight months,
looking for the lawyer right he said. "I feel the FBI had was arrested a week ago and
now but we're finding it is him on the 10 most wanted taken to Panama City, Fla.,
list and they knew what they to face charges of killing two
going to be costly."
adults and two teen-age
Mrs. Hutson said the town were doing," Goode said.
of 300 wanted to "let a friend "I agree with Mr. Goode,if sisters in 1977. Authorities
know be has not been forgot- the FBI wanted him they had said the victims were slain in
ten and to make sure he gets a reason," said Jim a remote, coastal area of
McAlister, a town alderman. Bay County, Fla., apparenta fair trial."
"We
try to have a clean town ly after they stumbled upon
However, others in Myrtle
questioned the attempt to and that's just a small group a marijuana smuggling
that's putting all that stuff operation.
help Hughes.
"We've heard a lot of difRandolph Goode,a service out about raising money. It's

ferent things since his arrest
...but people are still wondering iiiiether this could be the
same man," said Gerald
Nolan, who operates the auto
shop where Hacker worked.
"A lot of people like him
and were shocked," Noran
said. "We want him to have
a fair trial but we know he's
broke and on the mercy of
the world."
We knew a man who
worked every day from 8
a.m. until midnight and he
didn't have any money,"
said Mrs. Hutson. "The only
thing he had was himself and
he gave that freely to anyone
who needed a friend."

Rift
SUPER MARKET
"Low Overhea Mows Low Prices"

Mese Owned & Operated
Mew Store Nears 7 cus.-8
Prim Geed May 6 Thre May 12

98c
2189C

Nein: Testate

Ketchup 32.z.Save 21'
Sealtest Light & Lively

Yogurt

Sealtest

Buttermilk

Savo 15'

%whist Light Chunk

Tuna

Kraft Singks Cheese

CUPID WINNERS — In the contest by the Calloway
Junior Beta Club the winiters were, left to right, Mickey
Garrison, Jeanne Darnell, Molly Imes, and John Mark
Potts.

Slices Save 40'12ez.Plig.

Junior Beta Club Of
Calloway Has Event
The Junior Beta Club of
Calloway County Middle
School has had special projects throughout this school
year.
The membership is composed of 100 seventh and
eighth grade members.
Junior Beta is a scholastic
organization and also a serl
vice group.
Officers are Molly Imes,
president; John Mark Potts,
vice president; Shaun Bucy,
secretary; Daina Crick,
H
11
_ treasur •
parliamentarian; Rebecca
Jones, reporter; Jeanetta
Geurin, song leader; Mark
Bazzell, devotional leader;
Hope Grogan, program
chairman.
Sponsors are Jackie Ross
andPatricia Lassiter.
The club recently held a
contest for "Cupid Couples"
with the winners being

Mickey Garrison and Jeanne
Darnell, and Molly Imes and
John Mark Potts.
Others participating were
Shaun Bucy, Sherrie
Gallimore, Jodi Price, Lori
Roberts, Jody Lambert,
Roger Tucker, Mark
Semen, Scott Nix, Chuck
Adams, Mike Keeling, Stacy
Tidwell, Beth Woodall, Emily Dunn, Tim Weatherford,
Scott Adains, Mikal Grimes,
Mark Waldrop, Amy Bryan,
and Rebecca Jones.

Save 11'

49

$1

epsi,7-Up
Dr. Pepper
or Mt. Dew
•

909
$129

Flav-e-Itich Light

Milk

Save 26'/
1
2$al.

Bakers Angel Flake

Sausage . .
Libity's totted

Unfailing

Tomatoes

I"

2189c

Libby's Yienne

Tamales
Save 10' 1301. Mass

16 Ox.
11 Bottle
Carton
With Bottles
or Deposit

Coconut .... 14 oz.Boy

41$ 00

Meat..Save 18'301.

79c

Derby Beef

141
/
2CI.

Hyde Park Teo

Bags
Save 30'
Menotti Strawberry

Glaze

Save 10'

79

15.z.

Heinz 57

Sauce

Prairie Farm

Save 26' 10.z.

By 198 , U.S. elementary
and high schools are expected to be spending four
times more on computerbased equipment than today.

Spread

2 Lb. Bowl

Flex Balsam
Kemal or Oily

Shampoo

Ice
Cream

909

Kraft Perkily

59

$1

69

16•z.

Reg.$2.00 Save $1.31

Colgate

Toothpaste ...

941

'/2Gal.
Asst.
Flavors

Save
461-

oz.

Reg. $2.27 Save 86'

PRODUCE

Meat Department

11.S.O.A. Choice Meets

Fresh Perk

Steak

Neckbones

sr9

3 Lb.

Foe$1

FROZEN FOODS
Fantasia from Lorraine, A fantasy duo in freeflowing Antrono III nylon. Marvelously accentuated with contrasting embroidery and
scalloped edging. Comfortable, gentle and
quite luxurious.

Beef lielogna
12 et. pkg.

OOc
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We Accept
U.S. Gov't
Food Stomps

Storey's
IFC1C3E3
GIANT
PLAIN OR SELF RISING
GOLD MEDAL

Store
- Hours
8 A.M. To I I P.M.
Every Day

Storey's Food Giant
Will Not Be
Undersold!!

Limit Rights
Reserved

WONDER
COUNTRY STYLE

FOOD GIANT

BREAD

SELF-RISING
'ENRICHED FLOUR

5 LB.
BAG
2401.
LOAF

LIMIT ONE PER FAMILY
WITH $10.00 ADDITIONAL ORDER
EXCLUDING TOBACCO 8. DAIRY PRODUCTS

FLEISHMANN'S
CORN OIL

MARGARINE

DISHilWINSHING
LIQUID

YOGURT

8.31$1

99'

22 OZ

DELTA
PAPER
TOWELS

FLAV-O-RICH

9
JUMBO ROLL5

CHICKEN OF THE SEA

HYDE PARK

0

63
4 OZ.
/
CAN

FAN

2 LITER
BOTTLE
DIET OR REG.

Emit 3 PLEASE

BUSH'S
GREEN GIANT CUT

SCOT LAD EARLY

GREEN BEANS

JUNE PEAS

303 SIZE

2/7r

EX
FACIAL NfISSUE
200 CT.694

303 SIZE

HOMINY

SWEET PEAS

3:3

3/ 11

FRESH LIKE

WHITE OR GOLDEN

PILLSBURY
INSTANT BREAKFAST
$1 39

CAMPS

PORK IAMIPiEANS
303.2/794
S

2/79

303 SIZE

1301.

WE CARRY A COMPLETE LINE OF GENERIC ITEMS AT EVERYDAY LOW PRICES

Compare Our Everyday Low Shelf Prices

is oz. 654

B.B.Q. SAUCE
APPLESAUCE

3201.

774

GOLD MEDAL

MIRACLE WHIP

320Z.$1 35

BOUNTY

GRAPE JELLY

3201.

TOMATO PASTE
PAPER TOWELS
MAC.& CHEESE
CAKE MIXES

854

6 OZ. 294
SINGLE ROLL

594

PA OZ.

254

2 OZ.
/
161

594

PAPER TOWELS

SUNFLOWER
JUMBO

894

4601.

75C

CORN MEAL

CHARMIN

MAXWELL HOUSE

BATHROOM TISSUE

BAG COFFEE

ENFAMIL

SHOWBOAT

BABY FORMULA

13 oz. Br

KRAFT

VELVEETA
PEANUT BUTTER

PORK AND BEANS

2 Le.$21/9.

SHORTENING

1 LB. $239

. 1501. 284
42001 39

CRISCO

is oz.$2"

SHORTENING

On(Wordy Name Brand Items!!
PLUS GENERIC HEALTH & BEAUTY AIDS

S LB. $1 35

RICIMX

JIF

TOMATO JUICE

FLOUR

"
3 LS.$2

BI
CEN

CI
cou
PI
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Everyday Low Shelf Prices
*Super Specials

Giant Inflation Fighters
*Weekly Coupons

oice eats
*Fresh Produce

•••

4•44
"
USDA CHO7E11561"4"4

I.

USDA CHOICE
111

.•'t."

ROUND STEAK

•

CUBE STEAK

•
•

•

.7

99

7
4
47 ,

tr-fitr
;

LB.

•

Xt.

FAMILY PACK

LB.

lilialeakiitteNi
AbleNikatr.
NLtaitutiv.4

••-•%.•
%•ri

USDA CHOICE
BONELESS-SIRLOIN TIP

WHOLE FRYERS
r.

• .
•

••

ROAST

•

IMIT 3
LB.

4
/1
4.•

•

LB.
•

•
..•

..1•41t,ft rot*:

'
IA LOIN

SLAB BACON

D
40,

V

FAMILYPACK
r

••

"".

LB.

LB.

•

•••

r•
A

c.

PINK LOIN

FAMILY PACK GROUND

BEEF

.. LB.

39

END ROAST

1

LB $

29

CHOPS

LB.$

79

HAM

PORK RIBS

LB.$1 29

PICNIC

4

L. 594

LB.894 BROILERS
JUMBO PACK PORK

LB.894 STEAK

LB.$1 19

694

LB.

RED OR WINESAP APPLES

EA.

$1 39

WIENERS

LB

BOLOGNA
•7.

LB. $1119

•••

CABBAGE

LEAF LETTUCE

TOMATOES

3 LBS.

FIELD

•

SAVINGS

QUART BASKETS

$599

HAM

REGAL 'M BY THE PIECE

GIANT PRODUCE

4
69

LB.

JUMBO PACK SPLIT

SMOKED

COUNTRY STYLE

29

PORK LOIN

SHANK PORTION

CENTER CUT PORK

SWIFT CANNED

RIB HALF

154 LB.
?. FLOWER & PLANT SETS

s:

••1
;
1 04

494 LB.

4\

6 OZ. RED RADISHES
1 54 EA.

1 LB. CARROTS
GREEN ONIONS

2/99'
41,Japitbaniv.„,.."Rom,

$1 99 EA

"1r

HAM & CHEESE SAND. 994

LAST WEEK'S NAME
SANDRA CATHEY, DOVER, TENN.
CARD NOT PUNCHED
•
77 0$

I

.
••

99c
10/99'

:tair

801. EA.

•'•

'

GIANT BAKERY SAVINGS

CASH POT

$400.00-

•
4.

V. • —

MUSHROOMS,
JUICE ORANGES

MOTHERS DAY CORSAGE

THIS WEEK WIN

'

TUNA SALAD .

IN STORE BAKED

BREAD
APPLE OR CHEERY

TURNOVERS ....EA.

LB

STORE MADE

CHOCOLATE OR WHITE

COLE SLAW

CUP CAKES

7

4

69

LOAF

45
EA.294

••

tt1 •

Sports
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Two-Year!Vlurray Starter Probably Going To Point

Crittenden To Continue
At Southeastern Illinois

REGION CHAMPIONS FOR THE FIRST TIME - The Murray girls team includes(front row, left to right) Velvet
Jones, Connie Spann,(back row) Natalie Garfield, Jo Beth Oakley, Lisa Clees, Coach Judy Muehleman.

Jones Is Individual Runnerup With 79 -

MHS Girls Win Region
In Golf For First Time
•

• By winning the region
championship yesterday, for
the first time in the school's
history, the Murray girls
golf team became one of four
teams to q...!•.alify for the state
in
tournament
Elizabethtown next Tuesday
and Wednesday.
The difference in a year
proved to be that whereas
Velvet Jones was the
region's individual winner
and- one --of---two-Marray
qualifiers for the state last
year, she was the individual
runrierup and will be joined
by the rest of the team at the
state this year.
Jones completed her consistent round of 39-40 with a
79, two strokes behind the
winner, Sandy McGinty of
Mayfield,to lead the Murray
girls to a total score of 360, 12
shots better than runnerup
Lone Oak.
Giving Murray more consistency this year were Jo
Beth Oakley and Natalie
Garfield, who shot rounds of
90 and 91, respectively, and
Lisa Clees Who improved by
10 Shots on the back nine in
her round of 100.
Clees' 45 on the back nine
may have been the difference in the final scores as
Murray had completed the
front nine tied with Long Oak
at 186 and just three shots of
Mayfield.
-At that point, it looked
like any of the three teams
could make it,- Murray
coach Judy Muehleman
..-Nothing was clear until the last group came in.
,4(

"In her tryouts, she was ing the state last year."
"That difference of e 10
shots by Clees was one of the shOOting in the 60's for nine 'Team Scores - Murray 360, Lone
holes," Muehleman said. Oak 372, Mayfield 375, Paducah
clinchers."
"She has made the extra ef- Tilghman 414, Ballard County 432,
Henderson County 444, Caldwell CounMuehleman said that one fort all year.
ty 464, Hickman County 464, Christian
of the differences for the
County 553, Greenville 561, Union
team this year has been the "The girls have really put County 580.
rapid improvement of Gar- in a lot of time, aneit has
Murtay (186474 - 3611) - Velvet
field, who began playing golf paid off. They are especially Jones(39-40- 79), Jo Beth Oakley (46only at the start of the pleased after finishing third 44-90), Natalie Garfield (46-45-91),
in the region and just miss- Lisa Clees (55-45-100).
season.

Calloway To Host Region Saturday

NOD
San*

Laker Track Teams End Regular
Season With 2nd Place Finishes
The Calloway County boys
track team prepared for this
Saturday's regional with a
second place finish to Marshall County in a final
regular season three-team
meet Yesterday.
Laker coach Jimmy Nix
said he was concerned about
some members of his team
being struck with various
ailments and was not sure
about how ready they would
be for the regional, which
will be at Calloway County
starting at 9 a.m.
Nix added that he thought
his team's best chances
would be in the high jump,
800 relay and 300 low
hurdles.
Train Results - Marshall County
75, Calloway County 54, Mayfield 40.
Andisidual-RessittsShot Put -Tommy Workman 4th
40.41-2.

Discus - Rodney Hounshell (4th)
122-5.
Long Jump - Darnell Tharpe (2nd)
19-1 14, Keith Lovett (3rd) 18-6 1-2,
Jeff Butterworth (4th) 18-53-4.
Triple Jump - Tharpe,(3rd) 37-1012, Butterworth (4th) 36-11.
High Jump - Workman (2nd) 5-8,
David Tipton (3rd)5-8.
Pole Vault - Mike Holloway (1st)
10-0, Bob Houghton (2nd)94.

The Calloway County girls
track team completed its
regular season yesterday by
finishing second to Marshall
County in a three-team
meet.
Gina Walker was the lone
individual winner for
Calloway as she finished the
400 meter run in a time of
61.9.
Calloway will host the
region championships this
Saturday beginning at9 a.m.
Team Scores-Marshall County 93,
Calloway County 48, Mayfield 12.

Celtics Subdued
After Salvaging Win
should give the Rockets
something to think about going into Thursday night's second game here.
For three quarters, the
Rockets played like the team
that pulled playoff upsets
over Los Angeles and San
Antonio before beating Kansas City to reach the finals.
For the last quarter, they
played like the team that
struggled to a 40-42 regularseason record.
"We were patient early in
the game and didn't give the
Celtics good shots...The
Celtics were able to get back
in the game with opportunity
baskets," said Houston
reserve guard Calvin Murphy, who scored 16 points.
"We lost our composure at
the end."
The Rockets, who have
lost their last 14 games with
Boston, carried an 81-76 lead
into the final quarter, but
scored just 14 more points.
After Murphy's jumper gave
them a 91-88 lead with 5:18 to
play, they managed just two
field goals by Tom Henderson.

110 High Hurdles - Workman (1st)
17.42, Butterworth (3rd) 17.81.
1600 Meter Run - Craig Robeson
(4th)4:50.87.
800 Meter Relay - 2nd (Ricky
Houston,_ Scott Lusk, Tharpe.
Holloway) 1:36.77.
400 Meter Dash -Lovett(tad)54.50,
Todd Albritton (4th)57.02.
300 Meter Low Hurdles - Randy

Consecutive baskets by
Robert Parish, Bird, M.L.
Carr and Maxwell put the
Celtics ahead for good,96-91,
with 2:54 left. Henderson
then sank his two buckets.
Bird finished with 21 rebounds, matching his
regularseason high; 18
points, eight of them in the
final quarter, and nine
assists.
The Rockets, the first
team with a losing record to
reach the NBA finals since
1959, maintained leads of 2924 after the first quarter and
57-51 at halftime.
Maxwell's two free throws
with 3:24 left in the third
quarter produced Boston's
first lead of the game,69-68.
Houston center Moses
Malone, the NBA's leading
rebounder with a 14.8
average, grabbed 15 rebounds, but wasn't a dominant force. Hip 13 points
were less than half his 27.8
regular-season average.
Nor did the Rockets, now
3-31 in Boston, see the real
Celtics who tied the 76ers for
the best record in the NBA,

individual Results
Shot Put- Lori Charlton (3rd) 314
1-2.
Discus - Charlton (2nd) 95-4 1-2,
Rachel Lamb (3rd)91-7 1-2.
Long Jump- Jena Hoke (2nd) 15-7
1-2.
High Jump-Noreen Herndon(2nd)
1-8.
100 Meter Hurdles- Herndon (3rd)
18-2.
100 Meter Dash - Hoke (2nd) 13-5,
Gina Walker (4th) 13-7.
1600 Meter Run -Patty Doyle (2nd)
6:13, Ladona Overbey(4th)7:01.
800 Meter Relaytr- 2nd (Rhonda Mc-

Your discount partssuperman
•

Dawson (2nd) 42.46, Rob Anderson
(4th)49.05.
800 Meter Run - Marty Wyatt (lst)
2:07.8, Darrell Harris (4th) 2:10.
370 Meter Dash - Tharpe (2nd)
33.57.
-1200 Meter Run-Paul Vought (4th)
10:56.13.
1600 Meter Relay - 2nd (Lovett,
Dowdy,Albritton, Dawson)3:53.31.

6.99

Walker Wins 400 Meter In Ti me Of 61.9

22-8 Deficit, 19 Turnovers Turned Around

By HOWARD ULMAN
AP Sports Writer
BOSTON ( AP - The atmosphere in the winning'
locker room was subdued,
almost funereal. There were
few smiles.
The Boston Celtics knew
they had escaped with a victory that very easily could
have been a loss. In the
opener of their National
Association
Basketball
championship series with
the Houston Rockets, the
Celtics played like anything
but champions.
"We didn't play well as a
team," said an unusually
restrained Boston forward
Cedric Maxwell. "We're
almost talking like we lost
this game. But we didn't."
With 13 championship banners earned by past Celtic
teams hanging over them,
the current Celtics overcame a 22-8 deficit, 19 turnovers and 43 percent
shooting, to haul down the
Rockets 98-95 Tuesday night
in the first game of the bettofseven series.
That, said Larry Bird,

Howie Crittenden, a
starter on the Murray
basketball team for the last
two years and the team captain as a senior, signed a
conferente letter of intent
with Southeastern Illinois
Community College yesterday.
Southeastern
Illinois,
located in Harrisburg, Ill.,'is
coached by Virgil MottsirKer.
"Southeastern will be a
place where Howie will have
a great chance to go ill and
play soon," Crittenden's
coach at Murray, Cary
Miller, said. "The junior college route is the way many
players are going now.
"This will be a good place
for Howie to gain some experience, and it will be close
to home for him. He has proven he is a quality player
and
an
excellent
ballhandler.
"He shoots the ball well
and plays good defense.
Southeastern was looking for
a point player to run the
team and for a good
perimeter shooter."
During his career at Murray, Crittenden scored 929
points, was named to the
MAKING HIS CHOICE - Howie Crittenden, a starter at Murray for the past two
Courier-Journal honorable seasons, signs a conference letter of intent with Southeastern Illinois Community
mention all-state team this College as Southeastern coach Virgil Mottsinger (left) and Murray coach Cary Miller
past year and was named watch.
All-Purchase and all-region
the past two years.
'years, hitting 81 percent as a This past year, he averag- while coming, back from a
Murray
in
Crittenden led
junior and 79.4 percent as a ed 16.6 points, 5.4 rebounds slow start to hit 44.3 percent
free throw shooting both senior,
and three assists a game of his field goal attempts.

Cuiaton,Gina Morris,Tammy Torsak,
Jill Childress)1:59.0.
400 Meter Dash-Walker(1st)61.9.
300 Meter Hurdles- Herndon (3rd)
57.1,Tammy Tress(4th)62.0.
(MO Meter Medley Relay - 2nd (R.
McCuiston, Alicia Adkisson, Vicki
Houghton,Chlldress)2:11.2.
800 Meter Rim - Karen Hall (4th)
3:04.6.
200 Meter Dash - Hoke (tad) 27.9,
Adkisson (4th)29.6.
1600 Meter Relay -2nd (Childress,
Morris, R. McCuiston,Torsak)4:49.4.
400 Meter Relay - 2nd (R. McCuiston, Childress, Houghton, Hoke)
55.0.

7.99
Foreign brake pads
ro,
'
,
as! ,
7,9or1 ca,s

Foreign & domestic parts...save 10-50%
-

FIFTA
Fan

PRAIA

IlutoRmar

CL

Purcell Wins WCT Opener
NEW YORK(AP)-In iliS ren of South Africa, 4-6, 6-2,
opening round match in the 6-4.
Tournament of Champions
Purcell will play his seat Forest Hills Monday, Mel
Purcell defeated Kevin Cur- cond round match today.

Foreign brake shoes
3,,,

U-joints
Replacement U-loints Cy Croy.
Replace worn /ants now and
save

FUER

yew choke

2.49
Auto Shack

2.57
Pram WO Alter
Reg. 297 to 4.17 For
most domestic cars Buy
now and save. limit 2.

.99
to-M from
Get reedy /or SUMMOI at
Auto Shack 14-oz can
Lima 2

T-shirts or caps
Limit? each

Do it yourself...save big bucks!

,,/The Catch
/Of The Week Is

Friday Night
At
Dakota Feed & Grain
Enjoy The Finesi Seafood
In The Area
Alaslun
Gulf Red Snapper
King Crab
$6.95
$8.95
Breaded Oysters
Clam Strips
$4:75
$4.50
Scallops $6.25 Flounder $6.25

1.09
STP motor DA

Gabriel Moak.

Turtle wax

Be sale, not sorry
Superior headlamps
DyG.E.

Your &Pace 10W30 or
10W50 Ltmit6 quarts
please

Original equipment
replacement shock
absorbers.

Gives your car that bard
Shell finish "12-oz
bottle Limit 2

Open every Sunday
STP

Start With Our
Oyster
Peel'n Eat
Bar
Shrimp
% Doz.$1 .50
Bakers Dozen 63.00

% Lb.62.75
% Lb.$4.95

Lb.$9.25

CM

WIG
MEW

PUY
CLEANT3

16.99

,A
1.3Z....76
Lawn mower plug

RAC Omen/ Noht

STP aarb oloanor

No tunwup is complete
without the proper '9,0
non timing

In 13-oz. can. Limit 2

6

Friday
Nights
5 p.m.-10 p.m.

1.67

ffssidkamp•

ST/ angina
dmpromPor
In 164:At can. Limit 2.

Non-m.44ot /own mower
spent plug by Champion
Limit 2 11.117LMD.

1.49
Tammy ofisanor
Auto.Shack price 799
less 50'mail-in rebate
from the Tanrwry Company Lima 2

Open: Mon.-Sat. 8 a.m. till 8 p.m.

Wan

ilinty

411,9 monowlistiretmorpunIsacoItomIMMO SIMIllk IMOD globs
forpralarefWMsAyrleo daftofparetspas arteraoasatgm*
•

PEE
Chestnut & 16th
Murray, Ky.
759-4455
•

V

prlsos oft psdtosidu,-hd pion palen Issio4
11164.-10. Ills.
VW/Ilwai”
SOUTHSIDE
SHOPPING CENTER
MURRAY, KY

753-8971
712 LOCUST
PARIS TN

srnre-r

644-9588

Mac*

_
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Pair Leads Angels Past Yankees, 6-2

Sports In Brief
-

By The ilasidateill'Wes
TENNIS
NEW YORK (AP) - Carlos Kir: meyr of Brazil upset Jobe McEnroe 57,74,6-2 at the $592,000 Tournament of
Champions.
In other matches, Fritz Buelming
surprised Vitas Gerulatis 74, 7-6;
,lome-Luis Clerc of Argentina stopped
Jobn Fitzgerald of Australia 6-3, 74;
Eliot Teltsdier downed Chile's Jaime
Mot 6-4, 6-4; Brian Teacher ousted
Tomas Koch of Brazil 6-3, 6-3; BMus
Taroczy of Hungary defeated Eric
Fronun 4-6, 74, 6-1; Spain's Angel
Oiminez downed Gianni Odeppo 74,62; Heinz Gunthardt of Switzerland
outlasted Ron Hightower 6-7, 6-3, 6-2

Major Leagues
At A Glance
NATIONAL LEAGUE
FAST
W L
Pet. GB
St. Louis „
13 4 .765 Montreal
15 6 .714 Pliladelplua
16 7 .696 Pittsburgh
8 8
MO 44
New York
6 13 .316
Chicago
3 17 .150 114

wen
16 8 .867 La Angqies
Cincinnati
11 10 .504 34
Atlantk
12 12 .500 4
Houston
11 13 .458 5
Sim Francisco
11 15 .423 6
8 17
X0 8/
1
2
Sen Diego
Theseley's
an
Hasten 4, Oicago 3
Montreal 4, San Diego 3
Phildielptia 8, IAN Angeles 7
Sen Fraimisco 9, New York 7
Slab 4, Athena 1
Pittabirgh at Unenvied, ppd, rain
Weciesday's Genies
Houston (Ryan 1-1) at Chicago (Caudill
0-2)
_ Las Angelo(Hooton 34) at Philodeiphia (Espinosa 1-1), (n)
San Diego (Eichelberger 1-1) at Montreal (Birds 34), (n)
Pittsburgh (Scurry 1-0) at Cincinnati
(Pastore 14), (n)
See Francisco (Whitson 03) at New
Tat (Tschry 32), (n)
Marta (Perry 2-2) at St.Louis (Forsch
3-1), (II)
Thursday's Games
Atlanta at alcuis
Hendon at Chicago
Pktsbirgh at Cincinnati, 2
Sin Diego at Mandell, (n)
Ls Angeles at Philadelphia, (n)
San Francisco at New Yak, In)

and Mario
ut-Bullvirdownet
„,
Mark Edemas=al Asalralla64
CHICHESTER, England (AP) Mark Vines upset Britain's Jonathan
Smith 64, 6-2 in the first round of the
825,000 Farmed Trophy Tournament.
In other action, Tony Graham topped Robert Reininger of Austria 6-2,63; South Africa's Ray Moore defeated
Mark Cox of Britain 6-3, 6-1; Dave
Schneider of Israel beat Roland
Stadler of Switzerland 7-5, 6-2; Rory
Chappell of South Africa downed John
Whiteford of Britain 6-4, 6-1; and Jan
Gunnarsson of Sweden overcame
Frank Puncec of South Africa 24,6-2,
7-6.
DUESSELDORF, West Germany
(AP) - The doubles team of Stan
Smith and Sandy Mayer beat Italians
Corrado Barazzutti and Mario Calautti
6-1,6-2 to put the United States atop its
division in the Nations Cup tournament.
The victory gave the U.S. a 3-0
record against Italy and the lead in the
tournament's Red gram. Earlier,
Harold Solomon had defeated Bernardi 7-5, 5-7,64 and Mayer had topped
Paulo Bertolucci 74,6-4.
Au.stalia ..cored two victaeina.
against West Germany in other Red
group play as Peter McNamara
defeated Rolf Gehring 6-4, 6-3 and the
team of McNamara-Kim Warwick topped Gehring-Klaus Eberhard 6-2, 5-7.
West Germiny's only victory was CIL
Pinner's 7-5, 6-4 decision over Paul
McNamee.
Czechoslovakia and Argentina were
tied for first in the Blue group after
racking up three victories against

AMERICAN LE- AGUE
EAST
W L 'Pet. GB
Cleveland
10 5
Milwaukee
13 8 .619 New York
14 9 JOB Baltimore
11 9 .550 14
10 13 .435 4
Detroit
Boston
8 13 .331 5
Toronto
8 14 .364 54
WT
addend
a 5 SOB Chicago
12 9 .571 64
12 9 .571 6/
1
2
Tams
12 14 .462 9
California
Minnesota
9 14 .391 104
Kansas City
6 12 .333 11
Seattle'
6 18 .23014
Tuesday's Game'
Baltimore 3, Minnesota 2
Cleveland at Tbronto, ppd., rain
Boehm 8, Kansas City 7, 12 innings,
oznpielim d Maiday's suspended
game.
Kansas City 2, Bakal 1
Tens 6, Chicago 1
California 6, New York 2
°addend 4. Detroit 2
Milwaukee 4, Seattle 1
Wednesday's Games
Cleveland (Blyieven 24) at Than*
mai 1-2), fill
Binzinsata (Arroyo 24) at &admire
(Pakner 1-0), (n)
Damao (Bums 34) at Texas (Darwa
24), (n)
Batton (Edrersiey 2-2) at Kansas City
(lsonard 23), (n)
Detrat (Wilcox 3-2) at Oaldand (lagBEd 444, (n)
New York (Guidry 2-2) at California
(WIU 2-1), (n)
Milwaukee (Lerch 24) at Seethe (Parrott 04), (n)
11sessisy's Gsmes
Detroit at Oakland
Cievelaid at Taranto, (n)
Chicago at Texas, (n(
New York at Qthfornia, (n)
Mlwaiitee at SeatUe, (n)
Only games scheduled

BASEBALL
NEW YORK(AP)- Outfielder Ken
Singleton of the Baltimore Orioles was
named the AL's Player of the Month
for April, while Oakland A's righthander Matt Keough was honored as
the Pitcher of the Month.
Singleton hit .472 for the month, the
highest ever by a Baltimore player,
and set another club record with 10
consecutive hits. Keough won his first
four starts of 1961 with complete
games,shutting out two opponents and
posting a 1.00 earned run average. He
struck out 24 batter and issued just
eight walks.
ST.LOULS (AP) - Emile Francis,
president and general manager of the
St.Louis Blues, was named the NHL's
Executive of the Year by The Sporting
News.
The weekly publication said that
Francis received 27 votes for the honor
in balloting 34 NHL executives. The
Blues finished second in the overall
NHL regular season standings with a
45-16-17 record.

Gross Starting To Hit Weight, Baylor Just_Starting To Hit
By HERSCHEL NISSENSONAP Sports Writer
Wayne Gross is finally hitting his weight. Don Baylor,
on the other hand, still isn't
hitting anyone's weight, but
at least he's starting to hit.
After a week's absence
from the lineup while
Oakland faced a diet of lefthanded pitchers, the 205pound Gross boosted his
average from .143 to .208
Tuesday night with a solo
homer,two doubles, a single
and three RBIs as the A's
trimmed the Detroit Tigers
6-2.
Baylor, California's 210pound designated hitter,

.118 with
jumped from 083W.
threesingles-anti-three-1Mb
in foUr at-bats to lead the
Angels to a 6-2 victory over
the New York Yankees.
In other American League

AL Roundup
action Tuesday, the
Baltimore Orioles nipped the
Minnesota Twins 3-2, the
Milwaukee Brewers downed
the Seattle Mariners 4-1, the
Texas Rangers whipped the
Chicago White Sox 6-1 and
the Kansas City Royals edged Boston 2-1 after the Red
Sox took a 12-inning 8-7 decision in a game suspended

after 10 innings Monday
night by a- -league curfew.
Cleveland-Toronto
The'
game was rained out.
The A's bounced back
a
dropping
after
doubleheader to the Yankees
Sunday and improved their
record to 21-5, best in the majors. Gross tied the score in
the fourth inning with his second double of the game and
Dwayne Murphy put the A's
In front with a solo homer in
the fifth. Gross connected an
inning later and _ singled a
run home in Oakland's threerun eighth.
Meanwhile, Mike Norris
scattered eight hits to run his
record to 6-0, matching Fer-

Wills doubled and Al Oliver
•
walked.
Red Sox 8-1, Royals 7-2
John Wathan doubled
leading off the seventh inning, was sacrificed to' third
and scored the winning run
on Jerry Grote's sacrifice fly
as Kansas City earned a split
behind Larry Gura's four-hit
pitching. Earlier, Gary
Allenson and Glenn Hoffman
ripped consecutive doubles
in the 12th inning to help
power the Red Sox to victory
in a game suspended at 5-5
after 10 innings Monday
night because of an Al,
curfew. The victory snapped
Boston's seven-game losing
streak.

Griffin Waits In Shower While Giants Hold Off Mets
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
Tom Griffin was in the
shower when he heard that
his nine-run lead was going
down'the drain.
"There I was taking a
leisurely shower when I
heard a lot of noise on the
radio in the dressing room,"
said the San Francisco
Giants' pitcher."I paid little
attention at first but when
the roaring kept on,I left my
sbexto find out what was
•

going on.
the season. But the Giants
"To my amazement, I managed to hold on and win
discovered the Mets were 9-7.
scoring like crazy and had
Griffin, 2-2, had pitched
just two days before, getting
pounded by Philadelphia
before exiting after two and
a third innings, so he didn't
the tying runs on base before complain too loudly when
Greg Minton finally put out Manager Frank Robinson
the fire."
lifted him after seven innBefore it was over, the ings with a 9-0 lead. Griffin
Met.s were able to put seven had given up but four hits to
runs across to jeopardize that point.
Griffin's second victory of In other National. League

NI Roundup- -

action
Tuesday,
Philadelphia nipped Los
Angeles 8-7, Montreal edged
San Diego 4-3, St. Louis beat
Atlanta 4-1 and Houston
trimmed Chicago 4-3. Rain
postponed the PittsburghCincinnati game.
Phillles 8, Dodgers 7
Manny Trillo's sacrifice
‘fly scored the winning run as
Philadelphia rallied fii? two
runs in the ninth to defeat
Los Angeles. Mike Schmidt
doubled home the tying run

Win OverRangers Clinches Berth

Islanders Finally Celebrate One

Transactions

period power play goals as
he and his team set sev,eral
N HI. records. '"chere is a lot
of satisfaction. We proved
that what was said about us
and the Rangers was not the
way it would be.What had been said, particularly in the media, was
that thZ. Rangers held a large
psychological edge over
their neighbors stemming
from a six-game semifinal
upset of the Islanders in 1979.
The prevailing opinion seem-

has_and give_hinuredit-for
that."
McEnroe broke Kirmayr
in the seventh game of the
opening set, but Kirmayr,
who attended Modesto,
Calif., Junior College and
San Jose State, broke right
back in the eighth game.
Then McEnroe, trailing 5-4,
reeled off three straight
games to win the one-hour,
17-minute first set.
Again they traded breaks,
in the third and fourth games
of the second set. After Kirmayr held serve in the fifth
game to go up 3-2, McEnroe,
who already had engaged in
conversations with the
crowd, linesmen and umpire, changed shirts, taking
time while he was

Watson Not A Bit Unhappy
About Prospect Of Return
at the Nelson tournament PGA tour says his game is in
and says he's got his sights about the same place as last
set on picking up more of the year,less than cheerful news
green stuff.
for other Nelson entrants.
"I have that Texas Bonanza (a $200,000 bonus that Watson says he's "driving
goes to the golfer who wins better than I was a year
the Nelson tournament and ago" when he had logged
the Colonial Open next four tournament victories
week) in the back of my before the Nelson Classic.
mind," he said Tuesday "I've played 10 tourafter a practice round.
naments," said Watson, who
Watson has collected has claimed 23 tour victories
$196,626 in nine Nelson and two British Open crowns
outings, a cool $120,000 during his career.
ahead of Ray Floyd, who has "I'm still fresh, but I'm
played here 12times.
tournament-tough,
j'he 10-year veteran of the tournament-ready."

bareehested- , -to- Her hismuscles.
The crowd voiced its
displeasure, something
McEnroe now expects when
he plays here in his
hometown.
The second set went to a
tiebreaker, which Kirmayr
won 9-7, thus setting the
stage for the third set and
dramatic upset.
In the final set, McEnroe
appeared tired as Kirmayr
raced out to a 5-1 lead,
breaking the top seed in the
third and fifth games. After
McEnroe won the sixth
gable at love, Kirmayr held
serve to close out the match.

MORTGAGE
INSURANCE
Let me tell you about •
the Modern Woodmen
Plan.

ed to be that the Isles
couldn't - win at- Madison
Square Garden and that,
perhaps, their Stanley Cup of
last year was an oddity.that
would not be repeated.
"Everybody was saying
that fast year was a fluke,said Islanders left wing John
Tonelli, who boosted his
team ahead 1-0 just 1:02 into
the contest with a 15-foot
backhander past Ranqrs
goalie Steve Baker. '1Ve
would. think of it. It was an

before Trillo delivered his
game-winning sacrifice fly
off reliever Steve Howe.
Earlier, Pedro Guerrero's
two-run homer featured a
five-run rally in the top of the
eighth inning that propelled
the Dodgers into a 7-5 lead.
In the bottom- of the eighth,
Trillo got a run back for the
Phillies with his second
homer of the season.
Expos 4, Padres 3
Pinch-hitter Willie Montane" singled -home Warren
Cromartie from third with
two out in the ninth to lift L
Montreal over San Diego.
Cromartie singled off Steve
Mura leading off in the ninth,
advanced to second on a
sacrifice bunt by Larry Parrish, took, third on Chris
Speier's groundout and
coasted home as Montane"
drilled a pitch from reliever
Gary Lucas into the gap in
left center field.
Woodie Fry-man tossed
two innings of one-hit relief
to gain his second victory in
as many decisions.
Cardinals 4, Braves 1
George Hendrick and Darrell Porter belted solo
homers in the fourth inning,

powering St. Louis . over
Atlanta behind 1.ary
Sorensen's seven-hitter. The
blasts by Hendrick and
Porter represented two of
seven hits off Tommy Boggs.
Sorensen didn't walk a batter and struck out one in winning his fourth game without
a loss.
The victory was the Cardinals' 12th in 14 games.
Astros 4, Cubs 3
Alan Ashby's pinch tworun double in the ninth
powered Houston over
Chicago., Jose Cruz opened
the Houston ninth with a
single and moved to third on
an infield single by Art Howe
and an error. Two outs later,
Ashby lashed his garnewirming double to erase a 3Chicago lead.
Dave Smith was the winner in relief of Joe Niekrc
while Lee Smith took the
loss.
g t
Mr.Q4tio
CHARCOAL

NAME BRAND MERCHANDISE
AT DISCOUNT PRICES
UNCLE LEE WILL NOT
BE UNDER-SOLD

SPORTING GOODS
I m ic Plaza

Prices Good Ma 6-134

OLYMPIC PLAZA WARM

P.'

111111
=MMI

CVA Ky.
Pistol Kits
Model PP206-45 Cal.
Reg. $69.96

May Day
Bouyont

Kirmayr Adds McEnroe To His List Of Victims

DALLAS (AP)- Masters
champion Tom Watson
doesn't put much stock in the
adage "you can never go
home," but he's not a bit
unhappy about the prospect
of returning to Jiie Byron
Nelson Classic.
"Well, if you have to go
back to play," says Watson,
who has carried- home tournament honors at the Nelson
event three tithes before,
"you may as well win again
-if you can."
Watson, fresh off a win at
New Orleans, has set a new
standard of money winning

who hammered two homers
Monday night, lofted a pitch
from Jerry Don Gleaton into
the left field seats in the
third inning. The Brewers
added a run in the eighth on
Yount's double apfl Ben
Ogilvie's single.
Rangers 6, White Sox 1
Leon Roberts smashed a
three-run homer in the sixth
inning and Danny Darwin
and Steve Corner stopped
Chicago on nine hits as
Texas won for the eighth
time in 11 games and tied the
White Sox for second place in
the AL West. Roberts' first
home run of.the season came
off Chicago starter Ross
Baumgarten after Bump

5gsrond Win Of Season In Jeopardy Temporarily

victory last year. But the
By BARRY WILNER
Islanders- were most
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP)- After satisfied with themselves
they had eliminated the after turning •.'The Battle of
Toronto Maple Leafs in the New York, Part 3," into a
opening
round of the, Na- one-sided rout they deserved
By The /asocial-ea Praia
-tional
Hockey League to be proud of.
FOOTBALL
National Football League
playoffs this spring, the New added incentive.
CLEVELAND BROWNS - Ac"I remembered how bad
quired Terry Miller, running back, York Islanders were almost
from the Buffalo Bills in exchange for blase. It was something they my summer was in 1979. It
future draft choices.
were supposed to do.
was really tough being in the
NEW YORK JETS - Signed Joe
Following their six-game same area and having to exPellegrini and Mike Pannier, defensive tackles; Lance Saco and Steve triumph over the Edmonton plain what happened. None
Stephens, tight ends; Joe Perillo, Dan
Cernansky, and Armond C.ecere, Oilers in the Stanley Cup of us wanted that again."
linebackers; Jim Schulze and Jed quarterfinals, the defending
None of them came close
Saltzman, gaurds; and Henry Bush, champion Islanders sounded
running back. Acquired Tim Cotton,
to an early vacation against
wide receiver; Russ Hubert, center, more relieved than ecstatic.
the Rangers, who had shockand Michael Williams, defensive Once again, they were exed Los Angeles, which finishtackle,on waivers.
SEATTLE SEAHAWKS - Signed pected to handle the upstart ed fourth in the regularBob Chauza, tackle; Steve Griffiths, Oilers.
season standings, and St.
linebacker; Jamey Mathews, guard,
On Tuesday night, after
and ScottScambray,tight end.
Louis, which was second, on
they
had
demolished
their
TAMPA BAY BUCCANEERS`their
way to the showdown
Signed Steve Gettel, guard; Gregg local rivals, the New York
..with the _ regular,seasoia.
Christiania'', offensive tackle, and,
Rangers, with a ;
52 victoryRobert Thomas,running back.
points champions.
WASHINGTON REDSKINS - An- that capped a four-game
The Islanders made the
nounced the retirement of Kim Mc- semifinal
sweep, the
Quilken,quarterback.
Rangers look like the 13thIslanders weren't holding
Caudiaa Footbell League
place club they were during
SASKATCHEWAN back.
the season, forcing errors
ROUGHRIDERS-Signe Jamie Giles
and Clay Ruyle, defensive ends, and
-Way to go, Islanders, and having little trouble in
Judd Mayes,defensive back.
way to go," were the shouts rolling to 5-2, 7-3, 5-1 and 5-2
COLLEGE
MILLERSVILLE STATE - Named emanating
from
the victories.
Dr. Gene A. Carpenter men's athletic showers. "We're in the
director, and announced he will re"This is as good a seriesas
finals... we're in the finals."
main head football coach.
I've
seen us play since I've
NC1TRE DAME - Named Jim
The celebrations weren't been here,- said super
Baron part-time assistant basketball
coach.
as raucous as the ones that scorer Mike Bossy, who conROLLINS - Named Gloria Crosby
followed their Cup-clinching nected for a pair of firstathletic director.

NEW YORK (APL - ed-thatsPaltede sparse
Carlos Kirmayr isn't an crowd.
unknown in tennis circles.
McEnroe, the world's No.
After all, he's been a 2-ranked player and fresh off
member of the Brazilian Sunday's victory in the
Davis Cup team since 1971 World Championship Tennis
and he numbers among his Finals in Dallas, hit apvictims Jose-Luis Clerc, Ed- parent winners all night.
die Dibbs, Victor Pecci, And all night Kirmayr ran
Eliot Teltscher and Ilie down the ball and returned
Nastase.
it. McEnroe would hit
Now you can add John another apparent winner.
McEnroe.
And again Kirmayr
Kirmayr stunned the top somehow got the ball and
seed in the $592,000 Tourna- kept it in play.
ment of Champions at Forest
"He ran me around like a
Hills Tuesday,5-7, 7-6,6-2.
yoyo," McEnroe said. "He
Also upset was thirddeserved to win because he
seeded Vitas Gerulaitis, the outplayed me.
defending champion. He was
beaten by hard-serving Fritz , "He has a nice touch-he
Buehning 7-5, 7-5. But it was doesn't hit the ball hard, but
McEnroe's defeat-and the he's a smart player. He
way that it was accomplish- makes the most of what he

nando Valenzuela of the
BoAirs -Tor -the major
league lead.
Orioles 3,Twins 2
Rich Dauer drove in two
Baltimore runs before being
forced from the game with a
rib injury. It was the sixth
victory in the last seven
games for the Orioles, who
have beaten the Twins eight
straight since last July, and
Mike Flanagan's ninth consecutive triumph over Minnesota since 1977.
Brewers 4, Mariners 1
Robin- Yount drilled a
three-run homer to back the
six-hit pitching of Pete
Vuckovich, Jerry Augustine
and Rollie Fingers. Yount,

Cushion

$5596

Spacial

Polar Bear

Reg. $14.99

Ericksen

Trot-line
Model 1100
Reg. $4.39

Beverage Insulator

$374

Reg. $1.29
Special

$

Special _ 9
Coleman
Two Burner

Camp
Stove
Reg. $24.99
$19
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9

Stern

Life
Jackets
- Type iii Personal
Reg. S27.99

World Class

Frisbee
Reg. $6.29
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535

Special $2239

Freddie
Murray,Ky
42071
Allgood, D.R.
11101A. Westwood 753-9712

SuperSki

,

MODERN
WOODMEN
OF AMERICA
. Fraternal Life Insurance

Home Office Rock Island, Illinois

Wilson Pointmaker

Tennis Racket
Reg. $ 1 1 99

$059
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SIT

Reg. $39.99

Special

$3199
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Uncle Jeff's
Health &
Beauty
Aids Dept.
Prices Good Thru May 10th

in Remembrance
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QT Suntan
Lotion
• By Coppertpne
Quick Tanning, ions You
Indoors_or Outdoors'

Bottle

40001=3S•
e ••
the children's underwear '
that's fun to wear!

Sale

Corelle
Dimension IV
Livingware
tired feet and legs.
Provides soothing, relaxing water
in motion massage, use with or
without water

Exquisite
Form

New rim-shaped dinnerev'ore, ideal for conventional
and microwave ovens, break, chip and stain resistant.
16 piece set 4 mugs, 4 bowls, 4 medium plates, 4
large plates.
Citrus No. 3216-31
Cinnamon No. 3216-32
Almond 3216-33

Bright light incodesent lighting system, 4 light settings 2 swivel mirrors, regular and magnifying.
Model 1b23

Big Gal Bras
Big Gal Briefs

1 00

LESS MFGS
MAIL IN REBATE (Maximum $2.00)

Off Reg. Price

Mirror
Kitchen Pride
Silverstone
Saute Pan
Thick even heating aluminum,
2 piece set 1-8" & 1'10" Don

Ladies

Scuffs
Reg. $2.99 Sale $239
Reg. $3.49Sote $279
Large Choice of Styles
and Colors

GeneraLHousewares
5-Piece Cookware Set

4110
14AN
.. e-41111W

Mushroom Design
Set Contains: 10" Fry Pan, 5 Qt. Covered Dutch Oven,
2 Qt. Covered Sauce Pan

Ladies
Summer Dress

Shoes
Reg. $10.99

Norelco
Gotcha
Pro 1400 Watt
in(ludes -20 exclusive Kindness rollers for quick setting lasting curls lightweight compact. Model C20-S

Timex
Watches

SpecialSelection
of

Luggage

$1688

25%

Off

Mfg. S igg. Retail Price

New Sunglasses
Collection Styles For
Lorlie,, Men & Childre)

Sturdy Aluminum
Frame With Plastic
Arm Rest, Folds Flat
For Storage, Green & White
No. J08
5x4x4 Webb

Sale $697

Mushroom Design
16 Oz. Glasses
Set of 4

Off

Hard orSoftside
3 Colors

Lawn Chair

Styles for ladies, men &
children white & gold,
ni(e selection

30%

With 6 temperatures
and air flow
settings, with 4 attachments
Model HB1800
Sale

Reg. $18.99

4tio-Faide

Men's
Wrangler Denim

100% Cotton, No-Fault
Slim Fit Flares
Sizes 29-38
Reg. $16.99

Oil of Olay
Moisturizing Beauty
-Lotion
4 Oz Bottle

100% Cotton, Band Top,
Elastic Vegetable Print

No 6455

Sole
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automotive,

plumbing,

electrical, sporting goods
health and beauty aids
housewars, clothing, shoes
toys, camera equipment and flu
lowest priced discount pharmacl
in the area.

SUPER SPECIALS FROM UNCLE JEFF'S HARDWARE DEPT
Quickway

Many
Colors

Pistol-Grip

Latex
House
Paint
$747
Atlas
Grain

Water
Nozzle
For Home, Garden, and
Industry
Reg. $2.27

w/Sprinkling Spout
Reg. $3.87

Arab
Solid Oak

Termite

Complete With Hardware

Disston
Cordless
Power Pack

Oil, Oil Filters, Air Filters,
Spark Plugs, Waxes,Mufflers,
Fan Belts, Radiator Hoses,
Plus Many Other Items

Many Sizes to
Choose From

Special This Week

Shears

At Our.Low
count Prices!

20%

Snaps in For Power
Plugs in for Charge

Off
Already

Discounted Price
w/power pack
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All Metal
Painted

Hose
Hangers
$1 99

Garden
Hoe
Reg. $7.27

$1;99
Sale
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UK Students Will Face
Increases In Tuition
state
LEXINGTON,Ky.(AP)— schools outside the
-and—
Sine
in
UK
nitar
y---sie
Kenturk
of
4- -universityscoPe•
l*
gradua
es,
undergraduat
The trustees also voted an
and professional students
e in residence hall
increas
the
in
s
will pay higher tuition
board rates for
and
room
fall.
and board
Room
fall.
next
A university official told
according
vary
UK
at
rates
at
es
Truste
of
the UK Bard
meals for
of
r
numbe
the
to
its regular meeting Tuesday
up. The
sign
ts
studen
which
were
that the increases
r plan is two
popula
most
inflawith
cope
to
ary
necess
meals a day, five days a
tion.
week.
The trustees also got a
The new rates for that plan
financial boost from another will increase by $206 a year,
quarter, formally accepting from $1,596 this school year
$400,000 from William B. to $1,802 next fall, a 12.9 perSturgill, chairman of the UK cent increase.
board and state energy and
Rates for other university
agriculture commissioner, housing and meal plans are
for a new development office being increased similarly.
was awarded the general
CADET HONORED — Cadet Mark Young of Murray
building.
"The University of Kenthe recent President's
the new tuitions, set tucky housing and dining
Under
military excellence award for sophomore cadets during
(ROTC) program at Murray State
by the state Council on system is totally selfReview of the Reserve Officers Training Corps
in military leadership, discipline
es
qualiti
trated
demons
Higher Education and con- .....upported by student
University. Awarded for
of World Wars
Order
y
Militar
the
by
red
sponso
was
,by the regents, payments with no tax dollars
award
firmed
the
and citizenship,
dean of the College of Inretired
,
Oakley
e tuition and whatsoever going into it,"
L.
raduat
Hugh
Dr.
underg
by
ted
presen
was
and
e from $341 a said Jack Blanton, vice
increas
ity.
fees will
dustry and Technology at the univers
semester to $370 starting this president for business affall.
fairs.
The charge includes a
"Because of continuing in$13.25 activity fee for full- creases in labor, food and
time students. Of that, $1 utility costs, and the necessigoes to the UK student ty to maintain funding for
association, to enable it to debt service and replaceexpand its services.
ment of furniture and equipTuition and fees for ment, we had no other alterundergraduate students native than to raise the
from out of state will go from rates," Blanton said.
$1,016 per semester to $1,159.
The Sturgill gift, one of the
individual donations
largest
tuiwere
Also increased
itions for resident and non- in the history of the univers
ct
a
constru
to
used
be
will
ty,
resident graduate students
ofUK
the
to
house
g
buildin
profesUK's
in
s
and student
fice of development.
sional colleges.
The two-story structure on
d
charge
Tuition and fees
main campus is expected
the
ity
commun
UK's
at
s
student
completed by June 1,
be
to
colleges were not increased,
1982.
per
$195
at
remaining
Sturgill, a 1946 UK
semester for Kentucky
te who has served as
gradua
residents and $509 per
an of the board
chairm
board
dents.
nonresi
for
semester
seven years,
for
s
of
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MURRAY CADET HONORED — Cadet David G. Derrick of Murray
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recipient of the George C. Marshall Award, receiv
A committee on the namthe Departpus.
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tuition
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nt of Stoughton, Mass.,
THE PRESIDENT'S SABRE — Cadet Michelle F. Soncra
s Training Corps(ROTC)
Officer
e
Reserv
the
in
female
recently became the first
d President's Sabre. The
program at Murray State University to win the covete
annually to the cadet
ted
presen
most Kestigeous ROTC award of the year, it is
Cadet Soncrant is a
senior,
A
m.
progri
.
selected as the, most outstanding in the
s and engineering
physic
a
is
team,
rifle
ity
univers
two-time All-American on the
lieutenant for
second
as a
major and will report May 11 to fort Rucker, Ala.,
traditional
corps'
the
at
tation
training as a helicopter pilot. Making the presen
Curris.
W.
ntine
Consta
ent
Presid
President's Review was Murray State

KEEP THAT GREAT
GM FEELING WITH
GENUINE GM PARTS.
,

Itk

1977 Chevrolet Camaro Z28
Black - Block Interior, power steering, power brakes,
air conditioning, power windows, power locks, tilt
wheel, AM-FM tope, 56xxx miles.
GENERAL MILITARY EXCELLENCE — The General Military Excellence Award for
senior students in the Reserve Officers Training Corps (ROTC) program at
a
to Cadet Phyllis Seals of Murray.
a arded
Murray State University recently was i
qualities in military leadership,
nding
o
The award, given for demonstrated
s
during the recent President's
made
ship,
and
citizen
ter
charac
discipline,
Review. Sponsored by Post 26, American Legion, it was presented by the post
commander, Ed Bradford.

has been awarded the
, EL TIGRE AWARD — Cadet Randall B. Roberts of Murray
State University. The
Reserve Officers Training Corps' El Tigre Award at Murray
week, was made
last
Review
nt's
award, presented during the traditional Preside
the university. It
at
e
scienc
_
military
of
or
profess
by Lt. Col. Randell Routt, the
leadership lab.
year
m's juniorrepresents outstanding performance in the progra

Man Pleads Guilty After Scalding Daughter
LOUISVILLE,Ky. AP —
Forrest William Dressing,
22, has pleaded guilty to
scalding his 3-year-old stepdaughter to death last year.
Dressing admitted in Jefferson Circuit Court that he
held April Hardin in a
bathtub of scalding water.
The child was hospitalized
April 23, 1980, with severe
burns and died three weeks

later.
Dressing, who was charged with murder,also pleaded
guilty to second-degree
assault, a charge arising
from a report that he twisted
the youngster's leg on Oct.
31, 1979, until a bone fractured.
ComAssistant
monwealth's Attorney
Ernest Jasmin recommended sentences of 20 years for

$4977.00
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet Inc.
641 South, Murray

753-2617
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Y
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Meet The Candidate

Judge Peers exthe murder and five for the or parole.
that she will conplained
assault.
many factors before
Jasmin said the fracture sider
ncing sentence June
pronou
was not reported by the
could not comment
and
16,
l
Hospita
Norton-Children's
now.
it
on
staff, which had treated it,
Jasmin told Mrs. Dressing
until after the girl was scaldthat her husband, who has no
ed.
prior criminal record, also
Dressing's wife, Gladys, would have to be considered
asked Judge Olga Peers in by a parole board concerncourt Tuesday about her hus- ing his length of sentence if
band's chances for probation he goes to prison.

This year, there is
a choice
ELECT

David Buckingham

District Judge
Holiday Inn-Murray — Thurs., May 7th

JERRY PENDERGRASS

700-10:00 a.m. Open to Pubjic-Coffee & Doughnuts

ft

Sheriff of
Calloway County

air

_-

Your Vote and Influence
Will Be Appreciated

Elect an experienced Calloway County
Criminal Prosecutor as Your

District Judge
•
4.
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Paid for by Tim Miller, Treas. 821 N. 20th St., Murray, Ky. 42071
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Probe Continues Into Miner
Wopnding, Bridge Damage

Light Damage Is
Reported From
An Earthquake
HEN DERSONVILLE,
N.C. ( AP) — No injuries but
some light damage was
reported when a minor earthquake rumbled beneath
much of western North
Carolina,officials said.
Tuesday's quake, which
measured 3.5 on the Richter
scale of ground movement,
was centered about 90 miles
west of Charlotte, on the
border of North and South
Carolina and near Tennessee, said Art Johnston of
the Tennessee Earthquake
Information Service.
Several witnesses said the
quake, which was reported
to have shaken canned goods
from shelves and shifted
sidewalks, was accompanied
by a loud noise like a sonic
boom.

SCHOLASTIC TEAM WINNERS — Members of the Murray Middle School seventh and eighth grade scholastic team who participated in the Scholastic Tournament held Saturday are, front row,from left, Jackie Boltz, first place spelling;
Laura Cella, first place social studies; Ramona Burnley, third place reading; Leslie
Franklin, second place English; Amy Roos, science. Second row, Joey Rezroat,
second place math; Luke Hawington first place English; Heather Doyle, third
place science; Back row, Beth Hegel, first place reading; Mike Wilkins, second
place spelling; Joan Wilson, sponsor; Ron Kohlenberger, social studies; and
Robert Lyons, math.

Body Looks To Be Burned

By The Associated Press
was wounded when he was
Investigations continued struck by
a single bullet
today into separate incidents fired. from
a passing car
in which a miner was wound- "full of
non-union miners."
ed and two railroad bridges, Enie
Michaels, an Enterdamaged.
prise official, said the
An independent 'operator shooting took
place about 200
also complained that state yards from
the company's
police were harassing his non-union
tipple operation,
drivers by-insisting that they where Coal is
clean* and
keep tarpaulins ovei the loaded into
railroad cars.
truck beds to keep coal from
Chessie spokesman Willis
spilling onto the highway.
Cook said he "wouldn't
"It takes at least five hazard a guess"
whether the
minutes to put on a tarp, and blasts were connecte
d with
the men would be targets for the national UMW
strike
snipers," the operator which began 40
days ago, idlargued.
ing 160,000 miners.
The wounded picket was
Cook said the separate
identified as Franklin Ken- blasts shook
the Middle
drick, who was taken to Creek'
subdivision bridge
:Pikeville Methodist Hospital near Beverly,
Ky., and the
for treatment of a leg wound. Elkhorn and
Beaver Valley
State police said they hqd bridge near Martin,
Ky. No
three suspects in the case.
' injuries were reported.
Police also said there apAt the Martin bridge,
parently Was no connection "about a foot
of rail" was
between Tuesday's shooting blown out, and Cook
said the
and the dynamiting of the structural damage
would
Chessie System bridges dur- take most of the
day to fix.
ing the night, halting rail Damage to the
Beverly'
traffic along both lines.
bridge was still being assessAsked whether the bridge ed.
blasts were connected with
"We're the nation's
the United Mine Workers largest coal hauler,
but
union's 40-day-old. strike, we're not, hauling
.now,"
state police Trooper Wayne Cook said. Chessie is hauling
Heightchew said "possibly, very' little 'coal during
the
but not proven."
strike, and no coal had been
Heightchew said the shipped on the lines crossing
shooting incident that took the two bridges in
recent
place shortly before noon weeks, he said.
near Esco on Kentucky 611 in
Torn Tipton, vice president
Pike County..
of the non-union Belfry Coal
Heightchew said Kendrick Co., said his trucks
were
was one of some 30 men who halted - early' Tuesday
and
were walking a picket line that he was warned
about
near the Enterprise Coal Co. drivers not using tarps.
The trooper said Kendrick
Tipton said state troopers

Skin Disorder Afflicts About 500
By CHARLES
CHAMBERLAIN
Associated Press Writer
about 500 Americans.
have much to do with him. stumps to hold it.
Mrs. Tummillo works as a
CHICAGO ( AP) — Ricky's
They also told Mrs. Turn- Some even are mean enough
mother was kept from seeing millo he might not live more to call him 'snake' because waitress several nights a
him the day he was born. than two weeks longer. That his skin is peeling," said week and spends much of
her days working as head of
Permitted her first glimpse was 12 years -ago. No one Mrs. Tummillo.
the
Illinois chapter of
of the baby a day later, she knows how much longer
The mother said a man
was stunned to see that his Ricky ha§. He and his once accused her of burning DEBRA, the nonprofit
arms and legs were tied to brother, Tony, are Mrs. Ricky with cigarettes. Child Dystrophic Epidermolysis
the sides of an incubator.
Turnmillo's sons by a first welfare officers came to the Bullosa Research Associa"There was no skin on the marriage. They live with her house to investigate, where tion of America.
"Nobody knows what
top of his hands or on his and her second husband, Mrs. Tummillo convinced
causes the disease," said Dr.
neck," Karen Tummillo Frank, a city employee. The them of her son's ailment.
recalled. "I couldn't pick Tununillos also have a 4"When he was 10 and we Nancy Esterly, a pediatrihim up by his sides and fon- year-old daughter. Ricky is lived
in
another cian and dermatologist at
dle him. I had to put my in a • sixth grade special neighborhood, a woman told Children's Memorial
hands under him and sort of education class along with 18 other children not to play Hospital in Chicago.
She explained that as far
scoop him up."
other children with with Ricky or they would die
The baby had a water disabilities.
— and she said I was not a as doctors can tell, EB is a
blister on his nose, another
"I worry about what will Christian woman or I would series of six diseases. Those
on his chest. Any pressure, happen to him: He has more not have had him," Mrs. that scar,such as the variety
and another blister would guts than most kids. He's a Tummillo recalled. "When afflicting Ricky, are called
form and his skin would tear fighter. He never gives up, Ricky was much younger, a dystrophic EB. The disease
away. He was tied to the in- and I'll never give up mother with a young child in is so rare that finding doccubator so he wouldn't move fighting for him." Mrs. Turn- tow pointed to Ricky and tors to take cases is difficult.
"I couldn't understand
and rub his skin off.
millo said. "I hope there said: 'If you are bad, you
why there wasn't a cure."
"He looked .like he had never is another child born willstart looking like him.'
been burned," said Mrs. like Ricky. But in a way, we
"At other times, when we Mrs. Tummillo said, recallTummillo,30.
may be lucky. He can talk; go to the store or to a ing the years she searched
Doctors at the hospital in he can see; he can hear; he restaurant, people will walk for medical help after Ricky
Niles, Mich., didn't know can tell me his feelings."
up and say: 'What happened was diagnosed. "It was very
what was wrong. Ricky was
Outside the house, the boy to him? My Grid, what is the depressing. Sometimes I'd
taken to the University of with blotchy, flaking, peel- matter with him?' They will just cry. I didn't know what
Michigan Hospital in Ann ing skin and webbed fingers stare at him, either afraid of kind of life he would have."
In his quiet way, Ricky
Arbor, where specialists and toes is often shunned and what they see or from mere
seems
happy. But when askdiagnosed dystrophic epider- teased.
curiosity.
tnolysis bullosa, a rare skin
-The other kids know not
"I had cards printed. ed what he would wish for in
disorder that afflicts only to touch him and they don't When these things begin hap- The whole wdcld, Ricky
pening, I pass out-the cards replied without hesitation.
"I would wish to be like
explaining about my little
everyone else."
boy she said.
Mrs. Tummillo said she
tries to keep Ricky active.
He likes to play disco
records and says he wants to
be a disco singer.
Licensed For
"I want him to do things
Commercial & Residential
himself, to be as normal as
possible," she said."A lot of
LOUISVILLE,Ky.( AP)—
parents whose children have The American Red Poll
the disease don't want them Association has decided to
Murray Ky.
to do anything. If you treat a move its national headchild like he is handicapped, quarters from Lincoln, Neb.,
he wwll grow up and become to Louisville.
a handicapped adult."
The association decided to
The skin on Ricky's hands move after several months
and feet began fusing when of discussions involving its
he was 2, and the digits form- members, government ofed stumps. He has had six ficials and breeders in Kenmajor skin grafts.
tucky, said Energy and'
"In his last operation on Agriculture Secretary
Dec. 16, the thumb of his left William B.Sturgill.
hand was separated from the
The American Red Poll
webbed fingers and Ricky Association was founded in
for -the first time could pick 1883 and is the world's oldest
up a hamburger with one national organization for
hand instead of using the owners of Red Poll cattle.

Danny M. Dunn's
Electric

Red Cross To
Move Headquarters
To Louisville

Call 436-2372

told him "if the drivers don't
use tarps, we'll call a
wrecker, pull in the [reeks
and take the drivers to jail."
Tipton admitted that the
men were breaking the law
but, he asserted, -Who's going to blame them? None of
these men want to stand atop
their Vehicles and wrestle
with a tarp. You'd be a
perfect target."
During the confrontation
with ethe troopers, Tipton
said he advised them that
each truck would be making
eight runs before the day
ended.
"I asked the state police to
.write me eight tickets per
truck and I'd be glad to pay
them. But don't make these
men stand on trucks and expose themselves to danger."
He said the offer was
refused 'and the drivers
eventually installed the
tarps.
Tipton said the non-union
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GOLD . •
DIAMONDS.

The Honest Way!
ANY GOLD STAMPED
10K 14K-18K-22K

(

Ky. Lake Music Barn
New Concord, Ky. 42076
— PR ESENTS —
Extra Ordinary Country Music Show
Sat. May 9th 8:00 p.m.
Featuring Award Winning Canadian
Artist "Jimmy Arthur Ordge"
For Reservations & Info Call
(502)436-2856

installation was shut down
by. pickets on April 2 hut
reopened April 22 with 'armed guards surrounding tie
area..
'Tin very mad
Jrid
disgusted.- he said. •( /ur ,thly connection with the iStuikt
Is the fact that we're trying
to haul coal.'•
Tipton said that he and
other operators recently had
asked Gov. John V. lir,,wn
Jr. for increased police protection.
he governor said he A a:,
going to enforce the law. hot
the only law he seems to be
enforcing is the tarp law,'.
Tipton asserted.
Capt. Elkins denied 'lipton's claim that the drivers
were being harassed.
"The law's the law. tic
said. "We're going to (rforce it whether the violator
is an operator. a picket
anybody else '•

We'll
Pay You

CASH
NOW!

We are not "Fly-By Nighters
only in town overnight to take
your money. We've been trusted
in Paducah for 69 years.
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Bel Air Shopping Co

CANDIDATES MAKE YOUR
SPACE RESERVATIONS NOW
FOR OUR ELECTION EDITION
SCHEDULED FOR THURSDAY MAY 21ST

DMSO

Solvent
The Wonder
Works
753-8064

Please Resilect Gil G. Hopson
Your Magistrate District
Number 2
*Member Calloway County Fiscal Court, 8 years
*Member Murray Calloway County Park Board, 6 years
*Member Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens
Board, 6 years Serving Second Term as Chairman
*Member West Ky. Ky. Allied Services Nutrition Sub-committee
*Member Purchase Area Ad Hoc Transportation Committee
*Former Member Murray-.Calloway County Hospital Board
*Member Purchase Area Aging Committee

I WILL CONTINUE TO UPGRADL MAINTAIN.
AND BUILD BETTER ROADS IN
CALLOWAY COUNTY
WHEN YOU VOTE AT CITY HALL, MURRAY MIDDLE SCHOOL ROBERTSON
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL EAST ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, OR NEW CONCORD
PRECINCTS, PULL LEVER NUMBER 2 FOR GIL G. HOPSON, MAGISTRATE IN
DISTRKT NO.2
Paid By Candidate

This Section will give your campaign the added boost needed prior to
the
primary. Deadline for advertising copy is noon May 15th

the

Murray LCAeurcl
opAg
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.3.,,r,98r Times
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Deaths & Funerals
Funeral Thursday Mr. McNutt, Jr.
At Local Chapel --Dierrhinttal-k
For Mrs. Waggener _Feint—Held Today
The funeral for Mrs. Inez T. L. McNutt, Jr., died
the
Waggener will be held Monday morning at
General
County
Thursday at 2 p.m. at the Henry
chapel of the J. H. Churchill Hospital, Paris, Tenn. He
Funeral Home with the Rev. was 57 years of age and a
Dr. Bill Whittaker and the resident of Grove Street,
Rev. G. T. Moody officiating Paris.
Born Aug.8, 1923,in Henry
and Wayne Haley providing
Tenn., he was the
County,
the music.
L. McNutt,
Thomas
of
son
Bill
be
Pallbearers will
Butler, Ronald Armstrong, Sr., who died March 28, 1973,
Sheldon Parham, Lois and Lena Mae Barton
Mount, Harold Butler, and McNutt who died Nov. 2,
Kelton Rogers. Burial will 1973.
Mr. McNutt,former owner
follow in the. Greenlea
of IsoL Nutt Tractor ComCemtery in Fulton.
Friends may call at the pany, ity.a.5 Navy yeteran of
funeral home after 1:30 p.m. World War II, a Member of
Paris Lodge 108 Free and
today Wednesday).
Accepted Masora, a 32nd
died
86,
Mrs. Waggener,
Tuesday morning at her degree Scottish Rite Mason,
home, 209 South 16th Street. a Shriner, and of the
Murray. She was the widow Maplewood Baptist Church.
Survivors include his wife,
of Shelby Waggener.
Dor4hy Pflueger
Mrs.
She is survived by one
daughter, Dr. Pauline Wag.- McNutt, to whom he was
gener, Murray; one son, married on Jan. 20, 1943; one
Eugene W. Waggoner, daughter, Os. Sylvia
Paducah- two sisters. Mrs. Fowler, Memphis, Tenn.;
Rubena Dawes and Mrs. one.son,Terry Rhea McNutt,
Pauline Wainscott, Murray; Paris, Tenn.; two brothers,
one brother, Ozell Atkins, Billy Joe McNutt and Bobby
-;-two-grand.- _Gene.11IcNutt, Paris,._Tenn.;
children, Paula Jo West and three grandchildren Kenitha and Gary Fowler
Mark Waggoner.
and David Lynn McNutt.
The funeral is being held
today at 2 p.m. at the LeDon
Chapel of Ridgeway Morticians, Paris, Tenn. with the
LOUISVILLE,Ky. AP - Rev. Paul Veazey ofEd Edstrom, a former presi- ficiating. Burial will follow
dent of the National Press in the Memorial Cemetery
Club and an assistant direc- there;
tor of pubbc information for
the U.S. _ Justice Department, died here Monday
afteran illness. He was-68.
Edstrom, a Kansas City.
WASHINGTON -1AP).
native, worked for The
Detroit tree Press, the old Higher pay, re-enlistment
Toledo News-Bee and the old bonuses and broadened
Chicago Herald-Examiner educational benefits have
before-joining The Courier- been credited_ by Pentagon
Journal in 1939. He held officials with helping the
several positions with the_armed _services improve its
Louisville newspaper before record on attracting-and removing to Washington as its taining uniformed personcapital correspondent from nel.
A manpower report issued
1950 to 1957.
He was president of the Tuesday said that between
National Press Club in 1960 October and March 62.5 perwhile a correspondent for cent of those eligible rethe Hearst newspapers. He enlisted, an increase of 7.1
moved into the Justice percent from the..comDepartMelit post in the para hie period a year
earlier.
1960s.
Funeral services are Enlistments in the same
scfleauiea br 11 a.m. permit Tedcfleu lvi percent
Thdrsday at Foreman of objective, up 2 percent
Funeral liome in Jefferson- Over the corresponding
town, with cremation to period in 1979-1980, the
report said.
follow.

Ex-Press Club
Boss Dies

Enlistments In
Armed Forces Is
Now On Iiirease

Serena Sheffield,
Sister _OflacaL
Persons, Is Dead
Word has been received of the death of Mrs. Clarence
fSerena Mae) Sheffield who
died April 23 at the St.
Joseph Hospital West, Clinton Township,Mich.
She was 68 years of age
and a member of the Church
of the Living God.
Mrs. Sheffield is survived
by her husband; two
daughters, Mrs. Mozell Farris, Cleveland Heights,
Mich., and Mrs. Doris.
WarrenvIlle
Slaughter,
Township, Mich.; one son,
Rudolph Perry, Riverside,
Cal.; 12 grandchildren; four
great grandchildren.
Also surviving are Jhrqe
Wks. Clara
sisters
Bramley, Murray, Mrs.
Elizabeth Moore, Tucson,
Ariz., and Mrs. Georgia Ann
Jones, Cleveland, Ohio;
three brothers - Jiles
Jackson, Murray, Thomas
Jackson, Chicago, Ill., and
Wilton Jackson, Radcliff.
The funeral was held April
29 at 11 a.m. at the Church of
the Living God with the Rev.
W. J. Burns officiating.
Burial - Tv-a:s in -the Lincoln
Memorial Cemetery at Clinton Township, Mich.

NEW JAYCEE OFFICERS "- New Jaycee officers are, left to tight, Don Norsworthy, secretary; Tony Wallace, president; Ken Asher, community vice
president Tim Alton, director; Eddie Jones, administrative vice president Joe
Kelso,chairman of the board. Back row, Don Rogers, director; Ernest Edmonson,
director; Gary Harper, individual development vice president; Jamey McMillen,
Photos By Joyce McCoy
state director; Kevin McManess,director.

Child Abuse Information Program Set
By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
- State Attorney General
Steve Beshear today announced a program aimed at
better informing the public
about the problems of child
abuse and neglect and helping local officials prosecute
such cases.

Federal-State Market News Serviee
May 6,1981
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes6 Buying Stations Receipts: Act. 664 Est. 650 Barrows &
Gills steady .25 lower Sows steady 1.00
lower
839.25-39.75
US 1-2 210-240 lbs.
$39.00-39.50
US 2210-2501bs. •
838.00-39.00
US 2-3 244260 lbs._
US 2-4 250470
Sows
832.00-33.50
US 1-2 270-350 lbs.
132.50-34.50
US 1-3 300-450Jbs.
USIf4S0-SOOlbs.--- - ----------$34.5.0-36.00
136.00-38.00
US 1-3 500.660 lbs.
131.50-32.50
US 2-3 300-500 lbs. ..
Boars 30.00-31.00

steers good and choice 1558 lb
dairybreds 57.00: good 780-1420 lb
53.50-5625i _ commercial oows 43.00,45.25; utility 40.00-45.00: few high
dressing 45.50-46.75; cutter 39.00-42.00;
canner 37.00-40.50; slaughter bulls
grade 1-2 1180-17651b52.00-58.00; grade
2-3 46.00-52.00; good and choice 254275
lb vealers 64.00-76.00; good and choice
300-385 lb calves 58.00-62.00; feeder
steers medium frame 1-2 300-500 lb
6.3.5471.50; 500.600 lb 59.5047.50; 715875 lb 56.00-63.50; medium frame 1-2
bulls 400-600 lb 55.00-67.25; large frame
2 Holsteins 550-840 lb 52.00-58.00;
heifers medium frame 1 310-480 lb
5d .25-64.50; medium frame 2 304500 lb
53.75-58.00; 500-780 lb 51.00-54.75.
Hogs 1400 includes 800 feeder pigs;
compared to Tuesday's close barrows
and gilts weak to fully 25 lower; 1-2
untested; 2 220-250 lb 40.00-40.20; 2-3
215-260 lb 39.50-40.00: 3225-280 lb 38.7639.50: 300-350 lb 35.50-35.75.; sows fully
steady; 1-2 300-350 lb 34.00-34.50; 350400 lb 34.50-35.50; 400.460 lb 35.50-37.50:
450.500 lb 35.70-39.00; 504655 lb 39.004035;, boars over 300 lb 36.00-37.45.
Sheep untested.

Stock Market
+5.76

9S Years Of Service
Churchill..Ronaid „Churchill, and now, grandson,
Tommy Walker have provided a total of 95 years of
family service. This allows the J.H. Churchill Funeral
. Home to arrange dignified reliable services in your
time of need.

J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home
201 S. 3rd

Tommy Walkor-Ownor

7534411

General Dynamic
General Motors
General Tire
Goodrich
...
Goodyear
Gulf Oil
Heublien
1.B.M
Jerico
K-mart
Kuhn's Big K
Penwali
Quaker Oats
Texaco
U.S. Tobacco
Wendy's
C E.F. Fund

We Hold
The Key
For All
Your
Graduation
Gift Ideas...
For...
Him And
For Her
at
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Beshear said at a morning
newsconference.
Beshear said that he has
implemented, with the aid of
a $25,000 federal grant, a
Child Abuse Legal Information and Assistance Program.
He said the program,
under the girection of a fulltime staff person, Murray
Neel, is designed to offer
both education and technical
assistance to the general
publie, prosecutors and
other groups, such as
educators, nurses, doctors

torneys in pasecuting the
cases.
His office has also written
articles on the problem for
various professional publications and has arranged with
the South Central Bell
Telephone Co. to provide inserts in its May phone bills
giving information about
reporting child abuse and
neglect.
Beshear said he has also
assigned an attorney, an investigator and a social
worker to provide research,
investigative 'services, trial

and daycare center staffs,
who work daily with large
numbers of children.
Among the, program's
specifics is an information
telephone line, in which a
staff attorney will discuss
questions relating to child
abuse and neglect.
Beshear said his office
also has formulated
seminars and workshops for
people dealing with children,
a manual on reporting child
abuse for educators and a
resource guide for county
and commonwealth at-

New Jersey's'Found Money'
To Help Balance State's Budget

Livestock Market

Prices of stock of local Interest at
noon: EDT, today, firrnabed to the
Ledger & Times by First of Michigan,
Corp.,opltrray,are as tollows•

"Continuous Family Service Since 1886-

-One of the biggest problems in the area of child
abuse-neglect is the lack of
information and education
on the part of the public,"

NEWARK,- N.J. -4A-P) Back in 1836, the federal
government divvied up a $28
million surplus among the
states. But there were strings attached: If the
TAdISV11.1.E, Ky.( AP) usp4
secretary of the Treasury
Estunated.receipts--cattle and calves_
800; compared to .Tuesday's close ever Wanted it back, ttie
represented slaughter classes steady; states would have to hand it
- Whited feeders 1.00-2.00 lower,- these
over.
2.00-4.00 lower for week: slaughter

Industrial Average

AWARDED - Jimmy
Gilliam
receives the
Exhausted Rooster Award
from the Murray-Calloway
County Jaycees.

4r

Hog Market

-Air Products ...
American Motors
Ashland
Amencan Telephone
Chrysler
Ford Motor

DIRECTOR - Jamey McMillen receives the District
Director of the Year Award
from the Murray-Calloway
County Jaycees.

After 144 years, those strings were quietly cut in the
waning motnents of the
Carter administration.
And New Jersey, which
had salted away its share in
a special trust fund all those
years, now has threequarters of a million dollars
to spend.
'we're turning
"
cartwheels, but it will help,"
said Robert Cubberly,super-

visor of - the bureau of the
budget..
Dubbed -found money,"
New Jersey's $761;670.60 is
being transferred out of the
trust fund and will be used to
help balance the budget, according to Daniel J. O'Hern,
chief counsel to Gov. Brendan Byrne.
The fund came into being
under the Revenue Sharing
Act of 1836, when the federal
government found itself with
a surplus far above the $5
million it was allowed by law
to keep.
"The money apparently
was distributed according to
the proportion of members
in the House and Senate, but
there's no documentation of
that," U.S. Treasury staff
accountant James Zurawski

ment never asked for the
money, and each year New
Jersey withdrew the interest, transferring it to the
state's general fund or in-it.
vesting

,"We doiQ
said-Tuesday.
know the nitty-gritty of how
it was computed."
He said $28,101,644.91 was
paid out in three installments. There was to
have -been • a total -of-four
payments; but the last was
rescinded "because of
changes in the economy and
the goverment at the time,Y
said Zurawski.
The states had the use of
their share - and the interest if they chose to bank it
- with the proviso that they
return the money if the
secretary of the Treasury
ever wanted it back. Walter
Jordan, assistant controller
of finance for the Treasury
Department explained Monday.
But the federal govern-

Mormon Church's Plea To
Have Big 'Ramifications'
On Missile System Location

Black or White Patent
Mary Jane
Sizes 82-12 Reg. $18.00

SALT LAKE CITY(AP)- staunchly anti-communist Utah.
The Mormon Church's plea church hierarchy would be
Missile backers and critics
that the MX missile system .:`not inconsiderable." alike said Kimball's position
not be based in Utah and Results of polls and special could have substantial imNevada, could have "enor- ballot questions in Utah and pact on the issue, since over
mous ramifications" on pro- Nevada consistently have twothirds of Utah residents
posals to base the missile in shown a majority oppose the are church members and
the area,two governors say. MX.
Mormons make up 7 percent
Church President Spencer . "We:ye known that it was of,Nevada's population,
W. Kimball, 86, revered as a coming, but there's very litMoreover, it is a tenet of
prophet b4.7 million Mor- tle we can do about it," said Mormon faith that Kimball
mons, urged Tuesday that Maj. Robert McMains, chief speaks for God in spiritual
President Reagan not base Air Force MX spokesman in matters.
the giant mobile missile
system in Utah and Nevada,
as the Air Force prOposes.
In Washington, Air Force
COUNTY ATTORNEY
Lt. Gen. Kelly Burke said the
MAX PAP1+Freffect of the statement by the
mostly conservative and

1

Rift

assistance and- consultation
to localAprosecutors in child
abuse and neglect cases.
He said that so far his office has provided investigative services and consultation in 10 cases and trial
assistance in seven other
cases.
"It is shocking to find out
how large a problem it is,"
Beshear said.
He said the state Department for Human Resources
says approximately 29,700
cases of child abuse or
neglect were .reported in
fiscal year 1979-80 and more
than 42,000 are expected td
be reported by the end of this
fiscal year June 30.
"I fully, realize that these
efforts are not a final solution to the problem of child
abuse," Beshear said.
"However,Lfeel that the attorney general's office has
an obligation to do
everything it can to protect
the lives and .safety of Kentucky's children."

$1000
Fri. & Sat.
Only
SHOE
1. BUZZ, IR.

till -Al Silt
INTIN
MURRAN KIN I IA ksi 4.20- 1
PHONE 502-753-7403 ,

County Attorney Max Parker
believes that convicted thieves,
and law breakers should go to jail both as punishment for them and
as an example to others.
More people have spent more
time in the Calloway County Jail in
the past three years than any
other time in the recent history of
Calloway County.
If you believe that convicted
thieves and lawbreakers should go
to jail then...

Re-Elect Max Parker County Attorney
Dixieland Center

Paid For By Max Parker Caaspaiga, Gall Parker Treasure', It.4 Ilex 162 Marray,Ky.42071

Dean Nomination Delights Distributors
stiperIntendent 01--fhe William D. Towers, general annual
award
for
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) distributors who buy TVA
Department of - Public manager of the Holston distinguished service to John
power
wholesale
and
sell
it
— Distributors of the TenUtilities in Milan, Term., as Electric Cooperative in T. Butts, superintendent of
nessee Valley Authority's to customers within TVA's
president for a Rogersville, Tenn.
TVPPA
the Electric Plant Board in
electricity have passed a seven-state region.
oneyear term. He succeeds
The TVPPA also gave an Franklin, Ky.
Dean
spoky
briefly
Tuesresolution to show their
day morning before the
delight that one of their own
number is to be nominated to TVPPA members. He then
departed to make courtesy
TVA's board of directors.
calls
to U.S. senators to comTennessee
Members of the
Valley Public Power ply with a request from
said.
Association, meeting in Baker,Campbell
Nashville, approved Tues- "He's one of our own,"
Section B—Page One
day the resolution endorsing Campbell told a reporter.
Wednesday, May 6, 1981
have
"He'll
our
attention.
He
President Reagan's an•
ticipated nomination of understands our problems.
He
knows
TVA
inside
and
Charles H."Chili" Dean Jr.,
general manager of the out, being from Knoxville."
TVA is headquartered in
Knoxville Utilities Board, to
Knoxville.
TVA's board. Reagan
In other action Tuesday,
agreed last wec'e. to
the
TVPPA members
nominate Dean, 55, at the
elected
Harold L. Crenshaw,
Majority
urging of Senate
Leader Howard Baker of
Tennessee.
Baker has also recommended that Reagan
designate Dean as TVA's
chairman to replace S.
David Freeman, who would FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) AU Ladies
New Shipment
continue as a board — Douglas Wheeler, Spring & Summer Dresses
member. The president has markets director in the state Sizes Misses from 8-20, holf sizes 121/2 to 2612 Jrs 3-15
Ladies Knit Tops
the authority to designate Agriculture Department, filatan
Tuesday
in
Good
suit
Selection
ed
Polyester
8.
Cotton
$199
TVA's chairman.
Miss.i& 2 sizes
Storting At V
Freeman was among the tempt to overthrow a ruling Dresses
Storting At
speakers scheduled to ad- of sexual harassment hand- One Group ladies
Good Selection
dress the TVPPA today as ed down against him by the
Polyester
Cotton
Summer
Dresses
Spring &
.
its fourday annual meeting state Personnel Board.
Tuessuit,
filed
Wheeler's
Druesstseers
ended.
New Shipment
$799
Dean's nomination to day in Franklin Circuit Ladies Grasshoppers
$
1 99& Up
Starting at
Sllien - 50
TVA's board is subject to Court, claims that the board
.,..;;,,,,;.14,
1114110$arrow a Mal- Widfil
confirmation by the Senate, did not have
Girls Sizes 2T thru 14
New Shipment
whikh Republicans now con- the-case and wasn't impar- Girl& po s ear
that
claimed
It
also
tial.
leads.
trol and Baker
otr
Infant Sizes Um 14 Boys Shorts & Shirts sizes Inf.-7
Dean is the first manager board Chairman Philip
Good Selection
of a Tennessee Valley public Taliaferro "showed hostility
Good Selection Men's
Special Heavy
power system to be and extreme prejudice" to
Boys
Canvas
Shoes
Sport & Dress Shirts Sizes Small-4xnominated to the board of Wheeler and two other Bath Towels
By Cannon
case.
defendants
in
the
agency
TVA, a federal
-Boys Converts Canvas
susrting at $299
Wheeler and state
created in 1933 to undertake
Shoes
with Padded Heel
$249
Men's Over the Calf
-flood control, navigation and Agriculture Commissioner
Colors Red & Navy Sizes
power generation in a seven- Alben W. Bakley II were Hand Towels
Tube Sox
found guilty of sexual
state region.
81/2.3 $1099
"We're going to call him harassment against two
Pkg. of 6 $699
$11 Ts9
st. Colors
lodgsecretaries
who
female
King Charles the first,"
quipped Jerry L. Campbell, ed the charges against the
Men's lightweight Polyester Cotton
the TVPPA's executive men. A third official, Gerald ,Men's Orlon
Sizes 79 Woist-50 Waist
$1299
director. Campbell was Deatherage, was found innoColors Pkg. of 6$699
Asstii
$1 399
Slacks
charges,
ssimilar
of
cent
Sox
hired as director in 1977
ordered
the
board
although
when Dean was the associadirect
Barkley
to
tion's president.
write
a letter
Deatherage
to
The TVPPA, based in
shop tkewatewu Merrily at Settle-Weeirmeam across free Moe Beak of norm,
Chattanooga, represents the of apology to the woman who
where year boldness Is always appreciated.
interests of the 160 filed charges against him.

Murray
ie
Ledger & Times

-* Murray
WINNER — Brian Duncan, 13, a seventh tr-4Middle School, is shown with the exhibit which won for him two major.wards at
the recent Murray State University Mathematics and Science Fair. The project;
dealing with the behavior of sound, was judged the most outstanding physics
exhibit of the fair as well asafirst place in the junior high physics competition for
individuals. He is the son of Dr. and Mrs. Don Duncan, 1613 Catalina.

Wheeler Files
Suit To Overthrow
Board Decision

smor
iff 1W'o M•1I1F
20%

$1 299
50 to 75%

20%

TOP MATHEMATICS EXHIBIT — Bill Maddox, son of Dr. and Mrs. William E.
Maddox, 1205 Doran Road, is shown with the project which won first place in
the elementary mathematics competition for individuals at the recent Murray
State University Mathematics and Science Fair.

Settle-Workman

INVITATION
YOU ARE CORDIALLy INATrED To ATI'END
A SCIENCE
WINNER — Shawn Cooper, a seventh grade student at Murray
Middle School, is shown with the botany project which won for him two major
awards in the recent Murray State University Mathematics and Science Fair. The
project, dealing with the effect of fertilizers on soybean growth, was judged the
most outstanding botany project in the fair as well as first place in the junior high
botany competition for individuals. He is the son of Murray Fire Chief and Mrs.
Jackie Cooper,211 South 16th Street, Murray.

44-SUN CLINIC

colorful continuous informative

tinktivirto c
/".

AD
dAieA/ /14deot

THE ONLY 24-HOUR
LOCAL & NATIONAL
NEWS INFORMATION
STATION IN
MURRAY BRINGS YOU...

the
community
bulletin
board
as

at 15 minutes after the hour
and 40 minutes after the hour,
every hour,24 hours a day.

Place your community event or
announcement with Murray Cable-News

Call 753-1916
s up-to-date news at your fingertips 24-hours

MINI-MAKE-OVERS
For Eve.
& Cheek
Plus
NeNs Ilair-Trend Demo
Retri•Ater
For Free Cosnietio,
•
To Be Given Away Fri. May 8th

Friday-May 8th
11-3 p.m.
Dixieland Cetiter4Mtirray, Ky. 12071
502(759-1212)
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Weirents King Request
To Bar Printing Of Letters
By LINDA DEUTSCH 4,R last!year, is. Oressing Mrs._ _Kings in 1974.The KingtconKing,in a so-called palimony tend that Ms. Barnett's
Associated Press Writer
LOS ANGELES (AP) — A suit, for lifetime support and lawsuit was prompted by
judge has granted a request for a Malibu home, which their request that she move
from tennis star Billie Jean she said she was promised out so the house could be
King to temporarily bar her when she and Mrs. Kim sold.
In the court documents filformer homosexual lover were lovers.
from selling some 100 letters After the lawsuit was filed ed in support of her attempt
that Mrs. King wants to keep Mrs. King, 37, admitted last to block sale of the personal
"forever private and con- week that she had a letters, Mrs. King said,
homosexual affair with Ms. "Had I been of the belief or
fidential."
Documents filed by Mrs. Barnett, but said the affair understanding that there
King's lawyer allege that has been over for some time was any possibility that
Marilyn Barnett had been and said she had promised Barnett would publish these
letters to a third party, I
threatening for two to three Ms. Barnett nothing.
Mrs. King and her hus- would not have sent them to
years to publish personal letters Mrs. King wrote to her band, Larry, said their 19- her."
during their affair "if Billie year marriage was stronger If the letters are published, the tennis star said no
Jean King did not ' give' than ever.
livamount of money- could
been
has
Banittt
Ms.
Marilyn .Barnett what She
ing in the Mafibu beach reimburse her for the
wanted."
The documents say Ms. house Purchased by the damage she would suffer.
,Barnett. claimed she had
been offered $25,000 by the
National Enquirer for rights
to some 100 letters which
Mrs. King wrote to her during their love affair.
Neither Ms. Barnett nor
EVANSVILLE, Ind. I AP) back to late evening. her lawyer could be reached, — Eastern Airlines, which
provided
Eastern
and there was no immediate initiated Evans
.%rifle's first Evansville with its first perthe commercial air service manent commercial air sercomment from
newspaper.
more than 40 years ago, will vice when it began serving
Meanwhile, the Women's take some of that service the city Sept. 25, 1940.
Tennis Association urged away when it discontinues
The airline also is credited
Mrs. King to remain its its remaining flights to St. with introducing Evansville
president. WTA Executive Louis.
to the jet age in February
Director - Jerry Diamond
Eastern spokesman Frank 1960 when it inaugurated two
said that 10 of the WTA's 15 Wood said service will end daily flights with the Golden
al • a• a • rs had
•I
a
been June 1, leaving the business Falcon jet-prop Electra
1,4;
..‘!".
.
•'s
King's offer of flying passengers to St. planes.
to resign after she admitted Louis to Britt Airways, the
Wood said Eastern, which
to the relationship with Ms. commuter airline that has is "getting out of the shortBarnett and all favored her five daily flights to that city. haul market," had been runstaying on.
Monday's announcement ning the late night and early
In-an affidavit filed with was not unexpected. The morning flights between
her request for a courtorder, airline has been phasing out- Evansville and St. Louis
Mrs. King said,"I wrote the the service for some time.
primarily for "maintenance
letters to- Barnett-with the-inEastern has juggled its purposes.'
tent and understanding that Evansville-St. Louis service
He said the departure time
they were and would remain for several years, first by from Evansville was too late
forever private and con- discontinuing half its flights to enable passegers to
fidential."
to St. Louis anAlater by swit- make connecting flights
Ms. Barnett, 33, who ching a remaining departure from St. Louis.
becamea I . tal I • •
•
••
•. •
.•

Eastern Airlines To Stop
Evansville-St.Louis_Run

IPLEASE SUPPORT
AND VOTE FOR

MAURICE WILSON
SHERIFF
EXPERIENCED, IMPARTIAL, COURTEOUS
AT YOUR SERVICE

Task Force To
Probe Law On
Partnerships

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
— A three-member task
force has been formed by
Commerce Secretary Bruce
Lunsford to look into possible changes in state law
governing limited business
partnerships.
1 Chris Tower of the
Louisville law firm Brown,
Todd and Heyburn, Parker
Duncan of Wyatt, Tarrant
and Combs in Louisville and
Commerce Department attorney Jeff Hobart will serve
on the task force.
They are expected to advise the 1982 General
Assembly about possible
legislative action.
The current limited partnership law is -vague and
ambiguous," Lunsford said,
and could discourage investment in small businesses.

EANSER
DISHWASHING
LIQUID

A. Wisk Heavy Duty Detergent in
64 fl. oz. bottles. Works in all
temperatures. Hot, warm or cold.

C.Dove Liquid for
beautiful dishes.
32 fl. oz. size.

D. Ajax Cleanser
in 14 oz. net wt.
Reg. 47C each.

FOR TRAVEL
OR AT HOME....

Your Choice! Mighty
1200Travelwith small
concentrator or Blow
Dryer with three heat
setting. Both with
1200 watts of power.
Reg. 9.97

Clairol" Hair
Setter with 20
curlers. Non
misting and pins
to hold eturlers in place'.
No tangling or snagging
with spec-ial roller ribs.
Reg. 23.97

SAVE
1.09

SAVE $4

6

•97
'REG. 7.97
VV1NDMERE
Windmere Curling Brush with safety tip
and stand. Ideal for quick touch ups.

In 1779, John Adams was
appointed by the United
States to make a treaty with
B•

A Vote For

B. Cold Power Laundry Detergent
in giant size 49 oz. net wt. box.
Save money. Reg. 1.97

8
Dry Curling Iron with 3 settings. Tangle free cord.

.88 REG.9.97
Pro Hair Dryer with
1200 watts.

Pro Air Body And Style Flat
Brush. Reg. 8.97

E2045
REG. 7.47
Mist Styling Stick with ready
dot and stick free coating.

Welco Pro 1200 with 3 heat
settings. Reg. 9.97

Conair Pro Hair Dryer powerful
...lightweight. Reg. 11.97

•11111
,
#

3.88

REG. 5.47
E2023
Dry Curling Iron with ready dot and builtin stand curls and styles.

RALPH
BOGARD
is A

Vote To
1. Operate the County government within its budget
without the addition of any new tax or on increase in
existing taxes.
2. To maintain and improve all roads.
3. To replace wooden bridges with concrete
4. Total interest In youth programs.
5. To work for programs that will benefit our senior
citizens.
6. To work in a harmonious manner with all other elected
state and county officials.
His experience and efforts as your past magistrate from
January 1974 through December 1977 should be year fbide
in selecting Ralph Bogard as your magistrate in district 3for
the next four years.

A VOTE FOR RALPH BOGARD IS A VOTE FOR
ONE WHO WILL REPRESENT YOU.
Paid for by friends in district 3 of Ralph Bogard

SW102R

5.88
Curling Brush so handy for touch ups.
Heat selector. Reg. 6.97

mother's
saic

Central Shopping
Center
9-9 Mon.-Sat.
1-6 Sun.
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Juvenile Held On Charges
In Series Of Wickliffe fir
WICICLIFFE, Ky.(AP) — ming from a series of fires during the weekend.
State police said the
A I4-year-old boy was being that gutted three buildings
held on eleven charges stem- and damaged seven others teenager was charged with
arson and wanton endangerment and was placed in
Juvenile detention at the
Ballard County Jail.
A preliminary hearing is
set for Friday in Juvenile
Court.
A state police arson investigator made the arres
Monday.
Destroyed in the fires Sunday were a vacant barber
shop,a vacant garage owned
by the Ballard County Rural
Telephone .1,
- and
Carters Pool Hall, which
was adjacent to the barber
shop.

2-8X 1
7
/5 ye-WALLETS

E.2
,
-5X

3 BIG DAYS

REGAL
STUDIOS

$1.95 $10.95

THURSDAY ONLY
CHILDREN 24 MONTHS a UNDER
NO DEPOSIT WHEN PHOTOGRAPHED
$1095 ON DELIVERY

Fires were discovered
shortly after 1 p.m. Sunday
in the barber shop, the
garage and Woody's Gulf
service station about a block
away.
The fire in the service station was in a rest room and
was extinguished with a
hand extinguisher with
minor damage. Charles
Martin, a volunteer fireman,
said a pile of paper towels
was burning in the floor.
Other buildings damaged
by smoke or fire were the
Wickliffe Post Office, across
an alley from the barber
shop; a second barber shop
next to the pool hall; a coffee
shop, dress shop, and law office all on the court square;
and smoke damage to a real
estate office nearby.
None of the damage to the
buildings on the court square
was extensive.
Fire Chief Bob Long said,
"We thought for awhile we
might lose the entire town.
The wind was blowing and
the fires were in so many different locations that we were
really having problems. This
is bad,but not nearly as bacl
as it could have been."
The Wickliffe Fire Department got help from the
Wickliffe Rural Fire Department, La Center city and
rural departments,fire units
from Barlow and Kevil, the
Ballard County Rescue
Squad and the Cairo,Ill., fire
auxiliary.
Long said, "If we hadn't
had the help, I think we
would have lost the entire
downtown section."
Wickliffe is on the
Mississippi River in western
Kentucky.

3.27

A Special Gift...

REG. 3.74
Whitman's Sampler with a

scrumptous
selection of chocolates and confections in
a beautiful 16 oz. net wt. box.

Mr. Coffee Maker has
automatic coffee brewing'
system. Fast and easy to
use.

PROCTOR- SILEX

k`Ali.,;•/

Your Choice! Now is the time to replace or add small appliances. Select Rival Can
Opener with click and clean cutting unit, Waring Hand Mixer with 6 speeds or a Proctor
2-Slice Toaster.
Proctor-Silex Steam arid Dry Iron with 29 steam vents. or G.E. Hand Mixer in white or
gold.

Top quality,sugar-cured ham, lightly
grilled with Swisscheese.Served on
a sesame roll with lettuce, tomato and
our tasty sauce. Golden French fries
and fresh cole slaw make it a great
meal, anytime.

2.88
Beautiful Baking Dishes

in timely wicker baskets.
Choose a 1 1/2 qt. utility dish with basket, 1 qt. loaf dish
with basket or 8" square dish with basket.

White with Strawberry Pattern
glasses...
Each

Your Choice! Select any or all of these

beautiful baking dishes. 1 qt oval casserole w ,thcover.8 sc. cake
dish. 2 qt round casserole' w ith co or 1
L1E-,,p ,cat pan
qt uttIrty dish Mrcrowave sate

Canister Set with snap
on ltds 4 piece set of
see through glass
Choose yellow or brown
trim
Rubbermaid 14oz tumblers
;::corw
i 12
steChoose yet0roc
zho
rncio
la

bowls, 8'."

76"

plate orr salt
hkand

Reg. 1.77

Beautiful Crystal Clear Bowls with
flared tops,crimped tops or tn-tops. A
beautiful accent for your table.
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Mock Trial Videotaping Points Up Problems To Young Lawyers

PHILADELPHIA ( AP) —
"Hey,
.
.s gong
handle Camera 2?" shouted
the judge.
Moments later, the court
was convened, but justice

wasn't han ing in the
nee. And the ju e really wasn't a judge.-The defendant was a former cop, very
honest, and the prosecutor
wore dungarees.

It was make belle e. But it
was serious.
Such mock trials .re
played out six days a month
in a television studio on the
fifth floor of City Hall. In an

adjoining room, behind a yellow one giving a two- ductis training tapes for the am."
on,soplii.Wesit*d minute warning -and a -red city p/illar-depiutnett7111C—I'he -videots9e- et:miaow
.
We will have law
videotape equipment one signaling "stop."
program is dministered by has already been helpful,,ip students working
for -usr
records the proceedings.
"OK, cut," Shuman said, Mel Nasielski, 26, an ad- two real court cases — once said
Shuman, who has been
The verdict: The program and he began his critique.
ministrative assistant to to show jurors film of a with the district
attorney's
has proven a big help in
To Simkin: "You use 'OK' Philadelphia District At- grocery store robbery and office
six
years.
"They
will
polishing up young lawyers' a lot. Watch it. When you ap- torney Edvard Rendell.
once to beam testimony take part in this program.
courtroom techniques as the proached the defendant you
Na.sielski says that trying from a hospital bed te jurors. One of the purposes will
be to
state hunts for more convic- had your back to the jury. cases is in many ways an art
This summer it may help took them over and see if we
tions in its war against Never do that. He(the defen- form, adding: "I don't think the DA's office do some
want them permanently."
crime.
dant) made a mistake about the general public is aware
"The intent is to train peo- how long he had known Mr. that winning cases before a
ple," said Arthur Shuznan, a Neuman (the roommate). jury is not just being able to
Philadelphia assistant You showed good witness get an A on a law school exdistrict attorney, who plays control in that respect" (by
the judge. "By seeing pointing out the error).
themselves on television
Then turning to the other
afterwards, they get a lawyers who would parchance to review their ticipate later that day,
strengths and wea,knesses. It Shuman noted: "Don't be
really helps and it's afraid that you'll be accused
something you can't get in of coaching a witness, FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
law school."
leading the witness. Coach — The state has,
The project is coordinated him. Lead him. Get it over two contracts for work at
Mayo State Mocationalby the Perssylvania District with."
Attorney rin
Association.
To Brecher; "You started Technical School in PaintThree daylong sessions have out by saying, 'Good after- sville and at the Madisonbeen held biweekly since noon, Mr. (defendant). ville State Office Building.
Poynter Construction and
November under a $155,000 That's not the image you are
grant from the federal Law trying to give to the jury. Restoration Inc. of North
Enforcement Assistance Ad- He's the most despicable Middleton will be paid
ministration.
creep in the world. You don't 888,000 to modify the paintAt one recent session, four want to give him that spray room at the Paintlawyers
from
the courtesy. Treat him with sville school.
Philadelphia DA's office, righteous indignation.
A contract for $77,300 was
three from the Bucks County
"At one point you said,'In- awarded McGinnis and MatDA's office, two from the dulge me.' That always thews of Madisonville to
state attorney general's of. sounds a little French to me. make handicapped-access
and two from the state Like you have a powdered improvements at the
Department of Environmen- wig. It's a personal quirk, Madisonville facility.
tal Resources took part.
but I like, 'Can I have a
It was a drug case. The minute, your honor?' a lot
defendant was played by Ar- better.
• A generous portion of tender, boneless
thur Verbrugghe, a former
"The yellow Oght rattled
breast of chicken filets
homicide detective who now you a little, didn't it? Stuff
• The Captain's special sweet 'n' sour sauce
trains detectives in the city like that happens in court all
• Plenty of golden french hies
DA's office. He was charged the time. People faint. There
• Fresh creamy cole slaw
(AP)
LOUISVILLE,
—
Ky.
with poswession of drugs are disturbances. You just
•2 delicious home made hush puppies
with intent to deliver. But he have to keep chugging Christopher W. Harman, 17,
Offer Good Thru May 10.1981
of Louisville, died Tuesday
told the judge and the jury, along."
of injuries received in a trafmade up of leftover lawyers,
Afterwards, Brecher wataccident last month on Infic
that it was a bum rap — his ched the videotape on a
terstate 65 near Shepherdroommate did it.
monitor in a side room, makThe defense attorney was ing mental notes of his per- sville.
Harman, injured April 24
played by Eddie Simkin, 25, formance. "It doesn't even
when the car he was driving
of the city DA's office, the look like me," he said.
struck a guard rail, died of
prosecutor by Marc
The .studio was designed
Brecher, 28, a deputy at- by Bill Zembruski, a video miltiple injuries, according
torney general assigned to systems engineer who pro- to Jefferson County Deputy
Coroner Jorge Quiroa.
the Philadelphia office.
As two television cameras
recorded the action, the
lawyers questioned the
defendant for about 15
minutes each, a white desk
light signaling "go," a

We re as bi

State Awards
Two Contracts
For Construction

CONDUCTING SERVICES — The Rev. Richard Holt and his family — Carol, his
wife, and children, left to right, Rosanne, Suzanne, Ricky, and Chuck — are now
conducting services of The Church of God each Sunday at 2:30 p.m. at the
Woodmen of the World Hall, South Third and Maple Streets, Murray. The Rev.
Holt is now working at Murray State University as campus mail carrier under the
director of Hal K. Kingins and Joe Ward. The Rev. Holt is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Ray A. Holt, Sr., of Dexter Route 1. The church is out of Cleveland, Tenn., and
has been established since 1886."We covet your prayers and urge the public to
attend," the Rev. Holt said.

BBQ SANDWICH
WITH SMALL COKE

ONLY

49'

SAVEWAY GASAMAT
401 SYCAMORE

753-7793

Louisville Man
Dies From Injuries
Received In Wreck

Shop The No Frills Way and Compare! See W y We Can
Say We Have The Lowest Prices in Town

In The Uncle Jeff Shopping Center

Cash & Food
StompsAced
Sorry
No Checks

High
Capacity
Oil Filter.

•39

1

Longlife Air
Filter.
03 103

2 II ,

Cs
IOU

03 118 0 116 1

Cranberry Juice
IL

Bologna
French Dressing
Instant Tea

3/89'
3/89'
CO(
2/69(
„., $129

Auto Polisher
Liqvid Gamer
Sandwich Bags

. 25...
so...

Heavy Duty Fog

79'
39'
89'
43'

Aspirins

les

Paper Plates

Isom 994
1 41

Automatic Dish Dot.

Your Choice of Spark Plugs

Takes the chore out of
waxing and polishing.
Plugs into cigarette
lighter. 12 volts 0,

For better performance
and improved gas mileage 03 210 1 216 239-i 250

Sale Price

Car Vacuum Cleaner
Plugs into cigarette
lighter. 12 volts

ACorChgenpionResistor Type Plug.
3216 2198 1 251 1,7515
99C E..

Sale Price

11.77

VW- Datsun.To ota• Honda And Other Imports
-.'••S

---,

DA:

SO et.

U

TOYOTA

FltFllter
ois,3o.As low as:

NK

SPAR-Pt.U.CS
.

Ignition Wire Sets.

VOUCSIMAGIN
•-

r--•
„...,„ ...---

...

.
O
\
1. 1

on niter

041-04.100/8411-0

nog.3.99

O6-560 O
'563 0

As low as:

. .
7• 1--

06-570 0 573 1

As low as:

4.99 Wiper Blades.06-60 -0/604-0 As low as:

PlugS(Set of four)

oe•sso-oiss2-1

4.88

Tune-Up Kits.

:„..._

2.99.. spark

1.99

Res 6.99

2.99
4.

pc9
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Ross Meloan shows fourth graders at Carter Elementary School a
scuba diving spear gun. Meloan stressed that the gun is not to kill

underwater animals. He added that he has never needed to use
the gun.

EXTRA SPECIAL
Purchased right to pass the savings
on to you.

Scott Durham's fourth
graders at Carter Elementary School got a break from
their studies Tuesday when
Ross Meloan, an avid scuba
diver and scuba instructor,
talked to the students about
the underwater sport.
Meloan,
the
administrative assistant to the
vice president for student
development at Murray
State University, also
received some help from one
of the students in the class —
Jason Town.
Town has dived with

Meloan in Florida and is one
of the youngest divers in the
area.
The students were shown
an air tank and regulator,
various parts of the diving
uniform and much of the
equipment needed to make a
dive.
Meloan stressed that when
underwater, divers should
respect
underwater
creatures since the water is
their home.
He also passed along
several diving tips, preparations in making a dive and

courtesies of the water.
Meloan showed slides that
he had taken underwater.
The students were allowed
to ask questions about scuba
diving and various types of
fish.

LAKEWAY VILLAGE SHOPPING CENTER
HWY.79 E. PARIS

Jason Town demonstrates to his classmates how
use the scuba air tank and regulator.

VALVOLINE
MOTOR OIL
10W-30

AC LAWN MOWER
SPARK PLUGS

"RALLY" CREAM WAX (1001.)
Applicator Pack Cleans,
shines protects in one easy
application Use in sun or shade

Quality AC Spark Plugs help provide
a quick start and
keep your lawn
mower s engine
,unruncl smGothly

ENGINE CLEANER
SPRAY IT ON HOSE IT oFF.

95C

Several pieces of scuba diving equipment
and diving apparel were passed around the
classroom for The students to see. The

GUNK
AMERICA'S NO.1

students also viewed several slides taken underwater.

"RAIN DANCE" — LIQUID OR PASTE WAX
Keeps on beading and shining rain after
rain, wash after wash. longer than leading
liquid or paste car waxes Guaranteed
or your money back from Du Pont
'

$6.99 EA

0245N 14 OZ. PASTE
OR
0241N 16 OZ. LIQUID

L-640618
13 OZ. PASTE
OR
10640617
18 OZ. LIQUID

I.K.T. AUTO PARTS
504 MAPLE
MURRAY, KY
PHONE:
Ross Meloan (left) receives some help from Jason Town in modeling the diver's mask for Scott
Durham's fourth grade class at Carter Elementary School.
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HECI

Open 24 Hours
641 South

THE

Li
111. John Sow Trim

BREAKFAST
ul$179
CHOPS

A
nlibLE*
i

811 John Soper Trim

CENTER CUT
RIB CHOPS t. I'

FRYERS

Country Style Beek

"t•

PORK RIBS

1.9 $129

loin End

PORK ROAST..129
Fresh Tender &mins Pork

TENDER
LOINS

-",••••••

Le $289

This Ad Good May 6 Urn May 12

PORK SPARE
$149
RIBS
LB

vs‘esS SHOTDoiv
FREEZER BEEF IK
64) To 70 w. en SALE

Whole (Sliced 89')
•

SMOKED
PICNICS

Le 794
Quarter Pork lain Sliced Into

44

D1g John Soper Tinder U.S.DA

WHOLE BONELESS
3 WAY WHOLE
SIRLOIN
$240)
BONELESS
a
Le.
Le.139 STRIPS
CHUCK
BIg Me Saw Tab& USDA
WHOLE BONELESS
RIB EYES L23'

'PORK

S.

BIgMn Setif Tot& USDA

CHOPS

616 JOHN'S
DEU
mrs Vloirtor's

Plus Combination

Country We Stab (8 113 Or More)

SUCED
BACON

i399
TARGET FOR
TODAY'

Tonnossoo Pride

SAUSAGE
PATTIES 1201.929

07114b,".1

MEAT
PRICES

*NW

Moroi& Chock

BOLOGNA

.4

BONELESS CHUCK STEAK

to 999

PIMENTO
SPREAD

Nods,

WIENERS 1201.99s
Rooffisid

ut89'

Mn. Woovor's
84 John Soper Tender USDA

Nth we

OPEN
CHICKEN
SANDWICH 1SEVEN
DINNER Euh$219 SPREAD..51'9 , DAYS
Not
A
BURRITOS Esek59°
WEEK

THIN SUCED
3iP
MEATS 21, or 47'

SUCED
BACON

12 ch $119

Rooth* Old hellion Sneed
140:149

BOLOGNA I Le $149
'tamer Nod And Ed

Ii
•

CHICKEN FRIED

STEAK

ut$159
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BIG JOHN'S GARDEN
FRESH PRODUCE
011ehipe Rem Deself
el Fein

..$119
&Obi

Kraft Shredded

Kraft Omsk Half Pima

MOZZARELLA
CHEESE soz139

COLBY
CHEESE
Puree

BLEACH
Neel Duly 114014

WISK

HEALTHSIBEAUTYAIDS1
Crest Regular Or Mint

TOOTHPASTE
$139
Extre-Strealtii

6.4 Or.
200 Shish

umoiosuod
SLENDER
Chine Comportment

PAPER
PLATE

44

Prairie Farms

SHERBET

spun
LUNCHEON
MEAT

70,99'

Packer Label

FRUIT
COCKTAIL

170.59'

Milieu° Premium

SALTINES

WEEK SIX

Pecker Label

GELATIN

$ leek Becher Knife

30,19$

199
3(h.

ONLY

$299

Laenilry Detergent

TIDE

49%159

Tax appiec•ble to reg. Price Limit one coupon
per family at BIG JOHNS then
Oman

Tee ilOOlicable to reg Pr ,ce Limp, one coupon
Per tarn.PY at BIG JOHNS thru Mita

Tao applitoble to e.g. Pr.CV Limit ant coupon
not Ive.ilv ell BIG JOHNS tn.,. tgoog

4
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The Kentucky National
Guard provides an ongoing
educational program for its
members. In support of this,
the Kentucky Guard supports She -Kentucky Military
Academy located at Fort
Knox.
The Kentucky Military
Academy 1KMA ) provides
instruction and training to
the noncommissioned officers of the Kentucky National Guard, and also provides an officer candidate
school OCS program.
The Noncommissioned Officer I NCO) program has
recently been restructured

to align it with the regular
Army program NCOES
NCO Educational System).
This course of instruction
will provide the first line
supervisors with the training
and skills they will need to
effectively lead their men.
The NCOES program is
divided into four parts; the
BNC0t, or Basic NCO
Course directed at the SP4 or
SGT functioning in a combat
support role; the PNCOC, or
Primary NCO Course for
those SP4s and SGTs assigned duties in the combat
arms,such as infantry or ar- course which is new, will be Military Police Company
mor. The emphasis of this on field training. The AN- has been well represented at
COC, or Advanced NCO the Kentucky Military
Course is for all SSGs or Academy since moved to
SFCs and is , designed to Murray. The Murray unit
teach these individuals the has nine graduates of the
skills necessary to fulfill BNCOC, two graduates of
their roles. Then there is the the AN.00C, and one
SNCOC, or Senior NCO graduate of the SNCOC, and
course for all LSGs and for the last three classes,
SGMs. Murray members have
The structure of the brought back outstanding incourses are laid out to help dividuals
performance
the individual progress awards. The Murray unit is
throughout his career. The proud of the actomplishtraining helps prepare the ment of its members, and
individual soldier for his the tradition they have
next promotion, or next established for others to
higher rank. It helps develop follow.
leadership skills. It develops
Guard Notesinstructional skills, and pro- - PFC Dennis Stinnett,
vides the soldier the oppor- and PFC Timothy Alton
tunity to build upon the basic leave this week for Basic
military skills he has Training, with PFC Stinnett
developed to this point.
heading to Ft. Jackson,SC to
The ongoing educational begin training in comprogram at the NCO level is munications, and PFC Alton
relatively new concept in heading to Ft. McClellan, AL
a
MODEL 1426
the Kentucky National to begin training as a
Guard, but in recent years military policeman.
has proven well worth the
— Seven members of the
and egort the in- Murray mug have been
time
EUREKA ADVANTAGES
dividuals have invested in it. selected to attend the next
ON THIS UPRIGHT!
The skills and abilities those class at KMA,SSG Burns for
individuals who 'have com- the ANCOC, and SGT
pleted the course have learn- Wilson, SGT Geurin, SGT
. LEIVIOn0 • 4 POSITION DIAL.A.MAP
will make them better Stubblefield,SGT Gray,SGT
ed
NoRoo,
0
•“,
_,•1
-- '
1
Apiusts to Peep-clean low nap
soldiers, parents„communi- Yontz, and SGT Dennis
1
or thrck snags
,s•-taci,
ty members, and will also Smith for the BNCOC.
make their chances or surNext drill will be Frivival on the battlefield con- day ay 29, at 7 p.m.
siderably greater.
niform for the May
The
Kentucky
Military
bill
be fatigues, with
drill
• DISTUROUL•TOR
Academy also provides a leather MP equipment.
Power dr,ven beater bar
looserts deep-clown 001
c 'rse of instruction leading — Summer camp is
oward a commission as a scheduled for 11-25 July at
• ISO CU. IN. DISPOSABLE
Second
Lieutenant. The OCS Camp Atterbury, IN. Those
TOP-LOADING
DUST BAG
program at KMA is struc- who have applied for the 95B
Clog tesIstant
tured :and run on the same school at Fort McCoy, WI
curriculum as the OCS pro- f,rom 4-17 July have been ten• LIFETIME LUBRICATED
MOTOR -NEVER NEEDS
EDGE KLEENER
gram at Fort Benning, GA. tatively approved, and will
DUAL
OILING
L'
It is a long and difficult pro- be attending this school in
gram, but offers the guard- lieu of summer camp. Fursman the opporuntity to fur- ther information on this will
ther advance himself if be provided as it becomes
becoming an officer is in his available.
plans.
KMA is only, one of the
Radiotelescopes
have
many service schools
available to members of the unlocked information about
Guard. The Army sponsors the universe that other kinds
many other specific schools, of telescopes could not
all with the goal in mind of detect. Using radar, they
making a better soldier, and can -see" through Venus'
a better man or woman. The dense cloud layer to map the
Murray unit, the 614th planet's surface.

KENTUCKY

NATIONAL
GUARD

SUPEHAV

SPECIAL!
MORE VAC PER DOLLAR!

SAVE $L995
$20
V

ee

BUY E

EKA

State Court Sets Aside Ruling
Against Armstrong Floor Co.
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
— A $750,040 damage finding
against Armstrong Cork Co.
and Stevens Floor Covering
Co. in the death of a
Louisville area & housewife
has been set aside by the
Kentucky Supreme Court.
It was the third decision in
the case of Carolyn White,
42, who was found unconscious on her no-wax kitchen floor June 29, 1976, and
died a few hours later.
A Jefferson circuit court
had dismissed the suit. The
Kentucky Court of Appeals
reversed that ruling in favor
of Mrs. White's estate. Now,
the appellate decision has
been overturned.
The high court said Mrs.
White, in apparent good
health, was alone in the kitchen dampmopping her floor
"just as she had done on
numerous occasions in the
two years since the floor had
been installed."
Her children in another
room heard the fall and
found her.
The justices, who split 5-2
on the decision, said the
evidence indicates that at
the time of the accident,
there was water running in
the sink and the floor was
wet.

They said no autopsy was Bar Association that he was did not show up.
"It appears that because
performed and two physi- guilty of unethical and unprofessional
conduct.
of
(Salem's) change of adcians testified that while A complaint against dress, he did not receive all
Mrs. White's brain injury
probably was due to the fall, Salem, a Democratic can- of the items of corthe fall itself could have been didate for state auditor in respondence sent to him con1979, was filed by a woman cerning this matter," the
due to natural causes.
who, said that despite Supreme Court said.
and
the
-The trial court
Court of Appeals both focus- numerous requests, he failed "However, it is clear from
ed op the issue of whether to file a warning order in a sufficient evidence that he
was notified of the charge by
there was evidence from divorce proceeding.
The high court said Salem the bar association on at
which a jury could
reasonably infer that Mrs. also failed to reply to a least two occasions. There
White's fall was caused by notification to appear in a was no response to the
the alleged defective floor," Jefferson circuit court and charges."
the Supreme Court said.
"However, we believe this
case turns on the more basic
\Arrn(1..“ T hru \A ednesday
issue of wheihar.'tt_:-a was
r
probative evidence that the
floor was defective at all."
The court said the only
evidence was testimony that
at the time of the accident,
the floor was unreasonably
slippery and hazardous
kr•L1
i 104
when damp.
"We find there was not a
submissible case on the issue
of defectiveness of the product," the majority opinion
said. "... We believe the
fact that Mrs. White had us4
ed this allegedly defective
I,
floor for more than two
" •or The 'nes*
years would have put her on
in Steak
Air
notice."

Special

•
Fish Dinner $299

Seafood Platter $499

Rettaurenl

crrut Sero/ood

In another case, the
Supreme Court unanimously
reprimanded George Salem
Jr., a Louisville attorney,
agreeing with the Kentucky

*,
)
1/
ft

GOODOTEAR

SUPER TIRE
SALE!
Tiempo
Radial
Sun Tire...

AND SAVE!

Purdom's,
Inc.

Rain Tire...
One Tire
Does It All!

202 SO. 5th St.

Murray, Ky.
753-4872

$3995
Size P155/80R12 blackwall
Plus $1.40 FEE No trade needed.

1110
,
MTatiedemaliMISMEMIIM

.

We believe Mothers
deserve more than
one day's recognition,
therefore we're offering
these values through
May 31st.

L

Mother's Day
Count Down
Jewelry&
Diamond Sale

P195/75R14 Whitewall
S
I 11110 _
P215/75R14 Whitewall

A

P165/801415 Blackwell
P205/751415 Whitewall
P225/751415 Whitewall

PRICE

Plus FET.
No trade
needed.

$1.51
$49.90
$65.50
$2.06
$2.23
0R78-14:ER78-14 . $70.65
$2.49
61478-148-14
$75.10
165-15
'$56.80
$1.82
FR78-15
'$7430 --$2.46
$2.79
HR78-15
$79.95
155R13

CR7S-14

• The original all season
radial...only from
Goodyear
• The traction of over
10.000 biting tread
edges,
• Sidewall scuff rib that
keeps whitewalls white
• Saves you gas with
steel-belted radial
construction
RAIN CHECK — If we sell out of your size
we will issue you a rain check, assuring
fissure delivery at the advertised price

PROLONG TIRE LIFE,BOOST MPG

04'

40%OFF ALL DIAMONDS

PI55/801113 Whitewall
P185/75R14 Whitewall

SALE

Also fits

Size

All Terrain Traction
For Light Trucks

Front-End Alignment
Parts and additional services extra if needed.

• Inspect all four tires • Correct air
pressure • Set front wheel camber.
$19- caster, and toe to proper alignment
• Inspect suspension and steering systems • U.S. cars and imports with adjustable suspensions. Includes front-wheel drive. Chevettes, trucks, and
cars requiring MacPherson Strut correction extra.

Wrangler
All Season
Radial

:

Sun tire, rain
tire, snow tire...
one tire for
trucks 84 RV's
Gas-saving
economy with
easy-rolling
radial
construction
Cut and bruise
resistance with
two steel cord
belts

MAINTAIN STOPPING DISTANCE

Brake Service—Your Choice

30KOFF ALL14K GOLD!!
S
20%CIFF ALL WATCHES!

88

e$

2-WHEEL FR77Nr
1 DISC:Instal
° I new
Resurface front rotors • Repack front
wheel bearings • Inspect calipers and
hydraulic system • Add fluid & road test car.(Does not
include rear wheels).
OR
4-WHEEL DRUM:Install new brake lining, all 4 wheels
• New front grease seals • Resurface drums - Repack
front wheel bearings • Inspect hydraulic system • Add
fluid & road test car • Most U.S. cars,some imports.

Just Say'Charge It' 111;1111CieMiii

GOOD

Goodyear Revolving Charge Account
Use any of these other ways to buy: MasterCard • Visa
• American Express Card • Carte Blanche • Diners Club "
• Cash

R

4,11/F
ir
EA

4/
SEE VOUIR INDEPENDENT DEALER FOR HIS TWICE AND camper TERMS. PRICES AND CREWS TERMS AS SHOWN AT GOODYEAR SERVICE STORES MALL COMMUNITIES
SERVED WI THIS NEWSPAPER SERVICES NOT AVAILAOLE AT STARRED LOCATIONS

The Service Store

BUY NOW & SAVE BIG'
CHARGE YOUR PURCHASE...
UP TO 24 MONTHS TO PAY!
•Excluding Keepsake

S. 12th-Murray
7:30 a...4:00 p.n. M...-Set.
141-Air Shop*.Or.

753-0595
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EVERY DRY IS SALE DAY

1

J.,

ll

deM1irk

-

tiatt

1. Legal Notice
I. Clarence W. Bennett, will
no longer be responsible for
any debts other .than my
own, effective May 6, 1981.
We, Edward E. Smith and
Shirley Smith, as of May 6.
1981 will no longer be
responsible for any debts
other than our own.
2. Notice

PUPPET SHOW -"Willie Has His Tonsils Out," will be performed at 1:30 p.m. and
3:30 Saturday, May 9, in the parking lot of Roy Stewart Stadium as a part of TIKIMAST Day activities. The fund-raising day is being sponsored by Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Medical Explorer Post 803 to support the emergency helicopter
transport service.

They're
Here
Kenny Rogers
Jeans
Nis/ Hers
Matching Sets
All sizes
Only place
in Murray
VERNON'S
WESTERN
STORE

Riots Continue In Northern
Ireland Before Sands Wake
By ED BLANCHE
Associated Press Writer
BELFAST, Northern
Ireland (AP) - Sporadic
anti-British rioting continued in Northern Ireland
without letup as thousands
filed past Bobby Sands' open

coffin in his family's small
row house.
In the Maze, the prison
where the 27-year-old guerrilla's hunger strike ended in
death early Tuesday, three
other fasting members of the
Irish Republican Army's

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

abode
2 Anger
Answer to Tuesday's Puzzle
1 Speech
3 Algonquian
OUU
UU OUCOU
impediment
Indian
OCCIDUC CUOMO
5 Preposition
4 Pledge
UU UCCUU MOB
9 Swiss river
5 Indolent
12 Sandarac
UOU MCC CU
6 Compass pt.
tree
7 2000 pounds
OUUCIUM OCC
13 Gaseous ele- 8 Burden
UCUU
UUUC OU
ment
9 Toward rear
UC CUU CCU CO
14 Crafty
of vessel
MU CUM
MUD
15 Happen
10 African plant
UUC UOUCECU
17 Greek letter 11 Hindu
UCI CUM CCU
18 In addition
peasant
MUD UUCUU CU
19 Mud
16 Prayer book
BUUCUU CUUOUU
21 Saccharine
20 Lamprey
COMM UU CCU
23 Convenj
22 Pronoun
27 Teutonic
-23 History muse
deity
24 Diving bird
41 All
51 Danish island
28 Clayey earth 25 Faroe Islands 43 Verve
52 Memoran29- Vegas
whirlwind
45 Hebrew
dum
31 Born
26 Beam
month
56.Lair
34 Zeus's
30 Scorched
47 Three-toed
58 Flying mambeloved
32 Nobleman
sloth
mal
35 Lend an
33 Diminutive
49 Musical
59 Zodiac sign
37 Affirmative
suffix .
instruments 60 Guido's highr
39 Near
36 Roderit
50 Winter vehinote
40 Number
38 Liquor
cle
63 Negative
42 To fold
1 2 3 4
5
44 Separate
46 Continent
12
abbr.
15
ill
48 AppaHing
17
50 Glossy fabric
53 Equal
54 Hawaiian
wreath
55 Hypothetical
force
57 Esculent
41
48
61 Transgress
ral
44•
62 Care for
64 Chinese curWM
ill
4.
rency
65 Female deer
66 Man's name
67 Portico

ANA fie

61

61
IA id61
kilkdhl •
a61 m 611ar 33
id
id

ki

33

37

id

id

Mil

DOWN
1 Scientist's

61 61
.
7011.
1
6161 WM dad
id•61•id
id
ill
id

Al-I, LITTLE FRENCH
COUNTRY LASS, I SEE
YOU HAVE GROWN FOND
OF MY BROTHER...

Provision11 wing..., grew
weaker,and 70 of the 440 IRA
prisoners threatened to join
their hunger strike.
Prime Minister Margaret
Thatchsr declared ogain
that Britain would never
grant the fasters' demand
that imprisoned IRA
members be classified as
political prisoners. Leaders
of the opposition Labor Party supported her stand.
Up to midnight, 22 people
were reported injured, three
of them critically, in the
rioting that erupted in
Roman Catholic districts of
Belfast and Londonderry
early Tuesday when words
of Sands'death spread.
It was the worst violence
in two weeks of daily disturbances,- since it became apparent that he was determined to die and that the British
government,
would not give
in.
Security forces were
prepared for worse violence
after Sands'. funeral
Thursday and the end of the
three-day mourning period
proclaimed by the IRA. But
so far the riots had not
spread to Protestant
districts, where militants
vowed to fight if attacked.
_Rioters hurling gasoline
fire bombs clashed repeatedly through the day and night
with troops and police.
Police said a police car and
an army patrol were fired on
in West Belfast, and a
policeman was wounded in
the shoulder. The Great Hall
of Queen's University, in
Belfastfwas badly damaged
by a fire believed to have
been caused by an incendiary bomb.

PERHAPS YOU HAVE A
SISTER AT HOME WHO
MIGHT CARE TO MEET
A BRAVE FLYING ACE...

CO

Good used cleaned
bricks. Call 753-9964
after 2 or come by
Taylor Store.
Moving or Spring Cleaning?
Have items you don't want?
Call New Concord Auction
Barn. We wilt -pick up. sell.
and mail you a check. Call
436-5353

Copy and restora-

Special of
the Week
ITHACA
12 Guoge Automatic
Special Bird Gen
Model XL 900
$195.00
GOLD &
SILVER PAWN
SHOP
Olympic Plume
Open 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
753-7113

sed

Furniture & Aps. We buy • soil - Sr
fee 1 piece to ittele
states! SPECIAL EMMEN,
comming season:
MASON keit jars, by the

2055. 5th
753-4669

U-PICK
STRAWBERRIES
9 acres at North 16th
and Poor Farm Road.
50' a quart. Open
Tuesdays, Thursdays,
and Saturdays at 7
a.m.
753-0195
For STANLEY HOME PRODUCTS merchandise call
Debbie Carter. 753-0913.
Bill's Fish
Market

R1VERIA
COURTS
Has mobile homes
for rent. Students
welcome! Special
rates!! We also
have special deals
for lot renters!
Come live with us!
753-3280.
BEDDIN
PLANTS
6 for 90'
SPECIAL:
TOMATO PLANTS
6 for 75'
Flowers &
Vegetables

NEW CONCORD
GROCERY
New Concord, Ky.
436-5353

CATFISH
Whole ... lb. $1.70
Steaks
607 S. 4th

1

CHUCK'S
SPEEDWAY
TRUCK WASH
8. GARAGE
Hwy.641 N.
Murray, KY.
7534521

FREE tractor wash
with service on trick.
We wash cars, mobile
homes,
campers,
etc... Our washer will
come to you.

3. Card of Thanks
C 111.1 UMW Rave

The M. S. U. Veterans Club
wishes to express its appreciation to the following
businesses for their support
of the May Day Charily Ball,
a fund raising event for the
Calloway County fire Rescue
Squad.

AND I
CAME OVER
TO I-IELP YOU
DECORATE
YOUR
OFFICE

Dakota Feed & Grain

54,

-6. Help Wanted
Enhance Corporation is a
new multi-level marketing
organization with a quality
line of household cleaning
products. personal care
items, and natural food
supplements The products
are completely natural and
manufactured with the utmost care.
In order to become a
dflect dtstrrbutor for
Enhance products and
qualify for its 24% bonus
plan you need only to maintain a $1000 monthly
minimum. You'll find
$3000-$10.000 is required
by some of our competitors.
For more information
send name and phone
number to. Kerry Brink. RR
1, City of Sandoval, IL
678U

Don

Ouixote's

Situation Wanted
Cottege 'student wilt do
babysitting in your home
for the summer Monday
through Saturday 10AM5PM $1000 per day *awe
own -transportation. Call
153-9232
Experienced housekeeper
Enjoy the luxury of a
spotless home for about
$30 a week Excellent
references Call 436 2784
Will break and disc
gardens Call 753 5463 or
753-0144
13. For Sale or Trade
Hands for hir-e will trade
hours work for small salary- '•
and acreage gegotiable
Call 753-3058
250 Yards of dark tobacco
for sale 100 yards of Burley
plants. will trade plants for
pounds Call 435-4131
14:Want To Buy
Want to buy, good used
maple harvest table Call
753-5710
Wanted to buy. Older co,un,
try house. MSU student. 3
children. seeks to deal. Interested in owner finance.
VA or rent with option
Must be liveable with a few
acres and reliable water
source. Need not have bath
if price is right. Call 1-8563947 anytime or write Gary
W. Bowman, Rt 2. Boaz. KY
42027.
15. Articles For Sale
14.000, BTU Fedders air
conditioner; 36- electric,
coppertone range. 1972
350 Yamaha motorcycle
Call 759-1852
Fence posts, 3 diameter x
-6'10" long - creosoted
$2.10 each. Murray Lumber
Company, 104 Maple
16' Low car trailer, factory
made tandem axle with
ramps, electric brakes.
$1600. 759-4070.
16. Home Furnishings
Breakfast set table and 4
chairs, $20 Call 753-5544

FOR SALE
Custom Craft Sol'
State Instrument Amp
ant Mike. Good condition. Call after two
753-9964.

MAY
SPECIAL:

-EAEABE
MAy-1.

Found in vicinity of
Chestnut and N 8th black
-kitten with tan calico markings 753-3627 or 7622591.
Lost on May 1st in Dexter
Hardin area, one heifer calf
of hereford stock, weighs
550-600 lbs Call 437-4512
or 753-4094 please
riam
-Lost "mall bacli.cat ed Diana wearing green
and white collars, last seen
on 94 East near Duncan's
Market, 1 1 2 weeks ago
2
76
55
3-52.709 after 6. 436-

Bible Facts Free Store for
the needy. 759-4600

ox

BALL
RK

753 8798

BIBLE CALL
Are You Thinking
About Having An Affair? • 759-4444.
Children's Story 759-4k45.

A cousiN 7 AN
AUNT? A GRANPMAMA?

---HE TELLS PEOPLE
HE'S A PLAYER
WHOSE CON TRACT
WASN'T RENEWED

304 Mom

753-9381

24 Near Service,

WHY IS PETE THE
PANHANDLER
WEARING
THAT

by.
Carter Studio

tion

HODGE & soN

5-

A FRIEND IN TWE
PI-10TO LAB DID
A BIG BLOWUP
OF ME

2. Notice

Notice

Olympic Melo
Open 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
753-7113

What we do best is cue
Needline, 753-6333.

10 THE WiSSIFIEDSI

General Manager position,
Paris, TN Company car. expense account plus other
funge- benefits, satary-dp to
$22,000 depending on experience Route distribution' management
background helpful but is
not a requirement Management of people necessary
To arrange personal interview send complete resume
including salary history and
references to: Pepsi Cola
Bottling Company, Attn.
V.P. Personnel, P.O. Box
129. Marion, IL 62959.
Jobs Overseas - Big money
fast. $20.000 to $50.000
plus per year. Call 1-716842-6000 Ext. 2454
Need someone with riding
lawn mower to mow vacant
lot Call 753-3102
l'Sale's clerk, part time, including
nights
and
weekends. non-student
$3.45 hour. Action Personnel, 753-6532
1. Storage Bldgs.
Custom Built portable
buildings. Call 753-0984
9. Situation Wanted
Will work on lawn mowers
.Call 753-0751

King size Castro convertible
sleeper couch, bright
yell
$130. Call 7539566.
One year old Amana 18
cubic foot refrigerator.
$425. stove. $50, round oak
table, $350. fine antique
walnut chest 759-4117
19. Farm Equipment
Best-trre- deafsiitown1 e
have a tire truck to repair
tires on the farm. Call us
for best prices and snappy
service' Vinson Tractor
Company, 753-4892.
Case V-chisel plow, 5
shank. new. 753-5181.

Fast farm tire service.
Economy Tire it Service. Call 753-8500.

19. Farm Equipment
2640 John Deere tractor
138 hours Call 435-4276
20. Sports Equipment
For sale 10-sui-ed Niniki
bike $75 Call 753.0594
after 5 pm
The Pistol People Invest in
a feeling et security largest
variety, lowest priced no
registration or red tape in
Kentucky
Country Boy
Store. 9 miles west of
Hopkinsville junction KY
164-117 Hours 8 5 Sunday
12-5 (5028855914

UMusUcaI
ish you could play
the organ? Jut hove
no organ? We'll furnish the organ in your
home at no charge you
pay only for the
lessons. CLAYTONS
NEW LOCATION:
Hwy. 641 South
753-7575
New and used Baldwin
piano and organs. Lonardo
Piano Co. across from the
Post Office, Paris, TN.

Begin Today
MUSIC
LESSONS
Piano
,
Organ
Beginners and Advanced

Clayton's
753-7575
24. Miscellaneous
A complete set of tools and dyes for making buttons
Ca11.753-3199
Condominium for -rent
tivtton Head Island. -SC
home of the famous Family
Circle Tennis Tournament
and Heritage Golf Tournament. For more information
call 1-926-4031
Firewood cut any length.
mostly oak and hickory. $20
del:vered 489-2492 or 753
4157
Shop aiiFor sale
compressor. 10 hp. gas
motor. $275. 1968 Firebird
body, good shape. $275
Call 753-8127.
"Let's go fishingl- Rec
worms. Nite crawlers, fresh
from bed to box Free gift
Rex's Worm Farm, Rt 6. Box
325 ilrvan Cobb .Road:,.
Murray KY 42071 Phone
436-5894
Landscaping ties 3 x5 sh
long Murray Lumber Corn
pany. 104 Maple
Will break and disc
gardens Also for sale a 2
row corn drill. two L78 15
tires practically new Call
753-8649
Expert front end alignment, $15. Economy
Tire 8, Service. Call for
appointment, 7538500.

PRE-SEASON SALE
Season Passes for the MurrayCalloway County Swimming Pool may
be purchased now thru May 29. Purchase prior to May 5 to be eligible
for a free season pass.
Family Passes $60.00
Single Passes $30.00
Passes may be purchased at the
Park Office, lOth 8, Payne Sts.,
phone 753-7640.

HAZEL COMMUNITY PICNIC
Saturday, Mayo, beginning at 10:00 a.m. In Hazel. Sponsored by the Hazel
Liens Chob

00

Mexican Restaurant
IF YOU DON'T SAY
ANYTHING,
I WON'T

Colonial

Auction(Bob "Frosty" Miller, Aactionoar)

House

Items donated by area businesses, including, blender, tool set pain hair dryer savings account
burglar alarm, coolers, clothing, food items, gift certificates ond more.

Smorgasbord
Boston Tea Party

Entartalasnowt

Granny's Porch
Coca Cola Bottling

Live musical entertainment, airplane stunt show (Howard Brandon, pilot), and the Fort Campbell
Sport Parachute Team.

Co. of Paducah
S&H Pork

Political Rally
Report from

Washington by Congressman Carroll Hubbard. Speeches by local candidates on the May
26 primary ballot, including all city, county and district offices.

Northside IGA
Soulkside IGA
Storey's Food Giant

600111 Lutiug

Parker Food

Bar-B-0 sandwiches and plate lunches, desserts and drinks served throughout the day.

D&T Warehouse
Archway Quick Stop

Iltor Pri4o

1-Mart
Big

To Purchaser of Lucky Meal Ticket

L Paris, IN

Winslow

Cafeteria,

MSU
Holiday
Murray

Inn

of

/*New the signs from Ilighwey 441 to the picots site No Basel. Plenty el
perking spore.arias the fealty, some early semi stay late for•fee-ftlies1
day!
(Proceeslp used t. seppert various dirk ad Iramilterlas prefects if the
NW Limos

Gob.)
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24. Miscellaneous

30.flusinesiliental 32. Apts.

34. Houses For Rent 41 Public Sale

New 2 bedroom duplex, all Six room house near shopp- Yard sale, Saturday and
appliances, outside ing, $100 month, deposit' Sunday. 9 tit 5, Route 3.
Mini
storage,
references. and. references required Murray, East of 94 and
Wareham
deposit No pets. 753-0814. 'Call 753-9992 after 5 pm
1346 on Highland Road
Storage Space
474-2708
Nice
1
or
2
bedroom
apartThree
bedroom,
2
bath.
For Rout
ment with shaded yard and den, living room, kitchen Yard sale, 1409 Sycamore,
733-47SD
private patio, kitchen ap- dininLcombination. fenced Thursday, Friday, Saturday.
27. Mobile Home Sales
pliances furnished 753- ba"rd with tall hedge for Violets, antiques, quilts.
FOR RENT
7559 or 753-7550
privacy, concrete patio and tomatoe plants lots of
1974 IMO Furnished 2
odiacent
to
Building
grill.
Excellent goodies.
bedroom
furnished
One
bedroom alL electric, good
Buckingham Roy lid. in
neig6bor
hood,
on .quiet
newly
apartment,
condition Located on long
43. Real Estate
Diziekind Shopping Center,
street near M.S•U One year
redecorated,
enprivate
lot on city water garage
double
air,
gas heat and
trance. near University. Call lease required. $400 per Hidden Treasure! It will do
Will sell cheap Call 436front, over 2000 sq Ft
inonth. Available June 1,
1981.
Available Mny 1
753-7418 after 3 pm.
5830 or 753-9678
your heart good to say
1981. Call 753-5805 after
Call 7S3 3018
nothing
about your pocketOne bedroom 'furnished 5.30 PM.
12x60 Two - bedroom
book when you inspect this
apartment, one block from
natural gas, central heat
Rent
campus $145 water fur- Three bedroom house mar-. - home we have located just
and air, underpinning 31. Want To
located in Fox Meadows Apartments for rent at Em- nished No pets. Couples ried couple only. $185 per for you. Three bedroom
month 759-4401
brick .located on quiet
bassey Apartments Call only. CAW-172 203
Call 753-7230
street
in
nice
753-4331
Three
bedroom
brick
or
house.
753-3530
Small furnished apartment.
Town House 12x70 mobile
neighborhood.
Priced
in
the
pm
4 blocks from campus, one
inquire 100 South 13th
home 2 Bedrooms, 1 bath, after 5
mid 530's.. See this home
block
from
Office
If
Post
refrigerator stove disposal,
Two bedroom duplex,,coor. pet $100 deposit, partially before all others by calling
central air and gas heat 32:Apts. For Rent
littnatecl ,drapes available, furnished $225 per month 753-1492 at ,CENTURY 21
new carpet and wallpaper Apartments for rent, near quiet strqet, lawn care proLoretta Jobs, Realtors.
Other extras included Pric- downtown Murray. 753- vided. $250 month. Year Also 2 bedroom, fully
carpeted,
basement.
$150
4109
ed to sent Call 753-8295
lease, Available May 15. month, same location. Call
Reduced to $32,000.
Trailer and 2 acre lot, Lynn Available now, country liv- Call 753-6782.
Lionel, 753-0157 after 5
Nice home on P4
Grove area together or ing within city limits at Two bedroom duplex with pm.
acres
on Hwy. 641
Hamlet North Apartments_ carport and storage on
seperate 753-6973
approx. 2
South
Nice
2
bedroom Stadium View Drive, central
Family room,
28. Mob. Home Rents townhouses with private heat and air, all appliances 36. For Rent Or Lease 3miles.
BR, garage and
with hookup for washing
TWO trtdruam trailer for fleck and central heat and
fruit trees.
air,
kitchen
appliances
furSingle
machine.
carpeted.
rent furnished clean in
Need It?
Murray No pets Call 489- nished. 753-7559 or 75.3, or couple with no children
Rent It!
Nearly new BV home
7550.
pets.
preferred.
No
2118.
on 51 2 acres. 3 RR, 2
Call
Available
May
15th.
new
2
Two bedroom furnished Comfortable
Chain Saws
baths, heat pump Se
753-1799 after 530 pm.
trailer, $125 month $50 bedroom duplex in quiet Deposit reciuired:
air, range,
central
residential area. Heat pump
We got it and much,
deposit Call 753-5750
refrig., dishwasher. 3
insulated
for Two bedroom apartment,
and
much more.
walk-in closets.
'Two bedroom 1'7 miles reasonable heat bills. close to hospital. no pets,
cum=
Landscaped.
641 South $150 plus Sound proof between-apa:t
RENTAL SALES
deposit 753-4699
li-179
114" 753
ments. Appliancgs furnish- '
CENTER
Take your pick. 2 or 3 ed. $275 per month. 759- Two bedroom apartment.
bedroom mobile home out 4130 or 753-9898. Col- unfurnished near UniversiMurray-Calloway
of town or in town Col- eman-Real Estate.
ty. Call 753-8146 or 7532001. Main 753-8201
County Realty
eman Real Estate 753- Furnished apartments for 2437
(502)7534146
9898
rent Call 753-4684
Two bedroom duplex, all 37. Livestock-Supplies
304W. 12th St,
Two bedroom all electric For rent 2 bedroom. 2 bath kitchen appliances, central
Murray, Ky. 42071
Saddles, English & moblle home 1-2 miles apartment.on College Farm neat and air. Call-753-8146
1147 4.
Moller
from Murray $150 per Road New heat pumps. or 753-2437.
Western Soles month
$100 deposit. economical $225 per monRepairs - Custom
Two bedroom apartment
Available June 1st.
Work - Tents and Boat
th 753-4632.
kitchen appliances furnish225 Acre farm located on
753-9829
Covers
mode.
Furnished apartments. Effi ed Call after 4 pm, 753blacktop road east of New
29. Heating-Coorag ciency 1 or 2 bedrooms 3465
TAYLOR
Concord. Bottom land (now
LEATHER CO.
in wheat). some timber,
Air conditioners 'cleaned Atso sleeping rooms Zim 33. Rooms for Rent
114 S. 6lit Mayfield
creek. Priced less than,
and repaired W. ;buy used merman Apartments, South
Furnished room for men
1-247-3934
$425/acre. Owner financair Conditioners till's Elec- 16th. 753-6609
students. half block from
ing available at 10% intric Call 753-9104
Four room apartment for campus. 1626 Hamilton
Bulls for sale. Performance terest.
Central heat and air unit, rent, all utilties paid, $175 Air'-conditioned, kitchen, tested 1/2, 1/4, and 7/8
We have a reasonably
14 cubic foot refrigerator, pe month deposit required
blood Simmental and priced small farm near the
Private entry and parking
also an electric range 474- Available May 26th Call $100 per summer term
Maine-Anjou bulls. Only the lake. A 30 acre parcel with
753-9829
•
8038
Call 753-8572 or 436-5479. -vtry best performance bulls a large pond, good'building
Sleeping rooms in town -for over -900 performance site with well. This is priced
close to campus, --Cheap?. tested cows are being of- for quick sale.
fered for sale. Broadbent
CASH FOR COINS AND GOLD
We have several 5 to 15
Call 753-9195 or 753-0387
Farms, Cadiz, KY 42211. acre parcels ne.ar lake at.
SILVER & GOLD COINS
34. Houses For Rent Phone days 1-235-5182.
Hamlin, KY (east of New
COINS FOR COLLECTORS
Concord).
REE
MAR
ARABIANS.
MINT SET ETC.
FOR RENT
These all have good
Purebreds for sale. Trained
LOANS MADE ON PAWN ITEMS
building
sites, are located
and
started.
753-6126
or
Small 2 bedroom,
V..isitors on all weather roads. Owner
Hours: 9-9 Mon.-Sat.
753-61.00.
white frame house.
will trade or will finance
welcome.
1-6 Sunday
$135 per month with
C.
John
purchase.
38.
Pets-Supplies
5133 deposit. Call
Realtor,
1111
Neubauer,
LD AND SILVER PAWN SHO
AKC German Shepherd pup- Sycamore, 753-0101 or
753-5322 after 5.
pies, 28 champions in 5 753-7531.
House available after
Olympic Plaza Murray
753-7113
generations. Also, registered
May 16.
in
American Eskimo Spitz BUY OF THE YEAR! Be
everything
in
the
center
of
Now Taking Applications
Furnished 3 bedroom house puppies 502-554-2153
this convenient location.
for
3
college
girls.
Near the Dog obedience classes for
For
Conveniently priced with
University. 753-4974.
AKC competition or more owner
financing
to
Five room unfurnished obediant pet. Boarding - qualified buyer. Features-4
house in the county, $150 covered runs. 436-2858.
bedrooms, large kitchen
per month plus $150 39. Poultry-Supplies and living room, plus dry
deposit required
753basement. Bring the kids to
One year old laying hens for enjoy the large backyard.
3293
Northwood Dr., Murray, Ky.
sale. Call 489-2140.
Lots of storage -rooms plus
For rent: 3 bedroom house,
1 , 2 and 3 bedroom units.
garage. Call Wendy at
gas heat, nice yard, good 41. Public Sale
neighborhood. 753-8895.
One bedroom handicapped units.
Humane Society rummage Spann Realty Associates today, 753-7724,
Nice 3 bedroom brick home sale! 94, Dixieland ShoppMUR-CAL apts. Office
ing
Center,
Saturday,
May
with large fenced yard,
Purokin & Thurman
OFFICE HOURS 11-2 p.m.
ideal for couples Call 759- 9th,
Insurance &
1875
Yard sale, 1011 Story Ave
Loc. 641 North
Real Estate
417 S 10th. 2 bedroom, un- Thursday and Friday.
Southshie Court Sq.
Call 759-4984 or
furnished, highest heat bill, Yard sale, Old Almo school,
After Office Hours 1-(502)-886-4601 $30. References and Monday through Wednes- Murray, Kentucky
753-4451
deposit $185. 753-8198 day. Old ice box. 3-speed
Equal Housing Opportunity
evenings
bicycle, boys bike, old sew- Nice 2 bedroom, 2 bath,
ing machine.
Bel-Air house trailer,
Yard sale, 5th 8, Elm, Tues- 14x7D,• located in Scenic
day, Wednesday, Thursday, Acres on 3i acre. Call today
9-6. Records, books, for your appOntment, 753clothing, card table, chairs. 7724.
Wedding gown -and vert sue'
7, was $400 new Excellent
condition best offer 7530450. extension 286 days
or 753-4467 evenings

kitchen

MUR-CAL
APARTMENTS

I.

310

NU X

.441
k

43. Real Estate
ng
right wfa
aimi
. ly fiosr tth
hie
s
3,600 square fee
home on Main Street.
Central gas heat,
central electric air.
Carpet, drapes,
fireplace,formal din
ng room and five ca
garage are just a fe
f the features. Pric
d in the 560's bu
Owner is encourag
'rig bids. Make yours
today! Roberts Real
Lv

Roberts Realty
12th & Sycamore
753-1651
'

ir"1""1.1111111111.11111111.1

753-1222
THE RIGHT
PLACE AT
THE RIGHT
PRICE
Very attractive 3
bedroom brick home
only minutes from city limits. Features
include cnetral heat
and aft, den and
woodburning
fireplace, attached
garage and wooden
lapckyard deck. A
pretty picture for
pleasant living. Mid
$40's. Phone 753-1222,
for Real Service in
Real Estate. •

Plenty of -Strelchin'
,Room"! A really large home
that can change to fit your
needs. The home provides a
living room, dining room.
kitchen with all the counter
space and cupboards you
need. The den is plenty
FUTURISTIC
large, back to back
HOME
fireplaces in den and living
This choice listing
room and all the bedrooms
reflects a new atare spacious. let us show
titude toward comyou a new way of life by
fortable convenient
calling 753-1492 at CENfamily
living with
TURY 21 Loretta Jobs.
special emphasis on
Realtors.
energy conservation.
Would you like to have an
Uniquely and exextra nice home ,and still
quisitely decorated
have a place to run a small
throughout with no
business from? Well, you
expense spared to encan with this extra special
sure maximum
offering. A four bedroom,
quality and beauty.
1 11 bath. large living room
Home has extremely
with fireplace. dininglow heating and coolkitchen area, large utility
ing bills as two
room that could double for
an office and a porch that . heating systems offer maximum efficould be screened for your
ciency. Home is
summer enjoyment. Gas
designed so that
heat and .central airsolar heating could
conditioning. Brick garage.
Wooded lot._ Property zoned
easily be added.
commercial. Reasonably
Phone 753-1222, Koppriced in the $40's. Ken' perud Realty for all
Shores Estates, 1111 othe details.
Sycamore. 753-0101 Of
753-7531.

43

437Rial Estate

43-.-ReilEitate

43. Real Estate

LAKE PROPERTY, OWNER
FINANCING. Owner needs
to sell in a. Moray and will
help you buy all or part of a
74 acre tract at the mouth
of Kentuky Lake on Blood
river. A lovely place to build
a home, an excellent land
investment opportunity.
Realty
Call Spann
Associates, 753-7724.
OWNER SAYS SEW
3 bedroom brick, 518
Brood St. Fireplace insert stays with house,
natural gas heat, very
nice lot and more.
Shroot-Waldrop Real
Estate, 759-1 707.

ShroatWaldrop
Real Estate

HIGH ON A HILL
OVERLOOKING LAKE No. 162 - 2/5 ACRE M/L.
Heavily wooded lot features
excellent view of lake. The
bi-level home offers
pnvacy. Residential area. 6
miles to shopping. Home
contains beautiful den with
Franklin fireplace, 2
bedrooms, 2 baths, kitchen
with cooktop and oven,
disposal, refrigerator with
ice maker, dishwasher.
Garage door opener included for attached garage with
workshop. Living room is
16x18, family room 111x21.
Central heat and air, good
insulation, large porch and
decks. Carpeted floors, TV
antenna. basement. Room
here for a small garden.
Shrubs add beauty. Propery has boat ramp and fishing
dock rights. On gravel road
for 95 ft. School but by. Just
reduced to $42,900.
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STROUT
REALTY
Joe L.Kerma Broker
- 1312 Coldwater Rd.

7534186(Anytime)

Jail Cooler 73547117
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['WING TRAFFIC
HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
225 L. P. Miller St. (Across from Community Center)

Specializing in Senior Citizens
Open Hours
Mon., Tues., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
8-12 753-3685
For Appointment
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AUCTION SALE
Fixtures & Equipment Of Mack & Mack
Marine Sales and Marine Repair Store
Safe To Be Held At
Mack & Mack Store, Aurora, Ky.
Saturday, May 9, 1981'
10:00 A.M.Sharp

VEACEFUL
HAVEN"
This lovely 3
/
2 bath
bedroom, 11
home is just waiting
for you and your
family.-The cool, inviting covered porch
and redwood deck
with a beautiful view
of Kentucky Lake
await your arrival.
Offered in the low
$40's through Kopperud Realty, 711
Main.

4.

Items To Be Sold Include
Electric Typewriter
Cash Register
Two Adding Machines
Check Writer
3-Metal Bins w/Asst.
Bolts, Nuts, Washers
3-Office Desks
2-Filing Cabinets
Electric Floor
Scrubber, Polisher
Nylon Rope Rack
Ski Rack
Office Chair
Anvil
Heavy Duty Vises

COMMERCIAL
LISTING
Desirable investment package consisting of 2 large conblock
crete
buildings,4tobi1e
approxhome,
cres with
imatel
fronton Highway
121 South, approximately 1 mile from
city limits. Offered
at $40,000. Contact
Kopperud Realty,
753-1222.

Heavy Duty Hand Truck
Electric Welder
Acetelyne Welder
Outboard Motor Test Tank
Outboard Motor Stands
Glass Display Counter
1-Lot of Miscellaneous
Wood Racks and
Display Counters
Large Metal Storage Safe
1966 Chev. 3/4 T. Pickup
Three capacity boat
haul trailer
Other Items

be
111
ba
e€1
on
Ti
tic
$61
4-2

Frank L. Ryan
Special Commissioner
Marshall Circuit Court

ASSISTANT MANAGERS WANTED

THE FIRESTONE
TIRE & RUBBER COMPANY

Due to our company's rapid growth, we need management personnel to meet
the expansion requirements.

REQUIREMENTS
I. Personality - must present good appearance, be able to mix-well with
others, have good spedking voice, must be aggressive.
2. Must have good character.
3. Experience must have soles or some management experience.

641 Auction Sale
Every Friday night at 6:30 p.m., 2 miles from'
Paris on Highway 641 North. This week we have
dons, churns, lamps, depression glass, carnival
glass, picture frames, Gypsy kettle, wash stand,
oak hal tree, dressers, chest, trunks, 2-horse
wagon and lots more. Good antiques. Cash
drawing and concession stand.
For informatien call
Aectieweers:
9014414453
Larry lialwassue, Ile. 646A
for !Ill-243-241S Shortie Mcirisle, No. 247

ADVANTAGES OFFERED

FOR SALE:

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

For All Your Concrete Work
(Poured Basement Walls,
Floors, Foundations or
Driveways)
Pre-engineered Metal Buildings
or
Any Type Construction

Hired and trained for store manager assignment'
2. Opportunity for rapid advancement.
3. Beginning salary commensurate with experience.
4. Annual bonus based on performance.
5. Liberal Retirement Program.
6. Annuo! paid vocation.
7. Liberal Insurance Program covering employees and dependents.

For a personal interview please call

NOTICE!

Storage Buildings 8' x 12' or 6' x 8'.
Plywood floor or will custom build.
Specials on Butler Groin bins & buildings.

COLES CONSTRUCTION
CO., INC.
4 milesS of M

eaN

641

C4

1'
•

v‘,

1

Contact

D,
fc

E. & P. Construcfion Co., Inc.

134

1068 Mineral Wells Ave.
Day Phone: 901-644-9840
Paris, Tenn.

Joe Pat Stone
Hazel, Ky.
492-8359 Nights
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43. Real Estate

43. Real Estate

47. Motorcycles

49. Used Cars

MUST SEE THIS BIKE!
Appraisals
1979 Yamaha 650 Special,
Acr• Mini-farm
C-esaseliag
.v.bleeli, less than - 3000
1977 Convertible
Management and
extremely neat well
miles. Call 759-4749 after
TRIUMPH
Sales.
landscaped 2 bedroom
4 pm.
RON TALENT
SPITFIRE
home in good com1979 Suzuki GS-550, 5600
REALTOR
munity, 7 minutes
miles, excellent condition,
753-9894
from Murray.
plexiglass fairing, travel
PURDOM
back
adjustable
and
trunk
good
business,
Established
OLDSMOBILE
location, limited low in- rest. Call after 5 pm, 753PONTIAC
793-911911
terest financing available. 9567.
CADILLAC
•
Consider trade for real 1976 Suzuki GT-500 motor753-5315
R141 •S1411
estate. Call 753-4109.
cycle, blue, fairing style
& PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
windshield, cruise control,
44. Lots For Sale
real sharp! Call Ron 8-6 1971 Type 3 Volkswagen
CABIN ON THE LAKE. Lake lot in Moon's Subdivi- 753-5273 or 753-0156 engine for Squareback or
Energy efficient, sleeps 7, sion, near Mansard Island after 6.
stationwagon. $350 plus
full bath, galley, teak in- Resort. Good view of the
$75 if installed. Call 753Con1979
mopeds,,
Two
terior, fully equipped sail lake with nice surrounding.
3058 after. 5 pm, or 753boat with diesel, HUNTER Owner working out of town. cords,- good condition. Call ,8450.
753-3716.
37 with cruise pac. Priced to sell at $5,000 Call
$64,225. See at Kentucky 901-642-2633.
48. Auto. Services 1976 Vega Nomad stationwagon. Call 753-3662 ,
Lake Sails, Highway 62,
Four heavy duty life
Calvert City, KY 42029. 1- 46.Homes For Sale
50.
Used Trucks
time shocks, in395-7844 or 1-395-8167.
1963 Ford pickup truck.
stalled, 549 corn•
FOR SALE
Call
753-1820.
plete.
Where?
three Modern
Economy
Tire
8
Ser1978 GMC short wheel base
bedroom home, two
vice, 753-8500.
pickup, 6 cylinder, straight
baths, 58 acres of
shift, topper, AM-FM
land, Stanley Martin
•. Ise. . TS
cassette stereo, good gas
homeplace located
LT, mileage. $3300. Phone
Camero
1976
BOYD-MAJORS
three-quarters of mile
automatic, air, power, tilt, 901-247-5439.
REAL ESTATE
off Highway 121 on
sport wheels. $2195. 753- 1973 International truck,
753-8080
Murray-Paris
Old
9710.
14' flatbed, $3200. Z-50
Professional Services
Road, 38 acres tillable
1974 Chevrolet Impala, ex- Honda, $395. 153-8061.
With The Friendly Tench"
land, 7 acres pasture,
tra clean, one owner, new
THIS AD
10 acres woodland, 3
tires, AM-FM stereo, air1981 GMC Pickup, 6
IS NO
acres wasteland. If inconditioned. Call 753-4862
SUBSTITUTE
cylinder,
automatic
send
terested
'after 4 pm.
4transmission, power
For a personal tour
inquiries to P.O. Box
1967 Camaro SS, $3000 or
of this like new,
steering, $6,250.
230, Murray, Kenwill trade for lumber. 1974
outstandingly attracHATCHER
53tucky or call 7
Dodge one ton flat bed:
tive brick home
AUTO SALES
land and
33.
Crop
2
6
$1900. 901-642-7392.
located in Bagwell
515 S. 12th
residence under 12
You'll
Manor.
1980 Ford Fiesta, excellent
7534961
months lease.
condition, great mpg. 753discover 3 large
7855.
bedrooms, 2 full
ba t s, an all- Three bedroom brick home For sale: 1974 Caprice, one 51. Campers
appliance kitchen, a
on 11
/
2 ace lot. 10'miles owner, low mileage, all op- For sale: Deluxe motor
pleasant dining area, west of Murray. 435-4276. tions, $1795. 1953 rord home, '78 Cobra 27'. 454
that all-important
tractor, one owner, good Chevrolet, 6.000 -miles. exden with fireplace
Beautiful house located in condition, $1195. 753- cellent condition, fully selfand central gas heat Gatesborough. " Three 3942._
contained, sleeps 4;
auto
and air. Priced below
$17.500. Also
bedrooms, 2 baths, living
at room and den with 1972 MG Midget. red con- transporter trailer. E-Z ride,
replacement
$49,900.00. Call us to- fireplace, dining room, 10 vertible, great condition. $750. For more information
call 1-901-199-4952 or see
closets. One acre lot. Call 759-4945 after 6 pm.
day!!
753-4494.
1979 Mercury Capri, 4- Charles Griffith, Box 229,
EXTRA
SPECIAL!!
By owner: 150-5 Oak, 3 speed, 4 cylinder. AM-FM Palmersville. TN.
bedroom brick, large den cassette, excellent condi- 16' Fairlane camper, $600.
neat
Well-designed,
as a pin, 8 room, 2 built-in kitchen combina- tion. $4200. Call 753-3711 Call 753-6403.
bath, brick home tion, living room, lots of after 3 pm.
/
2' Self-contained truck
81
with central heat and storage, fully carpeted. 1971 Pontiac Firebird, Call camper. Call 753-9975.
Must
see
to
appreciate.
Call
air, wood stove.
753-0499 after 6 pm.
Tent, Coleman 11x15.
Separate den,formal 753-2378 or 753-9818.
1970 Rebel, one' owner,
dining, 3 big bdrms. By owner: 12x60 Mobile good condition. $600. Call sleeps 5. Fire resistant.
water proof. Call 436-2289
home, large lot, nice deck
Has 15 acres of good
753-5550. 414 North 5th.
after 5 pm.
bottom land, fenced, and covered patio, good
like new tobacco well and plumbing, two 1963 StudebAer Lark, 52. Boats and Motors
good
barn, hog house, Highway:outbuildings, on 48,000 miles, very good Crownline 14' pleasure
280,
2115
3 condition.
equip. shed. Located blocks from blacktop,
bciit, 65 hp Mercury motor.
lake. 759- Gatesborough.
on Rt.97 _hist south of 1756.
489-2602
Tr -City. An excep- Two bedroom house, easy to
15 Foot Crosby bass boat
tional buy at only heat and cool, shady lawn
trailer. 50 hp Mercury
with
869,900. Call for Apt.
with garden spot, outmotor. May "be seen at
'-ammIIMNIVMS*Vr
building, financing
Darnell Marine, 94 East.
_available. $14,500. Call
For
sale: 24' Pontoon boat,
753-5750.
5% off base price VW
Johnson motor. Call
hp
50
Rabbits diesels, gas Rabduring day.
753-2600
bits • Diesel Dasher
wagons • VW pickups gas
14' Fiberglass Runabout
and diesel. Every VW in
boat, 50 hp Johnson motor,
stock discounted daring
heavy duty trailer. 753the month of May. The
•PRESCRIPTIONS•FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
5450 after 4 pm.
Economy champs are on
•HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
sale. Don't miss this op- 53, Services Offered
•LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
portunity
DEPENDABLE LAWN MOW•HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
CARROLL VW
References. Free
ING.
Free Delivery on Prescriptions in City Limits
800 Chestnut
estimates. Call Mike at 7538877.
b.

nrm

753-8080

WALLIS DRUG

Mother's Day Special
Extend your personal greetings this year, with a
greeting ad in the Murray Ledger & Times.
Personalize your greeting by inserting a photo of
you, your family, the grandchildren or your mother
at a small extra cost. Make Mother's Day 1981 a
special day for her by inserting a photo of her in
the ad.
No ads smaller than I col. by 1 inch will be accepted(No Photo).
All ads must be received at this office by May 8,
1981, 12 noon.
You furnish the photograph, any photograph
will do, black & white preferred.

Two Column Photo
One Column Photo
1 Column by 1 Inch

$8.00
$5.00
$2.00

Make it a special day for Mom with a Public
Declaration of your love that she can treasure
forever.
Extra copies of the Murray Ledger & Times- may
be purchased at the Murray Ledger & Times after
Mother's Day.
All Mother's Day ads will run Saturday, May 9,
.1981.

53. Services Offered 53. Sfe-es Offered 53.Services Offered 53. Services Offered SKServices-Offired
All of your plumbing and
air-conditioning needs. Also
do carpentry, painting, roofing, and concrete. All work
done to satisfaction. 7539822.
Asphalt driveways and parking lots sealed by Sears. For
free estimates call 7532310.
ALCOA ALUMINUM SIDING
or vinyl siding and trim.
Aluminum trim for brick
houses. Jack Glover. 7531873.
Bob's Home Improvement
Service. Remodeling, painting, cement work, general
home iouig4pgff-$2,3,1-11 o'spectii7r. -Tree estimates.
753-4501.
Call BILL'S UPHOLSTERY
for your furniture needs.
Choose from thousands of:
durable scotchguard cloths
and naughyde vinyl. Behin4
Dairy!been. 753-8085.

Professional painting
paperhanging, pan_eling
Commercial or residential
20 year experience Free
estimates! 759-1987
Professional lain care,
mowing, pruning, fertilizing, etc 436-2226 or evenings 753-9333. ask for
Scott.
S & H Painting Service. Interior and exterior painting
Free estimates Call Scott at
753-6316
BEFORE you buy your
next set of tires,
CHICK our prices!
Economy Tire 8 Service, 753-8500.

WEST
KENTUCKY
ASPHALT

Willie's interior and exterior
painting. 13 years ex
perience free estimates
Phone before 8 AM or after
5 PM, 1591867

Coating end
seolIng
753 81E)

Spraying, mowing and
pruning Call T & D LANDSCAPING, 436-2333
Wet basement? We make
wet basements dry. work
completely guarenteed Call
or write Morgan Construction Co Route 2, Box
409A. Paducah, KY 42001.
or call day or night. 1-4427026.
Will do lawn mower, garden
tiller and chain saw(repair.
Quality work, pickup and
delivery available Call 7534162 or 753-9952 anytime.

Will mow yards 15 years
experience Cali 753-6564
Will haul driveway white
rock and Ag lime also have
any type of brown or white
pea gravel Also do backhoe
work Call Roger Hudson
753-4545 or 753-6763.
xpert car and home
area repair.
WORLD OF SOUND
222 S. 12th St..
753-5865

Small engine and
mower repair.
S. 641 Shell
S. 12th St.
753-9131 or
759 1504
Warning' Don't read this
unless you're in need of
roofing, carpentry, or electrical work. New or repair.
All guaranteed. Call Joe
753-9226 for free estimate.
18 Years experience in
bathroom and kitchen
work
brick
work
fireplaces ceramic tile
Take advantege pf fixing
your home while the craft is
available Call lames Ray
Hamilton 753-9400

ROOFING
£ Shimples

left-Up

RoFor•ocos.

All

oarootsed.

work
Free

ostionstos.
Coll 759-1359 or
7

COLDWATER LAWN &
GARDEN
SHOP.
Lawnmowers, Roto-tillers.
chain saws, expertly
repaired. Pickup and
''s_AiarrilkOlable. 4892853. 8 AM to 5 PM.
Concrete and block, brick
work.
Basements,
driveways, storm cellars.
porches. 20 years experience. 753-5476.
Carpenter Service. New
homes, remodeling,
cabinets, decks, anything
with wood,. quality work.
Phone 753-0565.

• 2..

A

With special savings
on television,
radios,cassette recorders
d
wLomponenIt
Another
•
ile they Ia •
bright idea
i
from
Magnavox

Experienced _ carpenter,
remodeling and additions.
other
Will
consider
work.
miscellaneous
References. Call 759-4815.
Fence sales at Sears now.
Call Sears. 753-2310 for
free estimate for your
needs
GENERAL HOME REPAIR.
15 years experience carpentry, masonary, plumbing.
roofing. and siding. Free
estimates. No lob too small.
Call 474-2276- evenings ot
474-2359 daytime. •
Aluminum Service Co.,
aluminum and vinyl
siding, custom trim
work. References.
Call Will Ed Bailey,
753-0689.

SA

VE $120
"
$519.95

M•del 4172

NOW $399.95
Model 4172 Exceptional 19"
diagonal color television with
aixtomatic
t trri e r

SAVE $200"
REG.$799.95
•

$599.95
Nudely 4634, 25" Diagonal Color
:: TV with automatic fine tuning,
beautiful Early American cabinet.

Guttering by Sears, Sears
continous gutters installed
per your specifications. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate.
Heating, refrigeration, and
electrical repair. Bob's
Model 4224-19' diagonal color TV with
High Resolution Filter, electronic tuning and
Refrigeration
Service.
Model 4224
Videomatic
Hazel, KY, 498-8370 or
753-7829. Bobby Lockhart.
Hutching Sales, Route 5,
Box 2221. The only factory
:authorized dealer. for FateQueen sales and service in
this area. Days 753-6068.
nights 436-2367.
REG. $119.95
K & K Stump Removal. Do
you need stumps removed •
NOW $89.95
from your yard or land
Model 5520-Distinctive 12" diagonal solid
cleared of stumps? We can
state black and white television Built-in
remove stumps up to 24"
handle
below the ground, leaving
only sawdust and chips.
Call for free estimate, Bob
Kemp 435-4343 or Bob
REG. $79.95
Kemp, Jr. 435-4319.
Licensed electrician and
NOW $59.95
gas installation, heating inModel 308-Unique cube shaped AM FM
j.
stallation and repairs. Call
travel clock radio with LCD readout slumber
753-7203.
and 24 hour memory alarm
MOBILE HOME REPAIR. Installing tie downs, underpinning, roofing, installing
doors and windows. We also
RES. $79.95
build porches and patios.
Call 753-6973.
NOW $59.95
Mold 3M
MITCHELL BJLACKMPPING.
: "Aloslol 106. Full-featured portable
Commercial and resideni AM/FM cassette recorder, 4 inch
tial. Also patching, sealing,
speaker with telescopic antenna plus
and striping. For estimates
: much more.
Prices and savings may vary by dealer
call 753-1537.
1981 NA P Consumer Electronics Car
MOBILE HOME ANCHORS
underpinning, roof's sealed,
patio awnings, and house :•:•:•:•
OPEN
type roofs for mobile
homes. 753-1873, Jack
SUNDAY
The brightest ideas in the world
Glover.
are here to play.
Need work on your trees?
Topping, pruning, shaping.
complete removal and
more. Call ROVER'S TREE
SERVICE for professional
tree care, 753-8536.--

SAVE $50°°

SAVE $30"

j.

p

SAVE $21V°

SAVE $20"

1 AI'S Super Shill

I

tooth 4th Stroot
Money
Complete Auto
Honor. Free lobe with
offi filtor clang*.
I753-7196.

CLAYTO

Home Entertainment Ctr.

g!'.-South 641 Hwy.
753-7575g
en:Pily 9 a.m. -8 p.m. Sunday 1-5 p.m.

•:•:•:.:
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BIG
KING OF VALUES
PRICES GOOD THRU MAY 10th

697

MENS KNIT SHIRT

Classic short sleeve knit
shirt. 50/50 poly/cotton.
Assorted colors. Sires
S-XL. REG. 8.88

944_ I044

SHORT SLEEVE
KNIT SHIRT,no.to...

.A. JR. SUNDRESSES
in as-

897

129.ATE

Poly/cotton sundresses
sorted styles. Solid colors and
floral prints. Sizes S. M, L.

2.47

MENS JEANS

100% cotton denim twill.
Slant front; pleated back
pockets. Sizes 28 to 38.
REG. 15.44 NO MAJMCHECKS

JR. SUNDRESSES
B. Springtime
print sundresses of
poly/cotton blends. Assorted
styles. REG. 12.88
NO RAINCHECKS

497

288

JR. KNIT TOPS

MISSY BASIC
T-SHIRT

SAVE
1.36

Cool 50/50 poly/cotton; in assorted colors. Sizes S, M, L.
REG. 6.33
NO RAINCHECKS

50/50 poly/cotton
v-neck T-shirt in assorted colors. Sizes
S, M, L.
NO RAINCHECKS

997 997

SAVE
1.91

SAVE
1.91

JR. PANTS

JR. SKIRTS

65/35 poly/cotton;
assorted styles and
colors. Sizes 5 to 13.
REG. 11.88

50/50 poly/rayon in
floral
assorted
prints. Sizes 5 to 13.
REG. 11.88

NO RAINCHECKS

NO RAINCHECKS

JUNIOR
SHORT SETS
50/50 poly/cotton
short sets. Sizes S.
M,L. REG_ 12.88.
NO RAINCHECKS

597

SAVE
1.69

BOYS KNIT SHIRT
Short sleeve, Rugby
style shirt made of
50/50_ poly/cotton. Assorted color regimental
stripes on body. Sizes 8
to 18. REG. 7.66
NO RAINCHECKS

88

4

1688

488

SPECIAL PURCHASE

SANDAL SPLENDOR

Smartly designed leather, mesh and
canvas uppers. Many styles; made in
Italy. Fashion's shapely new mid and
low molded heels. Teen's and ladies'
sizes to 10.

SAVE 3.11

C. MISSY
SPRING
MESSES

LADIES
MACRAME THONG
A natural for the casual scene. Fashionable woven rope uppers; cushioned
sock with matching low wedge. Teen's
and ladies' si2es to 10. REG. 7.99

100% polyester dresses in a variety of pretty prints; just perfect
for Spring. Assorted
styles. Sizes 10 to 18.
REG. TO 20.88
NO RAINCHECKS

844
FASHION
JEANS
FOR BOYS
100% cotton, medium weight indigo
denim. Embroidered design on
back pockets. Sizes
8-16; Regular and
Slim. REG. 10.88
NO RAINCHECKS

97(
488
SAVE 1.11

EXERCISE CLOG
Scooped out molded sole fits the
natural shape of your foot. Adjustable
buckled vamp strap. Teen's and ladies'
sizes to 10. REG. 5.99

677

LADIES
SAVE 2.22

MESH ATHLETIC SHOE

Terry trimmed airy woven uppers. Cushioned terry insole; slip resistant sole.
Teen's and ladies' sizes to 10. REG. 8.99
GIRLS 1214-3, 51/2-12
Rog.6.99

5oo

QUEEN
SIZE
PANTYHOSE
Name brand quality
at a low Big K price.

13

88
SAVE
2.09

MISSY LARGE
SIZE BLOUSE
Super value! 65/35
poly/cotton blouses
In assorted styles
and colors. Sizes 38
to 46. REG. 10.97
NO RAINCHECKS

Bel-Air Shopping Center

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

97

SAVE
1.36

MENS
ATHLETIC
SHORTS
85/35 poly/cotton combed Sateen. Hidden pockets on side seam; double
piped sides and bottom.
Assorted colors. Sizes
SKI_ REG. 8.33
NO PIAO/GOCKS

